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Hamp Donates 
Fees To Israel

New York—Lionel Hampton and 
his orchestra began a three-week 
tour of Israel on Jan. 24. All net 
profits of the trip will be donated 
bv Hampton to the State of Israel. 
Hampton’s European engagements 
this year have been even more suc
cessful than last, and no other 
American band has ever stayed in 
Europe as long on a steady work
ing schedule.

Hampton’s European invasion 
began in Mannheim, Germany, in 
early October and was originally 
set to end in December, but last 
reports indicate Hampton won’t be 
able to return to the states until 
the latter part of February at the 
earliest. He’s already booked ahead
for three European weeks 
March, 1956.

Basin Street

in

Will Reopen
New York—Basin Street closed 

Jan. 16 at the end of the Ella 
Fitzgerald-Sauter-Finegan engage
ment, and will reopen April 7 with 
Louis Armstrong. One reason for 
the temporary shutdown was the 
need for major renovations.

Another factor in the decision to 
take same time off was, because, 
as Ralph Watkins explained, “at 
certain times of the year you tend 
to run out of the kind of attractions 
you want for the room at the price.
you can pay to fill in the right type I 
of balanced shows. Running a jazz
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A SiiOW-SlWtVt.ll KU Sammy Davi* Jr., a* he almoat took Holly-

Chicago—The most musically significant motion pictures
produced in Hollywood in 1954 were A Star Is Born and
On the Water front. That’s the verdict of those best in a posi
tion to know—the Hollywood mu-9-----------------------------------------------
sicians and composers themselves, 
who were polled by Down Beat in 
its first annual motion picture 
awards canvass.

The poll, instituted by this mag
azine to stimulate greater public 
interest in movie music and to 
honor outstanding achievements in 
the field, was taken among some 
500 musicians, composers, and mu
sic directors, all of them with 
actual working experience in the 
film medium.

Results gave the nod to Leonard 
Bernstein as composer of the year’s 
best dramatic underscore — the 
Waterfront background music — 
and to Warner Brothers’ music di
rector, Ray Heindorf, for the Born 
in a Trunk sequence in A Star Is 
Born, which was adjudged the best 
scoring of a musical production 
number. Only films released in the 
1954 calendar year were eligible.

On the Waterfront also won out 
as “the film in which music was 
used to best advantage in sustain
ing and enhancing narrative 
value.” This category was designed 
to honor those responsible for tak
ing full advantage of the score 
provided by the composer, rather 
than relegating it to a position 
that minimizes its effectiveness. 
Waterfront was an Elia Kazan 
production directed by Kazan, pro
duced by Sam Spiegel, and released 
by Columbia.

Best original song written for 
the movies last year was Three 
Coins in the Fountain, a Jules 
Styne-Sammy Cahn collaboration 
for the Twentieth Century-Fox

(Turn to Page 6)

New Record Name 
Nitery In Chicago

Chicago—The Windy City has a 
new night club at a time when it’s 
almost fashionable for other enter
tainment spots to fold. Actually it 
is an old room, the Cairo lounge, 
with a new show policy that spot
lights popular recording artists.

Other rooms concentrating on 
disc name values have done well in 
smaller cities, notably in the Ohio 
territory, but the Cairo is the only 
room of its kind in Chicago.

The obvious advantages to book
ing record artists, from the club 
owner’s standpoint, is that they 
have a readymade following and 
lead to natural publicity for free 
by the local disc jockeys. From 
the performer’s standpoint, there’s 
a lot of exposure available on the 
broadcasting media in this city, an 
important record market.

Georgie Shaw, who was the 
Cairo’s opening attraction and who 
closed Feb. 9, had a concurrent 
two-week engagement on Howard 
Miller’s NBC-TV strip—a lucra
tive date in itself and one for 
which many disc artists travel 
here purposely.

Cairo proprietor Bill Anastos 
has removed some tables to break 
ground for a dance floor, and he 
has brought in a four-piece band 
to back the performers and play 
for the ballroom. The two-act bill 
also features a comedian.

wood's Ciro’s apart on his first date after losing an eye in an auto acci
dent. Here he is al the mike, punching across a song, with his fatherclub, I sometimes think, would be <—. —- — — — —--------- - r----------- ----------------—- — -- 

a beautiful operation if you could looking proudly on back of him. Read the review of Sammy’s perform- 
shorten it to seven months a year.” I iince on page 4. (Photo Courtesy Ebony)

Attempt Made On Life Of 
Hormel After Acquittal

Hollywood—The Geordie Hormel case, which seemed to 
be out of the headlines to stay when the singer-pianist heir 
to the Hormel meat fortune was acquitted in Los Angeles 
superior court of a marijuana-possession charge, blew wide
open again as a sniper seemingly^’
attempted to kill young Hormel as 
he sat in his home in Coldwater 
Canyon. The next day police ar
rested a self-asserted press agent 
(unknown here as such) for 
Hormel, claiming he admitted firing 
the shot as a publicity stunt.

Hormel denied knowing the as
sailant.

During his trial, which had end
ed only a few days previously, 
Hormel indicated that he was the 
intended victim of n “frameup.” 
When declared innocent, he told 
the press:

“There are facts which have

been suppressed. I shall be 
to appear before the grand 
and give the information if 
are interested.”

Principal witness against

glad 
jury 
they

Hor-

Y-yup!
Chicago — From n pres* re

lease received nt the Down Beat 
office here.

Boston, Mass, — A Rodgers 
and Hammerstein team, Boston 
edition, is in the making. Henry 
Lasker of Brookline has joined 
with Mel Gordon of H ellesly 
Hills to form a songwriting duo. 
Lasker is instructor of music at 
Newton high, and Mel Gordon 
is vice-president of Manchester 
Hosiery Mills and a director of 
the Tootsie Roll Co.

O.K., Dick, Oscar—move it 
over.

Capitol Now Back To Normal 
As News Of Sale Wears Off

Hollywood—What will happen as control of Capitol Rec
ords passes into the hands of England’s huge electronics firm, 
Electrical and Musical Industries, Ltd.?

That is the question on mind and lips of all associated with
the recording industry since the an-9;

Murphy Moves; 
Scobey Steps In

San Francisco — Turk Murphy 
closed the doors at the spot he 
has operated for a couple of years 
in the basement of the Italian 
Village—the Venetian room—and 
moved early in January to the 
Tin Angel for several weeks, prior 
to an eventual <>pening at the 
Venetian room of the Fairmont 
hotel.

Meanwhile, Bob Scobey, who va
cated the Tin Angel at the end 
of the year for a date in L.A., 
has announced plans to reopen the 
Venetian room and operate it him
self.

mel, arrested last September by 
officers who claimed they found 
marijuana cigarets in his car, was 
bass player Iggy Shevak, then a 
member of Hormel’s trio at the 
Captain’s Table, Beverly Hill res
taurant. Shevak testified that he 
bought the cigarets for Hormel 
from a parking lot attendant.

While the trial was still in prog
ress, Shevak was arrested on an
other narcotics charge—possession 
of heroin.

Hormel told Down Beat that he 
will not resume his musical ac
tivities until his discharge from 
the U.S. coast guard in April.

Meantime, there was other news 
on the music vs. marijuana front.

Frances Faye, night club and 
recording singer, was arrested at 
her home in Hollywood on a mari
juana possession charge the same 
night the attempt was made on 
Hormel’s life.

Miss Faye, who belts out songs 
in a style somewhere between that 
of Beatrice Kay and Sophie Tucker, 
was described in one L.A. news
paper report on her arrest as a 
“bop singer.”

nouncement was made last month 
that the founders and majority 
stockholders, Glenn Wallichs, John
ny Mercer, and the estate of the 
late B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva had 
agreed to sell their holdings in 
Capitol to the English firm.

No one has a definite answer, 
but as of now it appears that 
nothing very drastic will happen 
in the immediate future, particu-

Disneyland' Will Show How 
Peggy Lee Sings For The Cats

New York—In Walt Disney’s forthcoming CinemaScope 
cartoon feature, Lady and the Tramp, versatile Peggy Lee 
does the voices for four characters. In addition, she and
Sonny Burke wrote all but one of“^ 
the numbers in the score. ABC- 1
TV’s Disneyland telecast of Feb. 
16, titled Cavalcade of Songs, will 
take viewers behind the scenes of 
the Disney studios and show Peggy 
as she records several songs for 
the Lady and the Tramp film.

Two of the characters Peggy 
“voices” for are Si and Am, a pair 
of mischievous Siamese cats, and 
she’ll reveal on the TV show how 
she sings a duet with herself.

The Feb. 16 show also will dis
close how Burke, Miss Lee, and 
the artist work together in pre
paring the voice dubs. The rest of 
the hour telecast will review past 
Disney song hits and film sequences

for the tunes Who’s Afraid of the 
Big Bad Wolf?, from Three Little 
Pigs; I’m Wishing, Hi Ho, Hi Ho, 
and Some Day My Prince Will 
Come, from Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs, and Zip-A-Dee-Doo- 
Dah, from Song of the South.

Air Force Music Show 
Premiers Over ABC

New York—A music program 
featuring the 65-piece air force or
chestra, the glee club, and soloists, 
titled United States Air Force 
Show, premiered over the ABC 
radio network Jan. 9.

larly inasmuch as the transfer of
ownership will bring no changes in 
executive personnel, according to 
company officials.

Following the excitement gener
ated among both artists and de
partment heads by the initial an
nouncement, everyone settled back 
to as near normal as any one con
nected with the record business is 
expected to be.

Mechanics of the huge transac
tion consisted of agreement by 
Wallichs, Mercer, and the DeSylva 
estate to sell their 248,435 shares 
of Capitol common stock (out of 
a total of 476,230) to EMI for 
$17.50 a share. EMI agreed to 
pay the same price a share for 
the balance of the common stock, 
which, prior to the announcement, 
was selling for around $13 a share.

Total outlay involved when the 
sale of the outstanding stock is 
completed will be around $8,500,- 
000, an interesting figure in com
parison with the $17,000 (approxi
mate) investment, put up mostly 
by DeSylva, with which the com
pany was launched in 1942.

One result of the sale is expected 
to be the complete severance of 
all relations between Capitol and 
the man who guided the firm dur
ing its birth and early growth— 
Johnny Mercer. Although he was 
one of the big stockholders, Mer
cer’s disapproval of some of the 
company’s policies and his refusal 
to participate actively in its man
agement during recent years, has 
been no secret here in Hollywood.

Next Issue: Big Stan Kenton Story, And Another Up Beat
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Commercial Twist 
the show turned out to

Circalatioo Dept- 20* Calumet Ave., Chi
cago I*. HL Mated I» U. S. A. Jetai Maher 
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things are. ...
'Someday Maybe’

“Now I don’t like to say _  
thing against anybody, but maybe 
it's beca xte that record company is 
mainly inte rested in picture, now

“I hope «omeday maybe,' 
corn rued, “somewhere I can get
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Ella Tells Of Trouble In Mind 
Concerning Discs, Television

By Not HaRbof
New York—“We had a re

quest to sing,” Ella began 
over the applause—and sud
denly she stopped. “You know’,” 
she grinned, “we really didn’t have 
a request. This is just our next 
number.” Ella had displayed again 
the candor that has been hers for 
20 years in the music big leagues.

Yet, despite this ipen-heaited 
honesty, very little is known about 
what Ella really thinks on subjects 
closest to her career and emotions. 
For, except with intimate friends, 
Ella is one of the most shy persons 
in the entertainment business.

Backstage one right at Basin 
Street, however, Ella relaxed nnd 
spoke rpenly of several things that 
long have troubled her.

Potential Scope
Ella, though she underrates her

self, is corscious of the warm 
esteem in which she’s held, and 
often revered, ovei much of the 
world. But she is also conscious of 
the potential scope of her vocal 
skill and warmth, a potential that 
never has been realized as fully 
as it deserves—f r reasons that 
have nothing to do with her un
deniable talent.

Take records, fur example. Ella 
has in her repirtore an arrange
ment of Teach. Me Tonight, one of 
the current pop best-sellers, that 
is musically a delight and is as 
commercial as any direct expres
sion of emotion (with close atten
tion to the melody line) can be.

Yet she has not had a 'hanoe to 
record the number for Decca, nor 
does she often get a chance to re 
cord any really “hot” pop material 
for the label.

“And,” Ella adds, “it’s been so 
long since I’ve gotten a show tune 
to do, except for the album. Or a 
chance to do a tune like The Man 
That Got Away. Frank Sinatra
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'Sh-Boom,' Caesar, BG, 
Krupa Fans Fight Back

Chicago—Mail serves as a constant source of inspiration 
for a columnist. “I think you’re a shmoo,” writes Helen 
Jackson of Sayre, Pa. “You said in a round-about way that 
Sh-Boom is corny. I like it and I haven’t met a person yet who didn’t. 
I think the harmony and rhythm are the greatest. I for one am sick of 
this moon-struck slow stuff.

“P. S. Y ou may be an expert, but to me you’re u drip.’ 
Miss Jackson, call me a shmoo, call me u drip, 

say 1 beat my children, call mi' president of the 
Sammy Kaye Fan club, but don’t, Miss Jackson, 
please don’t use that dirty word “expert.”

Another communication is from Harry Forwood, 
whom I presume to be connected with Sid Caesar’s 
organization.

“I think you haven’t been at ail cricket in rapping 
the Sid Caesar show on which Benny Goodman ap
peared,” writes Forwood.

“The opening announcement, which you obviously 
missed if you tuned in late, emphasized that the 
sketch was a re-enactment of BG'r hysterical effect 
on the jitterbugs when he had his sensational open
ing at the New York Paramount 20 years ago. The 
scene wasn’t supposed to be 1954, and I assure you Mabley
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came into Basin Street often while 
he was at the Copa. and he asked 
for that song every time. And he 
also usked, ‘How come, Ella, you 
don’t have a number like that to 
record?’

‘Don’t Know Myself
“I don’t know why myself,” Ella 

said feelingly. “Yet I never do get 
i chance at the songs that have 
a chance. They give me something 
by somebody that no one else has, 
and then they w mder why the rec
ord i loesn’t sell.

“I’m so heart-broken over it.! 
Maybe it’s me, but there are so 
many pretty songs 1 could sing on 
record. I ’teed a record out. I know 
that, but I don’t know what they’re 
doing at the record company. There 
must be something I can mak« that 
people who buy record’ would like 
to hear.

“The album (Ella, Decca 12” LP 
DL 8068) was something I was 
pleased with. It got such wonderful 
write-ups, and I remember when I 
was on the coast it seemed like 
everybody was play .ng it. But the 
disc jockeys claimed that the com 
pany didn’t give them the record 
In fact, we had to go out and buy 
the record and give it to those disc 
jockeys that didn’t have it.

What*« Main Interest?

on a man And you’ve heard how 
guys complain about the road.

“I can dance, you know, if I get 
a show*, I don’t say I can read 
lines,” she smiled again, “but for 
the kind of show I want to do, that 
wouldn’t be so necessary. I’d like 
a program that was like inviting 
the audience into my home. The 
feeling that Peter Lind Hayes and 
Mary Healy had on their show It 
would be informal.

“One evening, for example, we 
could do a song two ways, fast 
and slow, und see which turns out 
better. I could have guests drop 
in—people like Sarah or maybe a 
dancer The routines wouldn’t al
ways have to be rehearsed, and if

that they don’t give as much at- 
tentii r to the records. But I =;ure 
would like to record with someone 
who would give mi something to 
record.”

Then there's the matter of Ella 
Fitzgerald nnd television. “Like 
every singer,” Ella said, “my am
bition for a long time has beer, to 
have a TV show of my own, but,” 
she shook her head, “I don’t like 
to think too far ahead What I 
mean is I don’t know anybody who 
has one. Do you understand what 
I'm trying to say?

“Sammy Davis Jr., for example. 
He didn’t get his show, and no one 
ctttainly could get tired of looking 
at him for 15 minutes. Do you re
member how great he was m the 
Colgate Comedy Hour? And there s 
L<na Herne. Tunminy Crickets! If 
Lena doesn’t have a show of her 
own! We have so many wonderful 
artists aho deserve a TV show

a commercial one,” Ella animat
edly went on, “instead of reading 
the same commercial every night, 
we could make up new words and 
change it every night. And as for 
talent, if the show wasn’t on too 
late, we could even have somebody 
drop in with -ome talented kids 
from time to time.

“I’d even write music for the 
program, ' said ASCAP member 
Fitzgerald (whose credits include 
A-Tisket, A-Taeket, You Showed 
Me the Way ind Rough Riding). 
“Lately I’ve lost all my ambition 
f r songwriting. Every once in a 
while, I do write a new song down 
and put it away some place, but 
when I go to find it, I don't kr.uw 
where it is. But if I had a TV 
show -if my own, I’d be real eager 
to write some music for it.

'Oh, 1 have gobs and gobs of 
ideas, but . . . well, you dream 
things like that, and that’e what 
these are, you know — my day 
dreams.”

(as one who witnessed the original bedlam) that it wasn’t exaggerated 
in the least.

“Just to bi' technical, it wasn't actually ‘jazz* lli.it Benny played on 
the »how, or in those days. It was 'swing,' both with the small combo- and 
the big band. All jazz critics would argue time point with you. Well . . . 
I just didn't want vou to misunderstand why Sid pn-mted the sketch aa 
he did.”

Thanks to Foiwood foi supplying some information which should 
have been in the original column.

Regarding whether it was swing or jazz which Goodman played, 
let’s ray it wai. popular music. This column is concerned with radio 
and television as it comes into the home or hall.

W<- can’t help tossing in a few comme nts on popular music, inasmuch 
as it ■ a part of radio and TV, and because we enjoy listening to it. 
We represent a vast number of silent citizens who always have enjoyed 
popular music without making a fetish of it, who enjoyed jazz and 
-wing and big bandr and little bands and Dixie, and who will continue 
to listen to und enjoy popular music by whatever name the faddists 
choose. (I think we luy the most records, but I couldn’t prove it.)

Georgi Hassan of Vallejo, Calif,, wan prompted by a recent column to 
write:. ‘‘I was never mi disgusted at any print I have ever read in iny life. 
To think a man who i- supposed to have a little intelligence would come 
out with a statement like- Gene Krupa is responsible for the lack of jazz 
on TV.

“If I had enough gold, I’d buy out Down Beat and fire you on the 
spot. Krupa has appeared on more TV shows than any jazzman. To 
name a few, Omnibus, Garroway, Red Buttons, Caesar, and some local 
shows.

“Did it ever enter your thick skull that because jazz might not be 
commercial that it would be haid to find sponsors to support jazz? To 
understand jazz or jazzmen one has to be hip or a musician (which you 
are not).

“As far as Gene’s facial expressions go, l ave you ever seen a jazzman, 
yjung or old, that didn’t have some sort of contortion of the face?" 
(Note: Yes, a man who played first trombone in Jimmy Dorsey’s band 
around 1940.)

“The only advice I can give you. dad. ie to run und see the nearest psy
chiatrist.

“P. S. Show thia to your boss if you have th« nerve.”
Well, George, the boss saw it, but I cut out the part where you said 

you’d never buy another Down Beat.
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a TV show. Even if it were just 
a New York program So 1 could 
-*tay home a ilttk It’s not that I 
dor t like the road, but traveling 
all the time, year in and year out, 
isn’t as easy on a woman as it is

Shay Hotel Dates 
Set Until August

Chicago — Dorothy Shay, the 
Park Avenue Hillbillie, ha« a &olid 
string of hotel bookings ahead as 
far as August, 1955, most of them 
perennial engagements.

On March 17 she opens the 
Baker hotel in Dallas, Texas; fol
lows with a fortnight at tlx* Chase 
hotel, St Louis, beginning April 1, 
and has three w eeks al the Beverly 
Hills in Cincinnati. Six weeks at 
the Plaza in New York begin on 
May 6, and her usual six-week 
land at the Palmer House here 

begins June 23. August and Sep
tember are to be devoted to major 
state and county fair dates around 
the country.

Big Milwaukee 
Bubble Bursts

Milwaukee — The bubble Las 
burst in this city of beer and the 
Braves. In baseball it still is very 
"iuch major leagues, but in show 
business it’s gone back to the 
bushes.

For nearly two years this was 
the swinginge.-t city in the mid
west, a kind of Las Vegas in 
miniature, with almost a dozen 
showcasi s vying for the tourist 
dollar which the Braves were at
tracting to town.

Jazz rooms, which broke out in 
a rash all over town in the peak 
of the baseball fever, now have 
gone kaput just ns suddenly as 
they* started. All have cut their 
budgets drastically, and several 
are known to be up foi sale. As 
for the supper clubs, only Fazio's 
has survived the quickly changing 
climate.

Milwaukee is till the hot town 
for polk:» bands that it always was. 
Charlie Ventura, Louis Jordan, 
and George Shearing have had 
their vogue he t, brief us it was, 
but Harold Loeffelmacher’r, Six Fat 
Dutchmen, Frank Yankovic’s out
fit, and the like were never really 
overshadowed.

Neither was the Schroeder hotel, 
still a good dance band showcase. 
But Sealer's House of Jazz, which 
betimes hud sported Ventura and 
Herbie Fields on its marquee, has 
cut out big names. Ditto the Pub,

Up In The Air
New York—Funny, the Broad

way ».how based on French 
Ktorie» by Marcel Pagnol, will 
have a genuine French audience 
freshly imported from Paris. 
The show’s producers have or
ganized a “show plane.” to ar
rive here Feb. 23.

Although there have been 
many show trains — organized 
trips from various cities to New 
York lo see the latest Broadway 
«hows—this is the first time on 
audience has been transported 
by plant* from a foreign coun
try for this purpose.

where Shearing, Pee Wee Hunt, 
Charlie Barnet, u well as Jordan 
had played. The 26 club no longer 
uses name; like Count Basie, out 
has reverted to unimportant units, 
and the Three Dolls is using lesser 
Dixie bands than Muggsy Spanier.

Pop record talent and comedians 
no longer have an outlet in the 
Tow’ne room That operation ha» 
gone bankrupt, and with it the 
adjoining intime Hideway room. 
The Tic Toe, once a mom for name 
attractions, now is down to Fem 
names. Such has been the trend

there was just too much competi
tion with name attractions for so 
small a city. The general belief i» 
that a singular jazz spot could 
survive the offish winter season if 
it could cash in alone during the 
baseball term.
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One Little Record Meant A Lot
To Success-Hungry Kitty Kallen

By Ciar« Powers 
Sometimes, they say, it

rerated

takes a lifetime to be an over
night success in show busi
ness. Kitty Kallen, who, be
fore scoring her first record hit 
a few months ago had been around 
so long they were saying “What 
ever became of her?" is not one 
to dispute the theory that Little 
Things Mean a Lot. Nor to dwell 
at length on the long yeai. pre
ceding those 3% minuter of play
ing time that rescued her from 
the performer’s limbo known as 
nowhere.

Completing a quick change from 
the onstage glamor garb she calls 
“my overalls,” the singer pulled 
a terrycloth robe around her, one 
recent afternoon at the Chicago 
theater, wheeled about and made 
with a grimace. She had heard a 
dirty word.

“Background!” «aid Kitty Kal
len. "Background! Do we have to 
talk about that?” We didn’t, of 
course. Anyone above the hot-rod 
age bracket knows that the pert., 
raven-haired performer made it 
the hard way—as a Horn-and- 
Haidart kid radio singer, as a 
band canary with Jimmy Dorsey 
and Harry James, as a strug
gling single rooming with a sal
ad-days Dinah Shore, and as a

long nitery trail.
If that makes her seem ancient, 

it’s a misconception, for Kitty 
Kallen turned pro at 8 and she 
looks, even today, as though she 
would have had a tough time 
voting for Roosevelt. But a Joan 
Weber she ain’t.

“I grew up in radio and the 
band business,” is her way of 
elaborating, when pressed, on an 
official biography that is ae re
plete with dates as the current 
-ocial life of Grandma Moses. “But 
let’s talk about the present.” The 
pre-ent means, of course, those 
little things that mean a lot to 
a singer who had to pay for her 
first record date on Decca early 
last year because “no one would 
touch me.”

“Economically, it’s fantastic," 
-ays Kitty of the aftermath of 
her million-copies-plus disc seller. 
“For instance, I played the Chi
cago just six months ago and my 
salary has tripled since then. And 
it’s five times what it was when 
I played here about a year ago.” 
In round figures, the '‘fantastic” 
salary to which the singer refer
red is #4,500 a week, or roughly 
■ne-third the asking price of a 
Patti Page.

There are, however, other ad-
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New’ York—Birdland has been the scene of three big band 
debuts this season—Chico O’Farrill, Pete Rugolo, and now, 
Dan Terry. The first two arrived in a panoply of adjectives. 
O’Farrill wras to present the most creative fusion yet of jazz 
and Latin-American (principally^- 
Afro-Cuban) elements. Hut O’Far- 
rill’s music turned out to be heavy, 
largely repetitious and thematic 
ally routine.

Rugolo had devised new voicings 
far his expanded band which in
cluded French horns, a tuba, wide
ly doubling woodwinds, and ex
tensive percussion. Pete also hud 
a number of brilliant sidemen. But 
though the color change« were 
pleasant and the variety of the 
book was rather stimulating, there 
was no real cohesion, relatively 
little imaginative distinction, nid 
certainly no real swinging quality 
to the band.

Terry arrived heralded only by' 
a Columbia LP and five singles 
rut on the coast—music that swung 
but was otherwise little better than 
competent. He had been in the 
east several months before his de 
but, planning a permanent band 
and building a book. Many onlook
ers, aware of the mountainous dif
ficulties inherent in creating a new 
band these days, were skeptical as 
to whether he could produce.

And then, four days before 
Terry’s Birdland opening, someone 
rifled his cur ana stole all the 
trombone arrangements for the 
new hook (the rest of the parts 
happily were elsewhere). A small 
panic ensued. From within the 
band, Al Cohn, Phil Sunkel, And 
Osie Johnson contributed originnls 
und arrangements. From outside, 
Marion Evans, Billy Verplanck, 
and George Handy contributed sev
eral more, and there were some 
of the Gene Roland number,* al
ready in the liook for which there 
was just enough time for the trom
bone parts to be copied. After two 
days (nine hours) of rehearsal, the 
band opened.

And its debut has proved a 
swinging success. This Dan Terry 
band is one of th® most pulsatively 
alive new bands in the last few 
years. Its arrangements und orig
inals are cleanly scored, unpre 
tentious. and often of considerable 
linear interest. Above all, there is 
a buoyancy in the beat and in the

Dau Terry
¡.olo work that is refreshingly rem
iniscent of the days when big, 
swinging bands were a natural 
part of the music scene, not pre
carious collector's items. The ap
proach is sound and is broader 
than the Birdland date indicated 
because Terry also plans much at
tention to ballads, since this band 
aims at being able to play any 
kind of date, ballroom or concert.

Terry himself makes a person
able, outgoing front man with the 
ready smile and eager enthusiasm 
that audiences dig in a leader. No 
major talent as a trumpeter, he 
wisely takes relatively few ?olos 
on his horn, leaving most of the 
trumpet ioio work to the inventive 
Phil Sunkel. The rhythm section— 
with Osie Johnson, Wendell Mar
shall (who recently left Duke 
Ellington), and Dick Katz—is a 
steady ball. There’s excellent solo 
work from Al Cohn, altoist Gene 
Quill, and bantonist Sol Schlingei 
in the reed section; from Eddie 
Bert among the trombone«, and 
the aforementioned Sunkel.

Terry’s band has 18 pieces, and 
the key question now is whether 
the top men -such as Johnson, 
Marshall, Bert, and Cohn—will 
travel if the band stira up enough

(Turn to Page t)

vantages to that big record, as 
the Kallen lass see» it. “The ac
ceptance is amazing. Before, I 
really had to work hard to win 
them over. I’d do a whole act- 
impressions, special material, and 
so forth. Now, I’m introduced ana 
there's a lot of applause when I 
come out. They all know me. I’ve 
been pre-sold. And I don’t have 
to work hard. They just want to 
hear your records.”

The audiences, themselves, are a 
whole new experience, says the 
songstress, whose vocalizing hadn’t 
been really mass-produced on wax 
since her click with the Jimmy 
Dorsey band on Besame Mucho in 
1943 “You know, there was a pe
riod when I did nothing but night 
club« And those people don’t buy 
records. They’re a more sophisti
cated audience. But since Little 
Things it’s a broader type of audi
ence.

“1 attribute this to the song, 
itself. I got letters from all kinds 
of people— young kids, married 
couples, older people. The song 
seemed to appeal to all of them. 
These are the people I want to 
sing to. I definitely prefer my rec
ord buyers to night club audiences.”

On the much-discussed subject 
of genuine overnight successes-- 
the nexperienccd kids who become 
stars on the strength of one rec
ord, Kitty put» it like this: “A 
lot of people criticize the new per
formers. They say they make a 
success overnight but when they 
make appearances they can’t hack 
it up with anything.

Good Training
“Well, of course I’m grateful 

for my experience and I’m sorry 
for the kids that haven’t had ■ 
chance V» get it. The training I 
had with band- is invaluable. I 
don’t think even tn the old days 
of two-a-day vaudeville there was 
better training for a singer. And 
where are the kids going to get 
the training today?

“But to me records are un en
tirely new business. It's a different 
part of show busines-, and the 
record stars belong as much as 
anybody else. After all, you’re al
ways learning m this business. 
There is certainly no irony in my 
’sudden succes*- ’ Careers ire made 
today in 3*4 minutes. My chance 
had to come Remember, I’d sold 
close to 10,000,000 records with 
band« and 1 figured if I had it 
at all I’d have it again.”

Asked about changes in her 
singing style, the kind of changes 
that might have been equally <e- 
sponsible for her success, Kitty 
emphatically denies that there’s 
been any change worth discussing. 
The vocalist, who not too long ago 
won accused by Joni Jame*, of 
“stealing my style,” declare*- flatly:

“I don’t think I’ve made any 
radical change* in my singing 
style. I’ve tried to keep up with 
the times. If you play my old 
records with bands you can still 
tell it’s me.

“It’s entirely tone that distin
guishes a -<nger. It’s not a matter 
of style. You change mechanics 
and phrasing, that’s all. You have 
to keep up with the time*. I was 
wearing double-breasted suits when 
they were wearing single-breasted. 
That’s about what it amounts to. 
No. I have no taboos about mechan 
ics.”

For the present, Kitty Kallen 
seems very much attuned to the 
times. She has just signed a 
.4100,000 contract with the Riviera 
nitery in Las Vegas, calling for a 
three-week appearance in May or 
June and two similar appearances, 
in 1956 and '57 There is also, she 
says, a possibility of touring the 
English provinces.

“I’d like very much to go. I’ve 
never been to Europe. It’s funny, 
but when I wtiii with Dorsey, every 
time the band would be set to go 
over, something would happen and 
it would fall through.”

The future, in short, looks rosy 
for Kitty Kallen Except for one 
thing. “Thi problem is, she «ays, 
“how am I gonna find another rec
ord?”

NEW YORK
ONSTAGE: Victor Borge has now passed the 500-performance murk 

in his one man show at the Golden. Since Jan 23, 1953, he’s received 
lor himself around <900.000 the highest ever m.ide from a solo per
formance . . . George Jcswel will do a one-man show for four weeks at 
the Playhouse in April or September . . Second act of House of
Flowers has been considerably revised, and Harold Arlen has adde-1 a 
new song tc the show . . Carol Channing will 3tar in the John La
touche-Sain Locke-James Mundy Delilah

ENTERTAINMENT-IN-THE-ROUND: Gloria Vanderbilt wil. play a 
role in Jack Webb’s jazz-based film, Pele Kelly’s Blue« . . Nat Cole 
will appear in a film feature (not full-length) in which he’ll recreate 
10 of his hit records. Shooting starts after Nat finishes b s current 
three weeks at the Sands in Las Vegas . . Universal will also filn 
Bill Hale« and his Comets sometime in March . . . Janet Brace and 
Georgia Carr are at the Ruban Bleu, along witl Professor Irwin Corey 
. Pat Reed has been singing at Georgia’s Blur Room . . Harry 
Belafonte went into the Cora Feb. 3 for three week . with the entire 
act arranged and conducted by Tony Scott. In addition to his regular 
guitarist, Millard Thoma«. Belafonte brought in five extia musicians 
including drummer Osie Johnson Lisa Kirk it the Persian Roon 
of the Plaza . . . Alan Freed’s first New Y<>rk r&b “Rock n’ Roll” ball 
glossed over <24,000 in two nights at the St. Nichola« Arena . . . 
Joy ( ayier and her all-girl band opened Jan. 25 at the Arcadia ballroom

JAZZ: As of present plans, the second ennu il Newport Jazz Festival 
will take place July 15, 16, and 17, and this time all seats will be 
reserved . . Barbara Carroll and her trio opened at the Composer for 
a minimum of foui weeks Jan. 26 . . Under a unique a rangement, 
Wilbur de Paris is directing and training a new sextet with Doc Cheat
hum, Don Kirkpatrick, Henderson Chambers, Herbie Hall (Ed’n broth
er), Rudy Nieholi, and Lee Blair. The new group played Ryan’s luring 
the three-week vacation of Wilbur’s regular group and plans are 
working for future bookings . . . Jimmy McPartland now at tne Metro
pole for a year. Charlie Shaven has returned there with a group in
cluding Kenny Kersey, Karl Kiffc. and ex-Herman trombonist Frank 
Rehak . . . Count Basie back at Birdland . . . Paul Bley hiu replaced 
AI Haig a.- pianist with Chet Baker . . . Don Shirlcv will record Duke 
Ellington’s New World A-Coming for Cadence . . . After all these years, 
Milt Hinton cut an LP of his own It’s for Bethlehem and features 
Dick Katz, Osie Johnson, and clarinetist A. J. Sciacca, who’? much 
better known under another name . Erroll Garner has recovered from 
a hand injury that sidelined him for two weeks. Teddy Wilson cubsti- 
tuted for him during that time nt the Embers with Jo Jones and Wyatt 
Ruiher (with Gene Ramey taking over on bass the second week) 
Erroll returned Jan. 24 . . George Shearing will sign with Capitol. 
Coral and Mercury made better monetary offers, but George has long 
wanted to be with Capitol . . . Duke Ellington's European plans in
definite again. Now it may be April or May, if at all . . . Sharkey 
Bomino into Childs Paramount for four week Feb. 6, with George 
lewi» and Kid Or» to follow for six weeks apiece . .

RECORDS, RADIO. AND TV: V ictor an I Gian-Carlo Menotti at odds 
on the recording of his Saint of Bleecker Street. Company want« to do 
one LP, and he wants the whole »core recorded . . . The Tommy Dorsey 
orchestra will henceforth record for their own Dorsey label. Orchestra 
will play the Saxony hotel in Miami Beach opening March 4. First 
name band to play the spot . . . NBC-TV signed Gordon Jenkins as 
creative program producer to specialize in mnaical shows . . . Elliot 
Lawrence has joined Dumont-TV’s Ernie Kovacs show aa singer, pianist, 
actor, and comedian.

CHICAGO
Sylvia Syme, who busted attendance iecorda at the Cloister Inn her 

last time here, is back again, this time for eight weeks; I orlene Hunter 
has also returned as the room s regular attraction . . The Four Joe« 
are currently headlining the Black Orchid, where pianist singer Buddy 
Charier- scored a hit last month replacing Naomi Steven« . . . Mae West 
& Co. are holding forth at the Chez Paree; and French chanteuse. 
Genevieve, is at the Palmer House.

Bill Reinhnrdt is back on clarinet at Jazz Ltd. after a Havana 
vacation . . . Streamliner has basnist Johnnie Pale and his new trio, 
with Runnel) Bright at piano and Charles Walton, drumE . . . .Aaron 
Monreal and hi s five piece mambi > band are held over at the Starlite 
room indefinitely, while Augie Delnro«n sets the Latin pact ut Mambo 
City . . Aragon ballroom reports attendances up to 100 for its Satur
day mumbo instruction classes.

Robert Lenn & the Tattlers is the ' ocal group i round which the 
current Conrad Hilton iee jhow is built; Frankie Masters ork in still 
a fixture on th« bandstand . . . George Rank ork is al the Melody Mill 
ballroom indefinitely . . Johnny Hodges is current at the southside 
Crown Propeller, with T-Bone Walker «et for a March 16 date and the 
Bill Davis trio following . . . Roy Hamilton and the Guylords are co
headlining the Chicago theater.

Jean Fardulli’s Blue Angel, now celebrating its sicond anniversary, 
has brought back some of its top headliners of 1954 for the current 
Calypso edition, among them The Charmer und dancer Talley Beatty. 
Phyllis Branch is held over to headline, and she’s sluted for a pecial 
recital on March 20 in the room to yield her jazz u classical repertoire 
. . . Muggay Spanier opens the Preview lounge on Feb. 16 . . The Bett; 
Lou A Zoe trio have joined Herbi Hardt in the Rathskeller of Old 
Heidelberg, while Ken Griffin continues to carry on strongly in the 
upstairs room . . . Leon Sa«h trio currently is at Libby’s club . . . 
Little Brother Montgomery is playing und singing the blues at the 
Hollywood Show Lounge.

HOLLYWOOD
SUPPER SPOTTINGS: George Gobel headlining at Statler hotel’s 

Terraco room. Recalls that he played tame spot in March of 1954 for 
what was relatively small change, besides whi< h present salary of TV’s 
new comedy king is astronomical figure . . Marguerite Piazza, latest 
and leggiest of operatic luminaries to click on the supper room circuit, 
into Cocoanut Grove for three-weeker -larting Feb. 9. Freddy Martin 
continues to hold bandstand at Grove, as does Skinnay Enni« at Statler 
. . . Harry James’ Jan. 25 opening at Palladium coincided to the day 
with 16th Anniversary of first date HJ played with his own band after 
leaving Benny Goodman in 1939 Over 100 ox-James boys and their 
wives turned out for an opening night reunion . . Beverly Hills hotel 
announced opening of its $80.000 Persian room for Feb. 2. Chick Floyd 
ork (rising coast territory band) was set.

TELE NOTINGS: Johnnie Ray here oon to star, and tn first straight 
dramatic role (though he’ll probably sing one long), in a General 
Electric Theater TV production, The Big Snot . . . Syncopation (Jackie 
Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. George Bancroft, et al) now making the 
television movie circuit (it was first attempt at a “jazz film’’), with 
publicity releases making much of sequence featuring Benny Goodman 
Harry Jame«, Gene Krupa, Charlie Barnet, Joe Venuti, but not mention
ing that the unseen soundtrack -*tar war the late Bunny Berigan, who 
recorded the «-olos for Cooper in role of trumpet player . . Ina Ray 
Hutton and all-gal ork now definitely set for TV film seriez. Signed for

(Turn Io Page 17)
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Sammy Davis Jr. «Will Mastin Tria); Ciro's, Hollywood
One of the great talents of the 

day made his first appearance here 
since the auto accident in which 
he suffered the loss of one eye. Al
though now fitted with an artificial 
eye, he wore a patch during his 
opening week, saying that it made 
him feel “less nervous.”

It was no handicap, and it is the 
opinion of this reviewer that he 
might be wise to continue with it 
as it will be something of an asset 
as a “trademark.” Not that he 
needs it He was as skillful as 
ever in his full routine of songs, 
dances, imitations—he is effective 
as both a straight singer and in 
his vocal satires on any and ail of

the top singers of the day—and on 
this turn he came up with a flock 
of musical performances on drums, 
trumpet, bass, and piano.

It marked the first time he has 
put this much emphasis on instru
mental activity. From the way 
these routines were received, he 
will probably use them to a greater 
extent hereafter. The audiences at 
Ciro’s were obviously out to cheer 
for him on everything he did, but 
the cheers were deserved.

Dick Stabile’s house band gave 
its usual excellent backing, doing 
full justice to the skillfully ar
ranged (by Morty Stevens) back
grounds. —emge

Tony Martin, The Goofors; Ramingo, Las Vogas
Though it was Tony Martin who i happy Dixieland, the group went 

headlined the show, it was the I on to entertain with material rang- 
Goofers who supplied most of the 
life in a rather lackluster revue.

Martin showed little of the full
voiced vocal style that made him
so many recorded hits, as he sang 
umnspiredly on Teach Me Tonight, 
Vera Cruz, and There’s No To
morrow. He mixed comedy and 
serious ballads, and even whipped 
out his clarinet for a chorus of 
PU See You in My Dreams, but 
the over-all production was not 
up to Martin’s standards.

The Goofers, on the other hand, 
electrified the audience with their 
zany antics and good musicianship. 
Opening with some bright and

ing from out-and-out comedy to a 
plug for their Coral waxing of 
Hearts of Stone. The finale, during 
which the bassist and trombonist 
play while hanging upside down 
from a flying trapeze, brought the 
house down.

Members are Jimmy Dell, trom-
bone; 
Frank 
Terry, 
piano.

Ron

Jimmy Vincent, drums; 
Nicholas, trumpet; Tony 
bass, and Jack Holiday,

Fletcher dancers did their
usual artistic job in two produc
tion numbers, with the Teddy Phil
lips ork backing all acts.

Sarah Vaughan, Don, Dick & Jimmy; Chicago Theater, Chicago 
■ S * i splendidly balanced output of her 
■ | jazz standards, with Make Your

self Comfortable tossed in as a 
handout to the pop trade. Per 
usual, she’s in excellent voice with 
a low-pressure stage attitude and 
all the appealing off-key colora
tions that have been her trade
marks. East of the Sun and Old 
Devil Moon were smartly wrought 
and handily received, and she 
crowned her stay mightily on 
Perdido.

Don, Dick, & Jimmy have a thing 
or two to learn in stage business 
before they can make a habit of 

J personal appearances on the big 
circuit. With their present design, 
they pull through their segment 
solely on the familiarity of their 
Crown label hits, That’s What I

Sarah Vaaphan at her recent

The Chicago theater haa always 
done well with record names, and 
it has always done well with Sarah 
Vaughan. As she now combines the 
stature of a high-riding popular 
disc artist with that of a jazz in
stitution, her drawing power has 
inclined to the exceptional side. 
Don, Dick, & Jimmy—a west coast 
trio heavily touted by the local 
disc jockeys—were making their 
first appearance in Chicago and 
found an anxious following.

Sarah’s tarn was a brief but

Like and Angela Mia. Their pow
der-blue dress suits are clownish, 
not sharp as they’re intended, and 
the boys attack their instruments 
and vocal chores in a fashion that 
bespeaks cocktail lounge training 
and that still merits that kind of 
slotting. Vocally they are okay on 
their issue which includes Hawai
ian War Chant and I Love Paris, 
while Twelfth Street Rag develops 
into a satisfying instrumental.

In the comedy spot, Larry Storch 
could have reconsidered his use of 
bluish material before a teen-age 
audience, but his laugh quota ran 
high. Synchronized tai team of 
Lewis 4 Van teed off the show 
brightly.

Davo irobock Qsartot, Lon Lovy; Blue Noto, Chicago
Dave Brubeck’s just-closed two- 

week er at the Blue Note was 
another in the fantastic string of 
commercial successes he has been 
piling up. Opening in midweek, he 
had almost a Saturday night house 
on hand to welcome him back for 
his fourth sojourn at Frank Hols- 
feind’s house of jazz.

And success has done little to 
change either Dave or the group. 
He still has the same laconic, al
most introverted personality on- 
stand; assumes positions at the 
piano that would drive a teacher 
to despair; plays whatever tune 
or mood that strikes him at the 
time, and grunts happily when the 
quartet is moving in the direction 
he seeks. And he breaks it up with 
the audience.

But not with this reviewer, who 
has a preference for jazz that is 
constructed linearly, rather than 
vertically, and who is disturbed 
by the occasions when Brubeck be
gins pounding almost interminably,

like a man breaking rocks with a 
sledge.

Dave had his most moving mo
ments when working in counterplay 
with altoist Paul Desmond, as he 
relaxed, lengthened his phrases, 
and showed some thoughtful and 
melodic construction.

Desmond, as usual, was excel
lent coming back after a lacka
daisical first set in which the 
group was feeling out the room’s 
acoustics, to blow strongly, clean
ly, and with ever-maturing jazz 
conception.

Bassist Bob Bates and drum
mer Joe Dodge offered tight sup
port

On tap, too, was Lou Levy, who 
has been working intermissions at 
the Note for the last several weeks. 
He is one of jazz’ most able pi- 
dnists, whose darting technique and 
probing mind could well be pre
sented in a recording showcase.

Vic Damano; Cocoanof Grava. Hollywood
Making his first local appearance 

since his pre-army stand at the
provement that has marked his
vocal efforts since that time. He

Mocambo, the date that won him hasn’t much to offer except his 
his movie pact with MGM, Damone songs and an ingratiating person- 
oetnonstrated the extraordinary im- ality, but he ^»^»s the most ofality, but he makes the most of

Sandman' Takes Chordettes
Out Of That Barbershop

Eddie Fisher sings to Chordettes Carol Bushman, Margie Needham, 
Lynn Evans, and Janet Ertel.

New York—One of the most responsive chords struck 
recently in the music business is the one currently emanat
ing from four girls named Carol Bushman, Janet Ertel,
Lynn Evans, and Margie Needham.^ —----- ------ - —----- —------  —
The foursome, better known as The auditioned, quit her job, rehearsed 
Chordettes, has established itself for a few days and joined the unit .» . z» ö xxrzwiL' Infni* Tnof tvoc Illiaras a potent unit in that fierce com
petition among vocal groups that 
has become so widespread a part 
of the record scene—and all be
cause of a disc called Mister Sand
man, which was only their second 
Cadence release and has sold some 
1,100,000 copies since September.

The Chordettes are regulars on 
the Robert Q. Lewis radio and TV 
shows, have graced Toast of the 
Town and the Perry Como TV show 
and are now sifting lucrative offers

a week later. That was in July,
1953.

for personal appearances at 
ters and night clubs.

8 Years Old
The group was formed

years ago in Sheboygan,

thea-

eight 
Wis.,

when Janet and Carol, together 
with Ginny Osborne and Dottie 
Schwartz, got together one Sunday 
afternoon just because they liked 
to sing. This original unit soon be-
gan working semi-professionally 
around Chicago, but did not really 
get started on a career until Octo
ber, 1949, when the girls won an 
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts com
petition that led to a regular spot 
on Godfrey’s CBS shows for the 
next three years.

It was during this time that 
Lynn and Margie replaced Ginny 
and Dottie, who forsook their sing
ing careers for motherhood. Lynn, 
who is originally from Youngs
town. Ohio, had her own non-pro- 
fessional barbershop quartet there 
and met the Chordettes when the 
later came to town to sing in a 
barbershop show. She joined them, 
after an impromptu audition, in 
November, 1952.

Margie, an airline stewardess 
and non-professiona] barbershop 
ginger before her entry into the 
group, flew to Pittsburgh where 
the Chordettes were appearing as 
soon as she heard they were seek
ing a replacement for Ginny. She

both. And he proved here, if there 
were any doubt, that his appeal is 
by no means limited to the teen
agers who used to provide the only 
large audience for singers of his 
type.

He carries on * bit of unsophisti
cated chatter between numbers 
along a line that fits in well with 
his air, real or contrived, of shy, 
self-effacing modesty that con
tributes much to his delivery. His 
songs (11 on opening night) ran 
mostly to ballads (his September 
Song is one of the best) particu
larly those on which he has rung 
up record hits, but he inserted a 
bit of variety with a novelty, Two 
Left Feet, and । ame off very well 
in a swing at I Can’t Give You 
Anything But Love as a rhythm 
number.

Fieddy Martin’s band, still tops 
among hotel dance units, also 
played a great show, with Ian 
Bernard (piano) and Sid Bulkin 
(drums) sitting in on Damone’s 
numbers. The Martin band also 
registered effectively with its 
own contribution to the show—a 
“cavalcade” of their RCA Victor 
recordings.

Musical Marriage«
Margie won more than a new 

career when she became a Chord- 
ette. She has since married Walter 
Latzko, who does all the barber
shop arranging for the quartet. An 
Amherst organ major, Latzko has 
also studied at Columbia for his 
master’s degree. Besides his writ
ing for the Chordettes, Latzko also 
arranges for Frank Parker and 
Marion Marlowe and CBS’s Jack 
Sterling.

Janet is also married to a musi
cal associate—Archie Bleyer, mu
sic director of Cadence records, 
who has charge of the girls’ ar
rangements for their non-barber- 
shop songs with band accompani
ment—like Mister Sandman.

Mixing Repertoire
Until recently a large part of 

the Chordettes’ repertoire was com
posed of barbershop songs like 
Moonlight Bay, Wait Till the Sun 
Shines, Nellie, and For Me and My 
Gal. But now, especially since the 
success of Mister Sandman, the
girls hope to balance their 
about half-and-half between 
barbershop standards and 
tunes.

In the Chordettes, Lynn

book 
these

¡»P

sings
lead; Janet is the bass; Carol the 
baritone; and Margie, the tenor. 
When they sing barbershop songs 
(with no musical accompaniment), 
there is always a harmony part— 
the tenor—above the lead. The bass 
often takes the tonic note and the 
tenor sings mostly thirds and fifths 
above the lead. The baritone, as 
Carol describes it, “plays tag with 
the lead, trying to stay out of the 
way but still stay in the chord. You 
could say I have the notes that are 
left over. It’s the hardest part to 
sing, but nobody else thinks so.”

Vary The Voicing
When the girls sing pop music 

with band background, they often 
remain largely within barbershop 
voicing except that the chords are 
arranged a little closer with 7 ths 
or 9ths, etc., added to make the 
harmony more modern. Mister 
Sandman, for example, uses largely 
barbershop voicing but with more 
modern chords. When Janet takes 
the lead in the middle part of 
Sandman, however, with all three 
voices above her, the girls do de
part almost entirely from barber
shop tradition.

The style they love most, how
ever, is still the barbershop sound. 
As Janet describes it, “I get a real 
kick out of hitting a chord that 
rings, and that’s what happens 
when there’s no accompaniment. 
It’s a sound you ean feel When 
the four voices are standing alone, 
there’s a kind of overtone thing 
you can hear ringing.”

“Another virtue of barbershop 
singing,” adds Carol, “is that you 
can sing it anywhere, any time, be
cause you don’t need accompani
ment. And it’s a very social form 
of singing.” “Barbershop singers,” 
Margie blends in, “have more fun 
than anybody.” “And when you’re

Braff, Belletto At 
Blue Note,- Book 
Kenton For June

Chicago—Trumpeter Ruby Braff 
is in the midst of his first midwest 
date with a stand at the Blue Note 
here. Included in the group are 
Sammy Margolis, tenor sax; Lou 
Levy, piano; Israel Crosby, bass; 
Vern LaFournier, drums.

Opposite them on the bill is the 
Al Belletto quintet, the group re
cently signed by Stan Kenton for 
his “Presents” jazz series on Capi
tol.

Following for a week on Feb. 16 
will be Dinah Washington, plus 
the Blue Note trio (Levy, Crosby, 
and LaFournier).

Then, on the 23rd, it will be 
Jack Teagarden’s combo for two 
weeks, plus the trio.

Biggest spring deal yet set by 
owner Frank Holzfeind is the Stan 
Kenton orchestra for June 16. In 
three previous stands here, Ken
ton has done sellout business and 
has set club records.

Carnegie Hall Gets
Big All-Star Bash

New York—Dave Brubeck, Gerry 
Mulligan, Chet Baker, and Carmen 
McRae will share billing at two 
Carnegie hall concerts—8:30 and 
midnight—March 12. Two new
comers to jazz promotion are be
hind the affair: Bob Gardner of 
the guest relations department at 
the ABC network and Don Fried
man, formerly in the jewelry busi
ness.

Terry Band In 
Birdland Bow

(Jumped from Page 3) 
interest to go on the road. Terry's 
answer is that for some months 
anyway, he wants to stay in the 
east, and work out of New York, 
and then if the band breaks big 
enough to warrant national trav
eling, he’ll worry about whether 
all of his men will go out or not.

Also in his mind is the feeling 
that if the band does break big, 
some of the sidemen who now pre
fer to stay in New York, might 
change their minds for a winner. 
After Birdland, the band went into 
the Savoy ballroom for a week 
with options, and dates are pend
ing in Washington as well as re
turn stands at Birdland.

Terry plans to keep building the 
book through scores by Roland, 
Johnson, Evans, Verplanck, Quin
cy Jones, and “anybody else who 
writes swinging arrangements and 
wants to contribute to the band.” 
Among the better numbers in the 
present book heard in the course 
of this review are Handy’s Tight 
Hat; Evans’ New Shoes and Flor
id; Cohn’s It’s Coolin’ Time.

What most clearly characterizes 
the band is its ability to swing 
hard but lightly—a fine paradox 
to be found in its most maturely 
enjoyable form in the bands of 
Count Basie and Woody Herman. 
For Dan Terry, who’s worked in 
the past for Muggsy Spanier, Dick 
Jurgens, Larry Clinton and Sonny 
Dunham and who has studied at 
the Conservatory of the College of 
the Pacific, this band of his is 
a long step forward.

He has a lot of work ahead to 
pull the band into contention in 
an era still so vocalist-conscious, 
but if there’s room in the music 
business, and there should be, for 
a vital, enthusiastic band of first- 
rate musicians who communicate 
their enthusiasm with swinging 
forcefulness, then Terry and his 
band should occupy a large share 
of that room.

at one of the conventions of bar
bershop singers,” concludes Janpt, 
“you find just about the nicest 
people you can run into in a large 
group.”
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By HAL HOLLY
Hollywood—Ada Leonard and Ina Ray Hutton share the 

distinction of being the two leading girl bandleaders in the 
business. Ina got her start with an all-male band and switched 
from sidemen to sidewomen when 9 
she made her successful invasion 
of televis.on here a few years back. 
She’s now preparing a new, filmed 
TV series.

Ada started with girl musicians 
and stuck with them until she came 
jut of virtual retirement to re
sume her career after the death 
of her husband last year. This time 
she dropped the dolls and got her
self men musicians.

Hero is the reason she gave for 
making the switch:

“Keeping good girl musicians is 
just tor» expensive—there are only 
five girls in the whole U. S capa-
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PERSPECTIVES
Ry Ralph J. Gleason

San Francisco—Look out the window here on a clear day 
and you can see the San Francisco bay and on a really 
clear day, you can see beyond it to the Pacific ocean. That’sme

y Braff 
nidwest 
ne Note 
up are 
x; Lou 
r, bass;

best coast,
Of course, it is only the west 

coast from points to the east if 
it, and when you are in Hawaii, 
I suppose you say back east in 
San Francisco.

Anyway, with all the hullabaloo 
in the New Yorker and elsewhere 
about whether there is or then 
isn’t a west coast jazz school, a 
couple of thing-.- have occurred in 
recent months that by their very 
existence seem to grant that there 
is, Virginia, a west coast school.

To begin with, Bethlehem has 
started to release east coa«t jazz, 
and without there being u west 
roast, could then- be un east? Then 
the Messners, with their new label, 
Jazz: West, seem determined to 
make the name live.

And lastly, but by no means the 
least of the events, is the appear
ance of Jazz West Coast, a port 
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ductior (he became Richard when 
the Mulligan LPs made it. He used 
to be Dick and “supervise’ record
ings instead of “produce” them) 
and is issued by Linear Produc
tions, Inc., in Hollywood.

Editor« Nsutrd
Bock, Nesuhi Ertegun and Clax

ton are editors, and Ertegun has 
contributed a long essay on the 
history of jazz on the Pacific 
coast There are 88 pages plus a 
covet It is Esquire size and not 
bound in hard cover. It’s selling 
out here for $2.50.

Claxton is an exceptional photog
rapher and in a collection of pic
tures by a number of jazz photog
raphers, his would stand out even 
though their most arresting fea
ture is the fact that they are 
static. But in a book composed

Company To Film 
Night Club Acts

Hollywood—Clarence Freed, per
sonal manager of Polly Bergen, 
with Paul Cerf and Robert Gintner 
of the Beverly Hills Management 
Co., is forming a new company to 
film major night club acts in 
packager, for theater exhibition in 
cities where there are no niteries 
large enough to play such acts.

The first to be filmed is the new 
act Miss Bergen introduced re
cently at the Thunderbird in Las 
Vegas. The act was to be filmed 
and recorded simultaneously during 
Miss Bergen’ Thunderbird per
formance. The company will be 
known as Big Time Productions.
exclusively of Claxton pictures, 
they lost* some of their impact. In 
addition, many of the pictures are 
repetitious and a good many h »ve 
been used on the covers of various 
albums made out here. However, 
to any jazz fan, these make a 
grade A collection of pictures

It is too bad, however, that a 
broader selection of musician- was 
not included and that almost none 
(with the exception of a pic of 
Kid Ory and one of the Bob Scobey 
band) of the west coast Dixie
landers who are mentioned in the 
text are included in the album. 
And there are some musician:- who 
have been included with whom 
you are undoubtedly unacquaint
ed. I know I am.

If the book had been called only 
a collection of Claxton’s picture-, 
there would be nu criticism justi
fied that personalities were omit
ted. However, since it is slugged 
Jazz West Coast, I honestly don’t 
see how they can have omitted, 
for instance, Lu Watters from the 
traditional side. And it is incom
prehensible to me how any port
folio of west coast could skip 
Jimmy Lyons. And you know he 
isn’t even mentioned in the text?

Now here is a guy who did as 
much for jazz on the Pacific shore 
as any man, musician or other
wise, and more than many a guy 
who is in this book. In fact, the 
whole slant of this thing ia to
ward Hollywood, and San Fran
cisco’s role is grossly underplayed. 
Lyons was single-handedly respon
sible for Brubeck’s rise (a fact 
which Time saw fit to skip over 
—Jimmy only got Dave's trio its 
Burma lounge job, its KNBC radio 
show, the booking agency contract, 
and the records).

For four years or so he nightly 
played modern jazz on KNBC, was 
a wholehearted fiagwaver for 
everyone connected with it, and 
introduced it to countless thou
sands of college students on the 
coast. The Mulligan quartet had 
its first steady job in San Fran
cisco at the Black Hawk (they 
had only been working on off- 
nights at the Haig before), and 
the importance of Lyons, and also 
of Don Barksdale, to them is evi
denced by the fact that two of 
Gerry’s first quartet sides are ti
tled Lint for Lyons and Bark for 
Barksdale. I never noticed him 
naming u side after anybody in 
L.A.

Aside from all that carping 
about the text and pictures, there 
are several sloppy bite of editing 
and work in th** book itself (Ken
ton’s bio slug is misplaced pages 
away from nis picture), and in 
general the biographical para
graphs are weak. However, if you 
want to see what these cats out 
here (most of them anyway) look 
like, this is for you. It’s just too 
bad it isn’t a better job.

ble of playing first-chair trumpet. 
(She declined to name them.) 
They can name and get their own 
price, and it’s more than I can 
pay-

Only Three On Each
“There are only three girl drum

mers and only three girl altos who 
could handle their parts in a band 
such aa I have now

“And it’a not just a matter of 
money. Top-notch girl musicians 
don’t like to Work in ah-girl bands. 
They like to feel that they’ve been 
hired not because of their looks, 
or sex appeal, but because they are 
good musicians.”

How about the psychological as
pects? Are guys or gals harder to 
get along with? Ada was eagey on 
that one:

“I’ve never had any trouble with 
my musicians, girls or boys. I’ve 
always had great respect for my 
musicians and tried to let them 
know it. I never give them orders. 
I just make suggestions

New Experience
“I realize that for the fellows 

in my new band, this working for 
a girl leader is a new experience. I 
don’t know what they think about 
me—-but they are doing a great job 
and are swell b> work with.

"I never had a band like this 
before—couldn’t have done it with 
an all-girl band— and it’s been very 
exciting. Also satisfying to prove 
ll«ut you can play «>methin£ br- 
sideg 'business man’s bounce* in a 
high-class supper room.”

Most of Ada’s band am ci are 
close to, if not part of, the so- 
called west roust jazz movement. 
The lineup has John Anderson, 
trumpet; Kay Roberts, alto; Ken 
Downing, tenor; Linn Rockwell, 
baritone; Dick Powell, piano; 
Florio Cordoba, bass; Chuck Moli
nari, drums.

We asked one how it felt to work 
for a girl leader. He paused, then 
answered slowly:

“Weil . . . different. And we 
have to watch our talk."

STUDIO NOTES» Note of confu-
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JAZZ CONCERTS

THE LIGHTHOUSE

Why Ada Selected Men 
To Replace Girls In Band

Ada Icnnard

sion: There wm m Magnificent 
Obsession sung associated with 
the movie of th*- sane title—but 
there will be a song with that title 
in Columbia’s next Frankie Laine 
starrer, now titled Bring Your 
Smile Along. Fruikie supplied the 
lyrica to u melody by music chief 
Freddie Karger . . Donald O'Con 
nor co-star* with Bing Crosby in 
Paramount ’s upcoming Vista Vision 
version of Cole Porter'« Anything 
Goew The gala are Mitzi Gaynor 
and Jeaniaatrr.

Nick Brodsky (Come Be My 
Lorr) will write the new songs 
Mario Lanza will sing in Warners’ 
Serenade (from the James M. Cain 
novel) . . . Matty Matlock signed 
aa music udviser on Jack Webb’s 
Pete Kelly’s Blues. Opening scenes 
will be fi^ned in New Orleans (a 
traditional N. O, jazzman’s funeral 
with appropriate music).

ADDED NOTES Some of Dori- 
Day’s apparel in the role of Ruth 
Etting in Love Me or Leave Me 
is so skimpy the studio is releaa 
ing the stills only to big news and 
photo syndicate-1 (and Down Beat 
readers are invited to complain 
to MGMogul Howard Dietz ria this 
office) ... Tommy Alexander, Billy 
May protege, whose band makes 
its debut th» month on the MGM 
label, switched to piano (he used 
to play trombone) because doctors 
had to remove a portion of his 
lungs. Give his band a listen.— 
it’s worth it . . . Crown’s new 
singer, Lee Winter«, was Ruth Ole 
when sh« sang with Jerry Fielding 
. . . Kay Brown <tnd Maynard Fer
guson, whose divorce would have 
been final in a few months, staged 
a reunion.

Double-cup MOUTHPIECE

orchestra Mada for all

"The Nation** No I Trumpet 
Pleyar," including the entire 
bren section of hh famoui

br«u inrtnmrunti . . . bigltei 
lene* . . . double endurent« 
. . . for complete perticufen
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LaRosa Whips Jitters 
ToWin On Voice Alone

Chicago—Julius LaRosa now has been away from the 
Arthur Godfrey nest slightly more than a year. The handi
cappers who gave him less time than this on his own can 
return to their scratch pad» 
guess again. thing
under his belt in that period— ■ 

important business
where a quick demise is closer to 
the rule than the

He has that an audience 
A' "w"

cheat < r whe-i ■ i u thret- 
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•On M’ Own Merit»’ J
“From here on,” says LaRosa, 

“I want to score on mj own r
merits.” Actually the “freak 
status” (his own term), which the 
newspapers gave him, is a lot to 
overcome for a performer who is 
not as concerned with the immedi
ate buck aa with the long term.

He’s been helped no little by his 
accompanist-arranger, Joe Guercio, 
who in the past had worked with 
Patti Page, Norman Brooks, and
Georgia Gibb». and> accused of imitating, he «pent

Onstage, LaRosa doesn’t tug his a long period trying to sing as 
trouser leg anymore, doesn’t scratch much unlike the man as possible, 
his head, or rub his nose boyishly He wa« never comfortable at it, 
—all the things that once were so he went back to what comes 
construed as a show of shyness naturally.
and, that awful word, humility. Now if I sound a little like 

. , Sinatra,” he says, “I don’t mind“ ci.------ < ~------ iL In fact J call jt B bleMin_ be-
cause I really dig that man. Even
tually I should develop a technique 
that is both natural and all my

“Humility,” he says, “had noth
ing to do with it. Man, this was 
just a show of nerves by a guy 
who was scared and didn’t know
how to hide it. But I’m over it , 
now. I’ve got much more confidence, ú 
and that’» a big step forward."

Composers' 
Movie Poll

(Jumped from Page 1) 
picture of the same name.

A Star Ie Bom also copped hon
ors on two more scores, both of 
them because of the performance 
of its star, Judy Garland. The 
singer, who had been absent from 
the screen since her appearance in 
MGM’s Summer Stock in 1949, 
walked off with the year’s top vo
cal performance honors and also 
emerged as Hollywood’s top female 
musical personality of 1954, scor
ing more than twice as many votes 
in this category as the nearest 
contender.

In a rare departure in film 
awards, pianist Claudio Arrau, who 
was heard but not seen in MGM’s 
Rhapsody, was singled out for the 
best instrumental performance of 
the year. This category, like the 
vocal award won by Miss Garland, 
was open to both on-camera and 
off-screen performers. The pianist 
played the solos for actor John 
Ericson on the Rhapsody sound- 
tract.

Frank Sinatra, coming full cycle 
in a “comeback” year which began 
with his Academy Award for a 
straight-acting performance in the 
1953 film, From Here to Eternity, 
was named top male musical per
sonality of 1954, on the basis of 
his work in Warner Brothers’ The 
Young at Heart.

A special award went to Twen
tieth Century-Fox producer Darryl 
Zanuck, as the "producer who has 
done the most since the advent of 
sound to emphasize the importance 
of music to motion pictures.” 
Named as Zanuck's most repre
sentative film was The Robe.

Complete results of the poll, to
gether with full explanations of 
each categorj, follow:

1. Original underscore for a non
musical film. (All films—dramatic, 
comedy, documentary, cartoon — 
eligible, whether feature or short 
subject. Only musical films ineligi
ble). Ok the Waterfront, Leonard 
Bernstein, composer.

2. Scoring of a production, dance 
or vocal number. Bom in a Trunk 
.sequence, A Star Ie Bom; Ray

Juliu* LaRoaa
LaRosa has been a long time 

looking for his true vocal identity. 
The first complication was that he 
sounded much like Frank Sinatra 
and, accused of imitating, he spent

own, but right now I can stand the 
resemblance to the greatest there

Ella, Peterson 
Due In England

London — Ella Fitzgerald and 
Oscar Peterson will tour England 
from Feb. 22 to March 6, following 
JATP’s regular European tour. 
Ella will be accompanied by Don 
Abney, and the program probably 
will be divided between Ella and 
Oscar with no supporting bill.

Ella escapes the usual English 
Musicians’ Union ban on American 
musicians because she’s a vocalist, 
and Abney gets by because a vocal
ist can bring along an accompanist. 
Peterson is allowed to play because 
he’s a Canadian citizen. Although 
labor permits for Herb Ellis and 
Ray Brown have been applied for, 
it’s unlikely that they’ll be permit
ted to work with Oscar.

First concert is in the Royal 
Albert hall in London with further 
dates including Bristol, Birming
ham, Manchester, Sheffield, New- 
castle-on-Tyne, Dundee, Edinburgh 
and Leicester.

Heind irf, music director.
3. Original song. Three Coins in 

the Fountain, from production 
Three Coins in the Fountain; mu
sic, Jules Styne; lyrics, Sammy 
Cahn.

4. Film in which music was used 
to best advantage in sustaining 
and enhancing narrative value 
(either in underscore or incident
al). On the Waterfront; Sam Spie
gel, producer; Elia Kazan, di
rector.

5. Vocal performance (visual or 
off-screen. Off-screen performers 
need not be identified oy name). 
Judy Garland, A Star Is Born.

6. Instrumental performance 
(visual or off-screen. Off-screen 
performers need not be identified 
by name). Claudio Arrau, Rhap
sody.

7. Producer or director who has 
done the most since the advent of 
sound to emphasize the importance 
of music to motion pictures. Dar
ryl Zanuck. (Most representative 
film—The Robe).

8. Male musical personality of 
1954. Frank Sinatra.

9. Female musical personality of 
1954. Judy Garland.

COUNTERPOINT
Ry Nat Hentoff

New York—This column’s survey of international jazz 
scene aspects continues with the second part of Gunther 
Schuller’s report on the Festival of Contemporary Music
held Oct. 16 and 17 at Donaues-^——-----------—------------- —------- ;----
chingen, Germany. Last issue, difference of impetus. The Heider 
Schuller analyzed the background the better organized of the two 
and effect of Rolf Liebermann’s works and excludes improvisation. 
Concerto for Symphony Orchestra The Kiessling revealed more real 
and Jazz Band, which had ita j*« feeling and only a secondary 

■ - - - relationship to 12-tone. The prob
lem in the Kiessling was the at

world premiere at the festival. 
The Liebermann work, incidentally, 
will receive its second set »f 
American performances this spring. 
The Sauter-Finegan band will join 
this time with the New York Phil
harmonic conducted by Dimitri 
Mitropoulos.

Schuller, who is a powerfully 
expressive composer (Symphony 
for Brass Instruments), has also 
been first French horn player with 
the Metropolitan Opera orchestra 
for the last 10 years and has skill
fully recorded works by Pezel 
(EMS) and Schoenberg (Period). 
Also to the present point is Schul
ler's long-term interest in, and 
comprehension of, jazz. He played 
on several of the influential Miles 
Davis Capitol sides and has long 
been a friend of John Lewis, mu
sic director of the Modern Jazz 
Quartet.

DiwuMr« Stravinsky’» Work
"Nowhere near as slick a com

position as the Liebermann Con
certo," Schuller’s Festival report 
continues, “but infinitely more orig
inal and genuine a work is the 
Stravinsky Ebony Concerto. Impec
cably rendered at the Donaueschin
gen Festival by Kurt Edelhagen 
and his orchestra, it stood out in 
gem-like perfection, a work of ex
traordinary classical purity. Here 
the genuine synthesis of jazz ele
ments and Stravinsky’s own style 
iwithout the core of either ingre- 

ient being lost) creates a music 
of unusual piquancy and validity. 
This impression unfortunately is 
not to be gained from Woody 
Herman’s recording or his Car
negie Hall performances of the 
composition.

“Two concerts billed in the pro
grams as Jazs Time were possibly 
the real climax of the festival. 
Here the extent of the advances 
in jazz playing and thinking made 
in Germany in recent years could 
be justly appraised. And they are 
considerable. The programs ranged 
from low-down rocking numbers 
such as Tiny’s Beat and Al Sears’ 
Castle Rock to very modern ar
rangements by Viennese-born Ro
land Kovac and finally to two 12- 
tone works commissioned by the 
festival. Both the latter were of 
high caliber and indicated two es
sentially different approaches.

Two More Compoter»
“The first, Versiones in Jazz by 

young Werner Heider, is a work 
of a classically trained 12-tone 
composer'coming over to jazz while 
the second, Scale in Rhythm, by 
Heinz Kiessling, one of Edel- 
hagen’s regular arrangers, is the 
product of a jazzman who appro
priated the principles of 12-tone.

“Both works reflect the inherent

Yim
No finer Band Instruments are 

made. For design, attractive ap

pearance, perfection of tone, tune, 
n nd intonation, YORK has no peer. 
Demand the finest. Get it with 
YORK. Ask for YORK at your mus
ic dealer today, or write to:

CARL FISCHER
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 
105 last 1 6th Street, New York 3, N. V. 

tempt at atonal or 12-tone im
provisations—which was not suc
cessfully solved. The solos were 
either not 12-tone (and therefore 
not in keeping with the rest of 
the piece) or they were a too lit
eral, undeveloped run-through of 
the original tone vow.

Liuolved Problem
“But this is a problem whose 

solution is still in its infancy and 
one which requires tremendous con
centration and musicianship on the 
part of the soloists. What is of 
great importance is the fact that 
an intelligent beginning at 12- 
tone and atonal jazz improvising 
was made at the festival. In this 
respect, altoist Franz von Klenck 
must receive special commendation, 
for it was he who seemed most 
successfully to break the bounds of 
tonality while still retaining mu
sical logic, subtley, and warmth. 
From this point of view. Dialog 
in Alto, an atonal discourse on 
Pennies from Heaven for altoists 
Von Klenck and Helmut Reinhardt 
accompanied by the rhythm section, 
was the most provocative experi
ment in expanding jazz horizons.

"As for the performances, even 
in the relatively stifling and nerve- 
wracking atmosphere of an 1820 
drawing room filled to capacity 
with critics (most of whom had 
never seriously listened to jazz be
fore), the jazz musicianship was 
truly remarkable. Combining in a 
unique way German precision and 
thoroughness with an uncommonly
swinging beat (even by American ance of jazz critic-author Joachim 
standards) and a rich, well-bal- Berendt, who« intelligent and 
anced tonal ensemble, the perform- modest program notes and em-
ances of the Edelhagen orchestra 
could withstand comparison with 
the best American bands—with the 
exception, of course, of Basie.

“They have benefited from some 
of the trial-and-error experimenta
tions on this side of the Atlantic,

Gretsch Spotlight

"That great Gretsch sound" 
draws rave of still another 
drum star, Don Lamond

Don Lamond and Gretsch Broadkaster,

DON LAMOND eoosistcntiy rides high in the nation’s annual drummer 
popularity polls; appears frequently on TV. Has been seen playing with 
Milton Delugg on the Herb Shriner and Morey Amsterdam shows, Don 
joins the chorus of the nation’s top drummer* who say, “Grrtsch Broad- 
kasters, greatest drums I ever owned.** Hear that unmistakable Broad- 
kaster tound younelf at your Gretsch dealer, or write for your free cata
log of Gretsch drum outfits. Just addrem Dept. DB-22355, Fmd. 
Gretsch, 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

Shearing Adds 
New Vibe Man

Boston—Johnny Rae, not to be 
confused with the waiter, joined 
the George Shearing quintet in the 
vibes spot while the group was 
playing an engagement here at 
George Wein’» Storyville last 
month.

Rae left the Al Vega trio to 
join Shearing and before that had 
been with Herb Pomeroy’s big 
band.
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MJQ To Storyville 

After D. C. Concert
New York — The Modern Jau 

Quartet moves into Boston’» Story- 
vifle Feb. 11 for two week», follow
ing a Washington concert (Feb. 
10) with Dave Brubeck. The group 
will also perform at Oberlin’» In
tercollegiate Jau Festival March 
4 and 5.

John Lewis, meanwhile, is pre 
paring for a modern jau record 
date for Norman Granz on which 
he will conduct a 10-pieee group in 
a selection of his own compositions 
and arrangement».
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for their style reads the intelligent 
middle course between ths extremes 
of ‘cool’ and ‘hot.’ Their cool mu
sic never lacked warmth and feel
ing, while their hot music never 
failed to show intelligence and a 
degree of reserve.

“Fully aware of, and inspired 
by, the latest trends in American 
jazz, this German jau ensemble 
is gradually developing a person
ality of ita own. It is assured s 
secure future by the very fact tha* 
it is retained on a 62-week-a-year 
basis by the Siidwest Rundrunk 
(the Southwestern Broadcasting 
unit) and has at its disposal the 
funds and organizational resources 
of that radio station’s remarkable 
jazz department under the guid- 

ceeing at the festival were a great 
delight.

“The Edelhagen Orchestra’» suc
cessful stand at Donaueschingen 
this October,” concludes Schuller, 
“may have ushered in a new phase 
in the maturing process of Jau.”
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Tht brightest star on the accordion horizon "hitches" his
talent to another star—SETTIMIO SOPRANI. Dick Contino echoes the

world-wide recognition of SETTIMIO SOPRANI accordions

Available soon, too, the new Settimio Soprani DICK CONTINO MODELS.

BELL ACCORDION CORP 115 E. 23rd Street. New York

and acclaim that haa engulfed 
Brubeck in the last year.
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harmonic ingenuity,

New York—Bob Levine, recently 
road manager with Les Elgart, haa 
left Elgart's employ to take over 
•wnership and operation of the 

Music Box, long-« -tabhshed record 
store in downtown Newark, N. J.

New York—Shorty Rogers hit an important nail on a sig
nificant head in his recent Blindfold Test. Comparing the 
Dave Brubeck and Modern Jazz Quartets, he pointed out that

as superior instrument« ... built to withstand the rigorous treatment

matter of personal taste. But it is 
more than that. It involves the 
lives of four men who have been 
trying to say something, who can 
at '»st say it at least tc a limited 
audience, but who now find four 
। ither men, with less to say, saying 
it to an audience of millions
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Buddy DeFranco Says: 
"MODERN MUSIC HAS LONG 
NEEDEF A GUIDE. REFERENCE, 
AND STUDY ROOK FOR ALL MU. 
SICIANS INTERESTED IN AR. 
RANG>N6 AND COMPOSING. 
THE PROFESSIONAL ARRAN*.

On the one hand, you are de
lighted that an intelligent, ambi
tious, dean-living, and talented 
fellow like Brubeck can win so 
many fans and, in effect, do so

Exclusive Distributors: Settimio Soprani • American Bell • Cellini Products
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last while the former relies entirely 
on originality of performance, the 
latter combines preconceived origi
nal ideas with spontaneity of per
formance.

Musing over this, I began to 
wondet now many jazz fans have 
stopped to consider this all-impor
tant difference and whether they 
have observed how much closer ia 
the tie between genuine jazz feel
ing and the Modern Jazz Quartet 
than between Brubeck and jaiz.

If you are aware of these reali
ties, you develop an ambivalent

lligei.i 
treme« 
>1 mu- 
1 feel- 
never 

and a

In agreeing wholeheartedly with 
this view, I am aware that there 
will be three reactions to the ap
pearance of the opinion here:

1. Feather is u fool; Brubeck is 
beyond criticism.

2. I disagri e with Feather but 
will defend to the death his right 
to say what he likes.

3. Maybe there’s something in 
what he says; I’ll look into it fur
ther and possibly I’ll agree with 
him.

I realize that the second of these 
reactions is a rarity and the third, 
human nature being what it is, 
almost an impossibility. What ia 
important in this argument, how
ever, is not so much the lack of 
anything in the pleasantly listen
able Brubeck group as the presence 
of it to a greater degree in the 
MJQ (nr, for that matter, in other, 
lesser-known combos with a similar 
outlook).

S TT Magle- ww zIMGLE SUIM 
« BUYERS LIST »eilt yoa *ew - fa ■ 
write- 'aw. WW. e - «all • ear 
SI .00 with maaar ■ beak gecroetee.

The D«dee Company 
I, Penad Ridge. N. T.

Lewis, Milt Jackson. Kenny 
Clarke, and Percy Heath are all 
men who have paid their dues in 
jazz for longer, v»arier, more dis 
heartening years than Brubeck and 
his sidemen have ever known.

They have lingered too lung with 
bands they did not care for, taking 
jobs that meant nothing beyond a 
bare Hving. It was not until they 
had coasted for two years aa a 
recording unit that they could even 
keep the MJQ together on a perma
nent basis.

What they have been saying haa 
then said in the language of jazz, 
with a newer and bolder command 
of its vocabulary. They have stayed 
closer to the core of jazz while 
straying further from the peren
nial strictures of the pop song 
format within which Brubeck pre
fers to remain knotted.

Hollywood — Guu Arnheim, 56, 
one of the west coast’s first band 
leaders to break into the name bar d 
bracket, died in hie Beverly Hills 
home Jan. 19 of a hinrt attack

Arnheim opened with his band 
at the Ambassador’s Cocoanut 
Grove in the late '20s and remained 
there for several years. It was dur 
ing Arnheim’» long run there that 
the Rhythm Boys—Bing Crosby, 
Harry Barris, and Al Rinker ap
peared at th« Grove in the 1931 
engagement that proved to be 
Crosby’s stepping stone to fame in 
films and radio.

The late Russ Coiumbo also got 
his start with Arnheim as a singer 
and violinist. Arnheim also is Im 
lieved to have been the first band
leader to feature a girl vocalist— 
Ixiyce Whiteman.

Arnheim, who was one of the 
credited writers of Sweet and 
Lovely and u number of other 
song hits, came out of semiretire
ment recently to head a small band 
on the Larry Finley television show.

Sweet Adelines 
On LP And Folio

Gus Arnheim 
Dies On Coast
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New York—In a unique tieup, 
Cadence Records and Edwin H 
Morris and Co. -simultaneously re
leased a Close Harmony LP by the 
Chordettes and a song folio con
taining all of the 10 arrangements 
on the LP.

The recorded collection (Cadence 
LP CL 1002) emtains such stand
ard au Oh Baby Mine, A Good Man 
Is Hard to Find and Sweet and 
Imw sung by the Chordettes in 
barbershop style. Notes by Chord- 
eHes’ arranger Walter Latzko pro
vide background on barbershop 
singing The album is 12.98 and the 
folio is fl at music stores.

FEATHERS NEST 
, By Leonard Feather

you are distressed that an intelli
gent, ambitious, clean-living, and 
talented fellow like John Lewis, 
mentor of the MJQ, can have ac
complished so much more, musi
cally, while gaining so much lea.» 
ground, economically.

Many musicians have whispered 
(but are afraid to repeat aloud, 
because it is impolitic to attack 
a reigning idol) that Brubeck, for 
all his academic qualifications and

huiler, 
phase 
jazz.”

borne any message for them; that 
he is not primarily a swinging 
pianist, and that the truest jazz 
talent of the group is Paul Des
mond.

It even has been implied that 
you will find less jazz piano in 
eight minutes of Brubeck than in 
eight bars of John Lewis. Or 10 
seconds of Bud Powell. Or one fin-

Les, Mary Sked 
Night Club Dates

New York—Les Paul and Mary 
Ford, presently on a two month va
cation in Europe, will embark on a 
series of night club appearances 
after their return.

The husband and wife team will 
also appear on the Ed Sullivan 
CW TV show in late February.

• ORCHESTRATIONS
• COMBO ORKS
• BAND MUSIC
• Musical Supplies

For Free Catalog 
Write to:
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MUSICAL SUPPLY. Inc.

Oept. DE, 113 W. 48 St., H. Y. 36. N. Y.
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style of Dick Wilder in Pirate 
Songs and Ballads, many of which 
I expect have never been recorded 
before There are notes and texts,
and the recording 
(Elektra LP 18).
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Will Holt, like Richard Dyer
Bennett, makes art vings of folk 
material, and though he’s not as 
accomplished as Dyer Bennett, he 
maker an effective debut in a var
ied program, cm A Will Holt Con
cert (Stinson SLP 64). There are 
notes. Often, incidentally, the rare 
and usually unsuspected informa
tion to bi obtained in the liner 
notes for these folk song seta is

The Irish Festival Singers have 
a more trained and formal vocal 
approach tc Irish folk material. 
Their lyrical collection is half in 
English and half in Gaelic, witl 
translatijrc if the latter. (Angel

WIITE FM INFMMATIM AmOVEO EM (MEAN VETS TUINIM 
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spite of costs that were very high 
indeed. However, the high costs in 
America and increased European- 
recorded competition has made the 
recording of a regular opera com
pany in this country economically 
unfeasible.”

conte 
const 
Mein

New York — The Metropolitan 
Opera association and Columbia 
Records have announced the ter
mination of tin exclusive recording 
contract that has been in effect 
since January, 1947.

“When we signed our contract 
eight years ago,” said Goddard 
Lieberson, executive vice president 
of the company, “we knew that th. 
venturi would !*■ costly, but we felt 
that production^ of the Metropoli-

tr* LP 26) . . . Robin Roberts | 
offers a particularly absorbing and 
emotionally powerful set of seldom 
recorded Irish Street Songs. Good 
background notes by Miss Roberts 
•n '->ve and rebellion (Stinson 
SLP63).

moving language of Wales is sung 
beautifully by Meredydd Evans 
without accompaniment (and with 
a passion reminiscent of the read
ing of Dylan Thomas) in a set 
accompanied by full texts, transla
tions, and notes. The album is 
called Welsh Folk Songs (Folk
ways Records FP 835).

I have long lamented the rela
tive lack of songs of the sea on 
records, arc Milt Okun has par 
tially remedied the defect in a col- 
'ection of forecastle songs and 
shanties. Every Inch a Sailor 
(Stirson SLP 65). His voice un
fortunately suggest more the mild 
teacher of music he is than any 
hard-living sailor sung about .n 
the songs. There are good back-

He com<s iron’ Trinidad and 
help.» in this well recorded album 
to fill n gap in folk literature with 
“the actual current music of the 
area . . . both its present-day

• The clarinet concerto eide, with Paumgartner conducting a daft aecompani« 
meat, la the feature faoo of thia platter, although Schoeabofor celo la not 
gelte up ta George Kall'« brilliant perfoiMmaee oa the Doots libincher of
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handsome booklet containing rare 
sketches, photographs, essays, cos
tume designs, letters, and other 
remarkable memorabilia of the 
lavish Diaghilev era.

Another rare event is a record 
ing that many lovers of Bartek's 
music long have been awaiting— 
the strange, eerie opera, Blue
beard’s Castle. Faithfully recorded 
in the original Hungarian lan
guage in London in 1953, the work 
is strikingly reproduced with the 
New Symphony Orchestra of Lon
don conducted by Walter Susskind, 
Endre Koreh is Bluebeard and 
Judith Hellwig is the hapless Ju
dith. It is an extraordinary work 
of the nether world (Bartok Rec
ord- #310 311).

Millions of Musicians: The re
markable catcher of the sounds 
and rhythms of daily existence, 
Tony Schwartz (Devil’s Advocate, 
Nov’. 3. 1954) has three new LPs, 
all of them first-rate. In Millions 
of Musicians (Folkways FP 60), 
Schwartz »howi the musicians we 
all are in the rhythm of children’s 
speech, sidewalk pitchmen, country 
auctioneers (at both regular and 
slowed speed), scat singers, base
ball announcers, • himbf rs, etc. In 
French Folk Songs (Folkways LP 
FP 832), he has recorded Henriette 
and Elie Zroirou in the most thor
oughly delightful collection of 
French folk music I’ve ever heard 
on record—thanks largely to the 
touchingly frtsh quality of Henri
ette’s voice and phrasing. There’s a 
booklet with full French and Eng
lish texts. Fmally, in If He Asks 
You Was I Laughing, Schwartz 
nas reoc riled a searing cross-sec
tion of Negro songs from, among 
other places, southern prisens and 
work gangs and gospel meetings 
It’s an unforgettable listening ex
perience. The record is available 
oniv fmrr Legend RiCira.r.gi. 423 
West 57th street. New York 19, 
N Y.

Folk Song Sampler: One of the 
periodic aims of this column is to 
indicate some of the better recent 
folk song releases, since this field 
of recording is so seldom covered 
elsewhere. Not having the space 
to comment m detail. I’ll tegin 
with a grouping of LPs dealing 
with the British Isles.

Lute-voiced Susa:. Ried sings 13 
old airs from Ireland, Scotland, 
and England, accompanying her
self alternately on the zither and 
harp. Excellent recording, full 
background notes and texts. (Elek-

as stimulating as the music itself.
Newest addition to the flamenco 

repertoire is the brilliantly record
ed Artistry in Flamenco (Esoteric 
LP ESJ-8). The artists—vocalist 
Chinin de Triana and guitarists 
Ricardo Blasco and Miguel Garcia 
—were all with the Jose Greco 
company at the time of recording
Valuable notes by Janies Lyons. A 
thoroughly recommended set . . . 
Haiti Dances (Atlantic LP ALS 
123) is of great ethnic interest 
and is well-recorded. Good but in
complete notes by Paul Bowles. 
Too bad Atlantic didn’t put more 
care into annotating this valuable 
collection.

By contrast, Orrin Keepnews of 
Riverside has provided lucid, ex
tensive background notes for Geof
frey Holder and his Trinidad 
Hummingbird.'- (Riverside RLP 
4004). The brilliant 24-year-old 
Holder, a dancer, singer, choregra- 
pher, painter, and comjxiser, cur
rently is featured in House of 
Flowers.

The Devil's 
Advocate 

— By Mason Sargent—

Chicago Symphony 
To Premiere Work

Chicago—The world premiere of 
Frederick Schreibt r’s Concerto 
Grosso for Four Solo Instruments, 
Coloratura and Soprano will be 
held at Orchestra hall here on 
March 3-4 with Fritz Reiner con
ducting the Chicago Symphony 
orchestra. The work recently was 
picked winner of the first annual 
contest staged by the Artist Ad
visory council which headquarters 
here.

Schreiber, a Viennese-born resi
dent of New York, where he 
teaches piano and composition, re
ceived a cash prize of $1.000 The 
contest is slated to be held yearly 
to encourage original composition 
by American citizens.

songs and the folk material and 
religious music that has survived 
from earlier times and its still 
lery much a part of Caribbean 
life.” The result is a variegated, 
consistently stimulating concert, 
one of the best folk records made 
in recent years.

Collector’s Items: The most lux
urious album I’ve ever seen is 
Angel’s set of three 12” LPs, 
Homagi to Diaghilev (3518C). 
Diaghilev directed the most fumuu* 
company in the history of ballet 
until his death in 1929, and the 
tribute contains music to 11 of 
his ballets by Satie, Debussy. Ra
vel, Tchaikovsky, de Falla, Pro
kofiev, and Stravinsky, among 
others, as conducted by Igor Mark- 
evitch. In addition, there’s a large,

MOZART «Hiss (,^-u (K. 
814>/ J S. BACH. 4ri»u, 
ddsfl.. J G BACHx Asdsal. 
«Itch Millar Distal Siidasbat* 
Unia Symphssy.
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• Pachaging gat ahead of performance la thia effort. The record aomea 
beautifully wrapped, with a dandy booklet and a print Bailable for framing, 
und the engineering ie excellent Bat da Vito mwe away with roanlts that 
are oaly adeqaalo. A gift Alam.

• Go4a* eate three yean old mow, the Detroit band has a list of recording 
eaeeeeooe almoM that long. Add thi« pair to Paray'« U«t. And turn the volumePerformance

«»»a* all the way up. If yea want to approelato (he way thoee Mercury eaginean
Recording know their aaloae.

• « » a faatraumataby, whlsb 1« «apposed to bo eecendarliy Important, thl« oratorio
F«rf«manra rone acrooe bettor than vocally. Holleabaeh may be a young conductor to

Recording
bo wetshad Ric loach 1» cure end poMomod of a vcnco of direction« The 
ohorwe oeald bo bettor kait.
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New McIntosh Amplifier 
Called Best Of The Lot

By OLIVER BERLINER

Ninety-nine and 60/100 percent perfect amplification 
sounds like the familiar soap claim, but in reality it’s the 
slogan for McIntosh laboratory’s new 30-watt high fidelity
power amplifier. In an earlier arti-' 
eie I remarked that amplifiers had 
reached such a state of perfection 
that there was virtually no differ
ence among the good ones.

At the risk of bi If-repudiation, 
I must admit that the new MC-30 
outclasses all other amplifiers I 
have run across, including other 
McIntosh models.

The secret of this superiority is 
in the ingenious, patented unity 
coupling output transformer cir
cuit wherein tht- turns fatio of 
primary to secondary winding has 
been reduced to 2 tu 1. This close 
coupling makes possible high power 
st low distortion, rh good that even 
early models never had as much as 
1 percent distortion.

Motivating Factor
This matter of low distortion 

content seems to have been the 
constant motivating factor in all 
McIntosh designs, and rightly so; 
for “clean” sound is the order of 
the day.

N<>w, if wide frequency range 
wad lùgli power output can be com 
bined without disturbing this dis
tortion factor, then an amplifier 
has been produced that approaches 
the theoretical limit of quality and 
efficiency--100 percent perfect am 
plification.

At full 30-watt output, more than 
the average power ased in a 5,000- 
aeat auditorium, the MC-30 pro
duces less than one-half of 1 per 
cent distortion over a frequency 
range of 20 to 30,000 cycle, a 
second, plus or minus one-tenth of 
a decibel variation in response; 
with flat output within one-half

<9—----—------ -----------------------
rib to 50,000 cycles. Noise and hum 
level have been carefully regulated 
to 90 db below rated output, mak
ing them imperceptible.

Strc** Phenmneiiu
In recent months, engineers have 

started to stress a phenomenon

order to provide proper matching 
of the loudspeaker to the amplifier. 
This goes heynnd the mere connect
ing of a 16-ohm speaker to the 
16-ohm tap of the amplifier output 
transformer.

Actually, damping is directly re
lated r,o internal resistance of an 
implifier, something about which 
designers have been concerned for 
years.

The specifications along these 
lines state that if an amplifier’s 
output changed more than three 
db it full power when the load 
(loudspeaker) was removed, its in
ternal resistance is too high. Hav
ing a damping factor of 12 or bet
ter, the MC-30 would have an in

50% Longer Play 
Claimed For Tape

New York—The Minnesota Min
ing & Manufacturing Co., hat. an
nounced a new magnetic tape 
which it says has 50 percent longer 
playing time on standard size reels.

This has been accomplished, the 
company says, by reducing the 
thickness of the magnetic coating 
to .003 and that of the cellulose ac
etate backing to 001 by means of 
a new “high remanence” coating 
which afford? less bulk with no 
sacrifice of tensile strength or 
sensitivity.

Another new extracapacity tape, 
called “Plus 50,” was announced 
by the Reeves Soundcraft Corp.

DOWr» ’

What Occurs When Dad 
Brings Home A Hi-Fi Set 

By REINALD WERRENRATH JR.

(Author und Former Radio and TV Producer)

HAS
4» FOR MUSIC

this was hne during the *78' era, 
but with the birth of T.P.’b’ Harry 
found the nosing a little rough .md 
the music not up to snuff Then 
his best friend told him about 
Transcriber's custom re-tipping 
service und he mailed us his nose 
(First Class, of course!.

We retip an, needle with diamond 
make it like new igain. So if 

your needle has had its day, 
remove it from the cartridge*, 
Scotch-tape it to a piece of < «rd 
board and mail to Transcriber 
Our experts will straighten and 
strengthen the shank . . . custom 
re-tip it with a new guaranteed 
diamond You’ll boost your Fi and 
-eve your records. Total cost? Only 
11050 postpaid 48 hour service.

TKANICRIUR 
COMPANY

With the internal resistance so 
low, thii, amplifier can d<> justice 
to virtually any loudspeaker, no 
matter how much the speaker’s 
impedance changes with the chang
ing frequencies generated by the 
amplifier.

The McIntosh utilizes miniature 
tubes in all audio stages except 
the output. Here Type 1614 beam 
power metal tubes, proved in high- 
quality broadcast systems for many 
years und similar to the popular 
6L6, are used. Carefully selected 
6L6 tubes might be substituted 
with good results.

Most the 13x8x8 inch package is

taken up by the special heavily 
potted transfoi mers, essential to 
long life; with the miniature tube 
stages requiring little space. The 
chrome and black styling makes 
the amplifier as nice to look at as 
to hear, and there’s no listening 
irritation or fatigue whatsoever. 
Added to this is a very reasonable 
pnce for a unit of such great capa
bilities.

The MC-30 will accommodate 
the output circuit of virtually any 
tuner or preamplifier/equalizer and 
provides u power supply for the 
McIntosh audio compensator or 
similar units. A gain control is 
available for those program sources 
not having their own.

(Ed. Notes If you have question* or tub* 
jeeH you would like diseuseed, write to 
Oliver Berliner at Oberline, Ine.. 6411 Hol
lywood Blvd,, Hollywood 28, Calif. Eneloao 
«tamped, self-addrewed envelope for reply.)

Louis Ruben Dies
Bayonne, N. J.—Louis A. Ruben, 

supervisor of instrumental music 
in the Bayonne public .--chool system 
and a member of ASCAP, died 
Jan. 5 in New York. Ruben was 
the writer of many popular songs 
and the inventor of a piann course, 
a musical slide rule, and a system 
which facilitates song composition 
and is used for rehabilitation work 
in veterans hospitals.

What does hi-fi mean to a family, and should a family man 
of modest means become involved in it? Perhaps this story 
will hold some answers for you.

A pleasant looking, moderately well dressed man appears

MICROPHONES 
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parts and equipment store. Ac
tivity is everywhere und no one 
pays any attention to him as he 
steps in the door. Hao he taken 
this as a warning and at that 
moment turned around and depart
ed, perhaps he could have saved 
himself. But at such moments the 
flesh is weak.

He takes confidence from the 
fact that he seems to be accepted 
into this busy scene and mentally 
squaring his shoulders, he saunters 
to a counter where a salesman is 
thumbing through a parts catalog, 
licking nis thumb about every 
third page.

“Hi-fi equipment?” says the man.
“Right back there” says the 

salesman.
The Room

The man proceeds in the direc
tion indicated and shortly comes 
upon a vast scene of organized 
complication. This is the high 
fidelity equipment room, where are 
displayed all the component units 
of var »us manufacturers who have 
■avished thou lands of hours of 
“genius time” trying to make an 
open-backed chassis full of lumpy 
tubes snd condensers look like a 
streamlined product out of the 21st 
century.

Music fills the room with sound, 
and as the man looks about him at 
the rows of -peaker? and the 
shelves of handsomely faced units, 
he feels that he has found his way 
to the inner sanctum. He has, and 
with such ease you might think 
he would be suspicious.

Our friend now makes another 
fatal error. When salesman No. 2, 
a nice young man who ibviously 
knows high fidelity equipment, asks 
him, "Would you like to listen to 
a few combinations of these units?” 
the victim given him an unqualified, 
“Yes.”

At such times a man must be 
realistic and face the facts. He 
knows nothing about hi-fi equip
ment He doesn’t know much about 
music or full frequency sound. As 
a natter of fact, about the only 
thing he really know- is how much 
he can afford to pay. Why doesn’t 
he say so?

Real Sound
Now the victim ir exposed to 

some of the really beautiful ex
periences tn sound. He is also ex
posed to the disillusioning experi
ence that the more beautiful the 
<ound, the more it costs to achieve, 
A long row of switches allow a 
this salesmar No. 2 to flip the 
beautiful music easily from one 
»peaker to another. “Do you like 
this one better?” he asks as he 
casually feeds it into a 3300 dual 
speaker with woofer and tweeter 
housed in a handsomely grained 
cabinet.

Thus softened up to the fact 
that he will have to pay more than

forms, our friend finally leaves the 
inner sanctum, having becoir® en
slaved to the entrancing prospect 
of owning hi fi, “the concert hall 
in your home.”

The die is cast, the equipment 
is bought and soon cartons will 
arrive at an unsuspecting home-

Dad is something of hero now, 
because he has purchased some 
vastly complicated mechanisms and 
proposes to make them p-oduce 
sounds. Actually, Dad doesn’t even 
know which end of a soldering iron 
to pick up, but the hi-fi ••quipment 
now available is designed «o that 
a well trained gibbon could put 
it together.

Ever,body Watches
As the process of unpacking und 

assembling starts, the family is 
drawn to it as if it were a giant 
magnet. When the first piece of 
gleaming metal comes out of the 
carton, Junior forgets all about 
the cowboy movie on TV. He as
tounds hi» father by offering to 
help. Now th« two men have all 
the pieces out of their cartons and 
mother having finished the dishes, 
comes upon the turbulent scene.

Instead of being horrified by the 
mess, she is entrance 1. Hi-fi equip
ment fresh from the box looks in
teresting. As the men make up 
the necessary connectiois, mother 
and sister help clean up the papers 
and cartons. Dad saves himself 
some garbage can sorting by res
cuing the spare parts and instruc
tion sheets before the cartons go 
out.

Everyone iffcrs unsolicited ad 
vice and help. Junior burns his 
pants on the soldering iron, nnd 
sister draws the first blo-id by try
ing to peal back the shielding on s 
wire. At last it is all assembled 
and the family gathers around it 
eagerly, expectantly. Dad puts a 
trembling hand with a landaged 
index finger on the switch and 
turns it. The family holds its col
lective breath. Gradually sound 
wells up until it fills the room, not 
quite as beautiful, not quité as 
awesome as it southed in the inner 
sanctum, but still impressive.

“Why is there a hum, Dad?” 
askj Junior.

They tap and wiggle all the eon 
nection-: but the hum is there and 
worse than before.

“Try unplugging it, and turning 
the plug over, dear” nays mother.

Dad tries th b and incredibly the 
hum is gone He look* suspiciously 
at mother. But now they have it— 
full frequency, high fidelity Bound 
in their hume They _ have the 
“presence.” They’re off into untold 
vistas of sound-

What does hi-fi mean to a 
family? Try it, and you’ll find out.

I to £ Maynes Ce.
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Record 
Ratings

Popular record» are rated on 
the follow ing basis:

A star is given for each of 
five points—(1) quality of mu
sical performance; (2) likeli
hood of commercial success 
(retail sales) ; (3) likelihood of 
heavy disc jockey play; (4) 
likelihood of jukebox play; (5) 
quality of the song itself.

Thus a record that receives 
five stars posse uses all these 
qualifications.

The beet records in the vari
ous categories are included in 
The Top of the Stack on these 
pages.

Tony Bennett
♦WWW Close Your Eye* 

brbb It’s Too Soon to Know
Eyes bodes another biggie for 

Bennett, who sells it handsomely 
with a distinctive breathlessness. 
The tune has an infectious rhythm 
which gets sharply defined r&b 
treatment by an unbilled chorus, 
and there’s a wild and worthwhile 
alto sax solo during the bridge. 
Flip has an interesting dragging 
beat, but lacks the magnetism of 
Eyes. (Columbia 4-40427)

Bob and Ray
*★* Yom Made Your Bed

♦ The Voice Coach
Bed is a pretty funny satire on 

This Is Your Life. This former 
zoo keeper has his life reviewed, 
see, and they bring back his 
friends—a hippo, binis, an ape. 
The comics milk it for all it’s 
worth.

Flip could better have been for
gotten. It’s another Dragnet par
ody that was done far better by 
Stan Freberg ages ago. (Coral 9- 
6133«)

Lr- Bruun

*** New Mexican Hat Donee
**♦ Pre Got My Love to Keep Me 

W arm
New versions of two Brown 

faves on Coral’s new Silver Star 
series, in which their artists re
create their hits of years gone by. 
This duo fairly sparkles, as the 
band gives crisp and driving per
formances.

Dance is a more up-to-date ar
rangement of the oldie, with two 
good short solos coming from 
tenor Dave Pell and trumpeter 
Don Fagerquist.

Pell is back again on Love, and 
that’s probably Fagerquist again, 
too, as the band moves swingingly. 
Excellent sides to relieve the ple
thora of vocals on deejay shows. 
(Coral 9-65500)

Frankie Carle 

It’s True, It’s True 
WWW Violin
Don’t look now, but Carle, from 

whom hasn’t been heard a peep in 
ages, could leap right back to 
prominence with this pairing.

His unmistakable style especial
ly personalizes True, a hummable 
new Sammy Cahn-Sid Lippman 
ballad, while Bob London’s rich 
vocal helps push Violin.

Best bet, though, is True, and if 
RCA follows through, keep an eye 
on Carle. (Victor 47-6004)

\rf (snifv
*♦ Sheesh, W hat a Grouch
*W She Never Left the Table

These amusing sides impress as 
being under Carney’s usual caliber, 
though they may sell a few records 
by virtue of his growing popu
larity on Jackie Gleason’s CBS-TV 
show. His treatment of Table is 
zany, sung straight in tango tem
pos with humorous twists, but 
Sheesh is bound to have greater 
appeal for its more obvious humor. 
(Columbia 4-40337)
Gail A Rosemary Clooney 

W*W Open Up Your Heart 
WW* The Lord Is Counting on You

Other labels have gotten the

jump on these didactic tunes by 
Stuart Hamblen, and some have 
done them better, but the Clooney 
coverage should steal some of the 
thunder. Rosemary is a good sell- 
ng point, of course, and on this 
disc she introduces her youngest 
sister, Gail, who delivers the re
ligious messages with naive charm. 
Heart gets a lift whenever Rose
mary chimes in on the choruses. 
(Columbia 4-40422)

Nat Cole
4***4 The Sand and the Sea 

WWWW Darling Je Vous Aime 
Beaucoup

Sand is a fragile thing that Nat 
approaches with tender care and 
respect, and is a superior effort 
that hardly can miss on any of the 
counts.

Je Vous, the Hildegarde stand
ard, is another dandy, and could 
well stand on its own feet as a 
seller. (Capitol F-3027)

Dorothy Collins 

WW Tweedie Dee 
WW Get loppy

Even if Georgia Gibbs didn’t 
havt most of the action locked up 
on Tweedie, this Collins treatment 
would have a rough time moving, 
due chiefly to its lack of guttiness 
and punch. A good tenor man pops 
in briefly to provide a listenable 
solo.

Happy is o.k., though overdone 
and over-accented by an enthusi
astic drummer. (Audivox 45-114)

Dick Contino 
WW Adios

W Nightingale
The teenagers that mobbed Con

tino before his army stint are now 
grownups, and he faces the task 
of creating new audiences. It’s rf 
difficult thing to do on records— 
most of his appeal lies in his ap
pearance rather than musical skill 
—and these sides do little to 
solve the problem. Play them un
announced, and they could be any 
accordionist.

Adios makes the better listen
ing, chiefly because of the tune’s 
excellence and Contino’s restraint 
in playing it. (Mercury 70536)

Sammy Davis Jr.
WWWWW AU of You

WW Six Bridges to Cross
Sammy is ripe for his first king- 

size record, and he could very well 
soar to the top of the charts with 
this sensitive tune from Cole Por
ter’s Silk Stockings. On the pop 
market, it is choice merchandise. 
His command of all is brilliant, 
having the desirable elements of 
warmth, sincerity, and elastic re
serve in phrasing. It’ll be a tough 
version for other artists to top.

Flip side makes a shouter of him, 
which is not his best guise. (Decca 
9-29402)

Billy Farrell
WWW It May Sound Silly 

Rock Love
Bill Farrell has become Billy 

with his new label affiliation, and 
his singing also has become surer 
both in attack and intonation.

Obviously the label is feeling 
him out with his first few sides, 
and they’re on the right track in 
assuming him semi-r&b material, 
as this pairing shows.

Silly is a ballad that will re
ceive a good deal of deejay re- 
snonse, and Farrell belts it out in 
his bottom-of-the-barrel voice. It’s 
as good as anything he’s ever 
waxed. (Mercury 70539)

Eddie Fontane
WWWWW Rock Love

WWW All My Love Belongs to 
You

New singer on the “X” Label 
really moves out on this one. Ex- 
GI has a fine strong voice that 
should move into the best selling 
lists. Other side, while well done, 
isn’t as good a tune. (“X”-0096)

Geri Galian
WWW Aireeu
rtt Snowfall

These are inviting instrumentals 
by the Caribbean Rhythm-Boys,

spotlighting Galian’s forceful piano 
against sundry percussion appara
tuses. Galian’s composition Aireeu 
catches that rich tropical flavor. 
Snowfall is mood music with some 
tasteful piano runs. (“X”—4Y- 
0093)

Merv Griffin
WW l Never Has Seen Snow 

W Hot-Cha-Cha
Snow is a touching, pensive tune 

from the show House of Flowers, 
handled with slight dramatics by 
Merv Griffin anc with a chorus 
punctuating and backing. Its com
mercial chances are dubious. Ha- 
Cha-Cha is a lively and insipid 
celebration of a tempo that’s sup
posed to supplant the mambo. For 
some reason a harpsichord figures 
in the backing. (Columbia 4- 
40424)

Happy Otto
★ Glad Dtdl Rag 
♦ Smiles

Happy Otto produces happy, hol
low-sounding music that seems to 
originate in a barroom and seems 
destined for action on jukes in the 
same type places. Neither side pre
tends to be anything more than 
good time music. (Decca 9-29403)

Peter Lind Hayes & 
Mary Healy

WW The Year We Fell in Love
W Could Be I Love You
Year is a ditty that several 

labels are covering, and it seems 
to lend itself well to the kind of 
duet Hayes & Healy specialize in. 
Yet, somehow, they fail to do max
imum with it. Could Be is a snappy 
polka sung in Spanish-type accents 
for novelty. Should satisfy their 
radio following. (Columbia 4- 
40419)

Eddy Howard
♦WW Finger of Suspicion

WW Old Memories
Either these are typical vehicles 

for Eddy Howard, or his particu
lar delivery makes typical of them. 
In any case, while they show him 
off in his smoothest idiom, they 
don’t rise enough above his pre
vious material to get much mile
age. In short, they’re too typical 
to sound fresh.

Finger is effectively catchy; 
Memories has more than a trace 
of corn. (Mercury 70533-X45)

Danny Kaye 
WWW Manhattan Mambo 

★ In My Neck of the Woods 
The trouble is that Danny Kaye 

is always expected to be funny, 
wherefore this disc disappoints.

The Top Of The Stack
The following represent the best records received for review this 

issue in the various categories.

For Discriminating Ears

Les Brown—New Mexican Hat Danee/l’ve Got My Love to Keep Me 
Warm (Coral 9-65500)

Nat Cole—The Sand and the Sea (Capitol F-3027)
Sammy Davis Jr.—All of You (Decca 9-29402)
Frank Sinatra—Frankie (Columbia 12” LP CL-606)

Commercial

Tony Bennett—Close Your Eyes (Columbia 4-40427) 
La Falce Brothers—Maria, Maria, Maria (Victor 5981) 
Frankie Carle—It’s True, It's True (Victor 47-6004) 
Nat Cole—The Sand and the Sea (Capitol F-3027) 
Sammy Davis Jr.—All of You (Decca 9-29402) 
Eddy Fontane—Rock Love (“X” 0096) 
Ralph Marterie—Blue Mirage (Mercury 70535-X45) 
Sarah Vaughan—Waltzing Down the Aisle (Mercury 70534-X45)

Vocalists

Tony Bennett—Close Your Eyes (Columbia 4-40427)
Nat Cole—The Sand and the Sea/Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup

(Capitol F-3027)
Sammy Davis Jr.—AU of You (Decca 9-29402)
Sarah Vaughan—Waltzing Down the Aisle (Mercury 70534-X45)

Instrumental

Frankie Carle—It’s True, It’s True (Victor 47-6004)

Everybody Dance

Lea Brown—New Mexican Hat Dance/Tve Got My Love to Keep Me
Warm (Coral 9-65500)

Ralph Marterie—Blue Mirage (Mercury 70535-X45)

Some of his rapid-running whimsy 
creeps in at tne very end of the 
Mambo side, but it’s not enough to 
lift it out of the average class. 
Kaye does a buoyant singing job 
on this, but the flip rates as an 
under-par marching-type chant. 
(Decca 9-29396)

Yvonne King 
WWW Sleepy Baby

Frank DeVol
W There’s a Rising Moon

Baby is the almost-maudlin-type 
tune that could break wide open 
with some hearing. Yvonne’s 
treatment of it is as restrained as 
one could be on a weeper. Could 
be the dark horse side of the 
month.

Flip is ordinary treatment of 
ordinary material. (Kem 45-2736)

LaFalce Brothers 
**** Maria, Maria, Maria 

•irbh Devil’s Highway
Nine voices—nine. The LaFalce’s 

may not have been the firstest in 
the vocal group stakes, but they’re 
the mostest. Quantity is clearly 
their selling point for the nonce, 
and the way Victor is touting this 
bunch, they’re pretty certain to 
have a seller if only by dint of 
high-geared merchandising.

There’s nothing especially in
tricate or novel practiced among 
the nine voices to set them above 
the smaller groups, and the effect 
of the numerical increase is to 
give them the fullness of a glee 
club. Maria is a pleasant chant 
which the boys handle hauntingly, 
and it’s easily the side to be favor-
ed on all media. Highway 
contrast With a traveling 
(Victor 5981)

Johnny Maddox 
★ The Craty Otto

beat.

* Humoresque
A rhythm trio led by Maddox 

on a tinny piano pound out a merry 
medley of German tunes on the 
Otto side with no virtuosity what
ever. Humoresque is slightly less 
than diverting. (Dot 45-15325)

Ralph Marterie
WWWW Blue Mirage 

WW Remember Me 
Ralph may be entering the Mi

rage sweepstakes a little tardily, 
but thi» version should nonetheless 
garner a large share of the dee
jay spins and jukebox coins. Mar
terie’s trumpet is relaxedly at 
home on this sort of thing, and 
the band contributes a stimulating 
reading. It’s one of his best rec
ords.

A Frank Sinatra-ish vocal from
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Jim 141 un»bury, who conduct- 
TV’s Bandstand Matinee on WGN- 
TV, Chicago, and also is a deejay 
on WGN radio, picks as his best 
bet a record he thinks will be a 
big one:

Darling Je Vous Aime Beaucoup, 
by Nai Cole (Capitol)

an unlabeled singer dominates the 
revival of Remember (Mercury 
70535 X45)

Vaughn Monroe
WWW Main Event

WW W hat a Difference a Day 
Made

Main Event is a novelty love 
song using boxing terminology and 
a Latin beat ("let’s get over the 
preliminaries and into the main 
event”). It’s catchy enough to be
come another Then Were Doing 
the Mambo, and Monroe is un
usually relaxed in singing it.

Difference, a topflight oldie, is 
0-k. fare for Monroe fans, but 
doesn’t turn out to be much more 
than the backer for a plug tune. 
(Victor 47-6002)

Eddie Ricci
♦* Love, Love, Love 

b Oregon Walt*
The stars awarded this record 

are entirely for Ricci’s perform
ance. The guy has very agreeable 
pipes and wholly unworthy materi
al here. Love relies on contrivances 
in the lyric that don’t make the 
grade, and Oregon is a week effort 
in the manner of Tennessee Walts. 
(Cavalier 843-A)

Rovers
★WW Why-Ohh 
khn Ichi-Bon-Tami-Dachi

Rovers, a west coast rhythm & 
blues unit, may attract some at
tention (or raised eyebrows) with 
this nearly unmusical waxing— 
chaotically offbeat and invariably 
offkey. Yet its very poisons are its 
perplexing charm, because the sour 
effects seem deliberate, strived for

This is a different sound, all 
right, though it may not be u good 
one. Why-Ohh is a love song sung 
like a dirge. Ichi-Bon is mumbo 
jumbo sung intensely. (Muaic City 
45-750)

Kay Starr
★★W If Anyone Finds Thi*, I Lore 

You
Turn Right

Kay’s debut record on Victor 
probably will be a successful one, 
but it will be due more to the pro
motion it’ll get than on its merit.

Anyone is a weepily sentimental 
tale that pulls out all the stops, 
including the use of echo chamber, 
a crashing crescendo, and a little 
boy singing and asking someone 
to love him.

Right fits more comfortably on 
the Starr shoulders—it’s a dual
tracked rhythm tune that lacks 
the rollicking gaiety of her Side 
By Side, but should get attention. 
(Victor 47-5999)

Sarah Vaughan
**** Waltsmg Down the Aisle 

WWW How Important Can It Be?
Mercury is doing an A-l job of 

finding songs for Sarah to sing 
that utilize her wonderful vocal 
equipment in a commercial man
ner, yet won’t offend the fans who 
remember her when.

Waitsing is a clever one about 
(Continued on Next Page)
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New York—Coral Records has 
issued the first in a new Silver 
Star series of single discs which 
feature* a past popular iecord hit 
"n each side. The initial releasee

Negro Spiritual is a foundation form of
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______ .___  -Good Time Jazz 
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A A A A A I Dreamed of a Hillbilly 
Heaven

*♦ Stealing
On this Eddie tells the story of 

the country and western greats 
whom have passed on. A real trib
ute. (Sage and Sand 180-A)

For complete pleas
ure in listening to 
Mahalia Jackson and 
to all your favorite 
artists, always play 
the colorful AMI 
juke box at your 
favorite location.

possible to market ‘op-grade LPs 
at a retail price of $3 (including 
federal tax) that allowed a fair 
margin of profit for manufacturer, 
distributor and retailer.”

Las Vegos—Gene Krupa opened 
at the Last Frontier here for a 
six-week stand Jan. 10, displaying 
a revised trio. Eddie Shu continues 
on with the drummer, but Teddy 
Napoleon, who left to join brother 
Marty in their own combo which 
incidentally made its debut at the 
Sands hotel during the holidays, 
was replaced by two men.

Bob Scott joined the Krupa unit 
as pianist and John Drew was add
ed on bass. Following the Vegaa 
gig, Krupa plans to route the 
group eastward over a period of 
several weeks.

Barking Bog, Oop Shoop; 411 I 
B mno Do; Do Me Good Baby.

Rating t ♦*
As these bouncy ditties have 

less utility value than Mercury’s 
other reissue sets, being novelties 
that don’t lend themselvee to danc
ing. they figun to fare less veil 
on the market. The Cuts do them 
up brightly. (EP 1-3290)

Ralph Marterie
Skokiian; Crazy ’Bout loUipop; 

Bongo Guitar; Kitt Crazy Baby.
Rating: A"AA

Mercury is reissuing four of 
Marterie’s swingmgest tunes of 
last year in slick, gadgeted ar 
rangements that could find a wel
come from teenagers who want 
them all on a single disc. They’re 
all up-tunes, worthwhile for the 
jitterbugs. (Mercury EP-1-3289)
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Pop Reviews 
(Junipwi from Page 10) 

a girl who liket, to mambo, tango, 
and the like, but would rather 
waltz—down an aisle. It’s a likely 
followup to Make Yourself Com
fortable.

Important again finds Sassy 
Binging against her self via multi
tape, and though it doesn’t have 
the charm of Waltzing, will give

Love in Bloom; I Wished on the 
Moon; If 1 Should Love You; With 
Every Breath I Take; Please; June 
in January; Moanin' Lok; Thank» 
for the Memories

Rating: ♦♦
Fina here tinkles out u tribute 

to composer Ralph Rainger. Eight 
of his best-known tune are played 
crisply but with an abundance if 
hackney “d flourishes and colora
tions. Nothing blood-stirring, it's 
all lelaxed, sweet music - and some 
saccharine. (MGM X269)

I Trip to Italy: The Museum; 
Church of the Little Fountains; A 
Song of Pompei.

Rating: ♦★'A
This background music composed 

by Renzo Ro-Bellini for the film 
I Trip to Italy breaks down into 
three impressionistic musical 
sketches that are attractively 
mood) and dramatic. Though das 
sical in idiom, this music is being 
aimed at a pop audience by Mer
cury by waj of its inevitable us- 
coelutions with the film’s stars, In
grid Bergman and George Sand-

Jerry Byrd 
A A'A’A Hawaiian Sunset 
★YHCA Wang, Wang Blue«

Jerry’s got some fine picking 
material or these two standards. 
(Mercurv 70519)

I Be* 
job of 
> sing

Brown tnd Don Cornell of several 
of their «Id hits and a reissue of 
two hit sides by the Ames Brothers

The Brown record is a new re
cording of his Columbia hits, I've 
Got My Love to Keep Me Warm 
and New Mexican Hat Dance. The 
Cornell release is a new version of 
It Isn’t Fair, previously recorded 
with Sammy Kaye, and I'm Yours, 
previously on Coral. The Ames 
Brothers record features Senti
mental Me and Rag Mop,

Hollywood—The wave of price 
cutting in the LP record field, as 
sertedlv touch« d off by RCA Vic
tor’s -dicing of LP retail prices, 
will not be followed by the West 
Coast’s burgeoning independent 
jazz labels.

Pacific Jazz took the lead by in
forming distributors und retailers 
that there will be no price reduc
tion ($4.85 for PJ’s proposed 12- 
inch LPs and $3.85 for PJ 
10-inchers) for “at least 60 days.” 
Nocturn and Fantasy are following

S’Posin’; ill of Me; Time After 
Time; How Cute Can You Be?; 
Almost Like Being in Lore; Nan
cy; Ohl What It Seemed To Be

Rating: A’A'A’AA
It'n ironic that Columbia has to 

try to cash in on Frank’s record 
popularity on another label, after 
having him securely in its own 
stable f »r some 10 years.

But they certainly have un ex
cellent product to offer- a Sinatra 
in his palmiest younger days, sing
ing tune« that made him the hot
test property in the country.

It’s a great collection from a 
man whose phrasing and delivery 
influenced a whole generation of 
vocalists. Especially notable are 
Nancy; Ohl What It Seemed To 
Be; I Only Have Eyes, and Time 
After Tinu.

This one should sell well not 
only to old funs, but to those who 
have discovered Frank ju«t since 
his comeback. (Columbia 12* LP 
CT .-606)

Coral Releases 
Pop Hits Of Past

Hunk Thompson
♦♦♦■AA If Lovin* You Is Wrona 

A A A A Annie Over
Hank s got another fine upbeat 

tune with a clever set of lyrics. 
It’d on the romantic side. The oth
er is aiA. a lo* o bobad with a heat 
iCapilu! F-3030)

New Krupa Men 

In Vegas Stand

THE ONLY JUKE BOX 
WITH SPARKLING 
DECORATOR COLORS

West Coast Discs 
Holding Price Line

First Camden 
Pops Issued

SUNBURST 
YELLOW

Firecracker Red 
Emberred Charcoal 
Sunburtt Yellow 
Happy Blue 
Faddy i Green 
Aioli Coral 
Bright Sand 
Tahitian Brown

Webb Pierce
I’m Gonna Fall Out of 
Love With You

I’m In the JaiHiouee Now

New York—RCA’r t ew Camden 
label has issued its first releases 
in the popular and classical cate
gories. Initial pop records, the be
ginning of a Today’* HiU> series 
are two EPs »th Stuart Foster 
and Jack Haskell.

Foster, forme- vocalist with 
Tommy Dorwy and Guy Lombardo 
is featured in four tunes. I Need 
You Now, Papa Loves Mamh^ 
Count Your Blessings, and Teach 
Me Tonight.

Haskell -ingt Hearts of Stone, 
Melody of Love, That’s All I Want 
From You, and Let Mi Go, Lover 
on the second EP Haskell is backed 
bv u band featuring pianist Johnn) 
Guurnieri as leader and such mu
sicians as guitarist Tony Mottola, 
drummer Don Lamond, altoist 
Toots Mondello, and bassist Arnold 
Fishkin.

1500 Union Avenue. 5. E. 

Grand Rapids. Michigan. U. S. A.

popular star of radio, Apollo «nd 
Columbia Reiurdings

A-AW Misriszippt Mud 
rt Then and Noir
Nostalgia twofold rings a bell on 

Mud, when a vintage band plays 
an old standard in the manner 
of their mutual era. The Rhythm 
Boys deliver the lyric, with proper 
lightness und bounce. Then and 
Now round? like sour grapes about 
the mutability of Tin Pan Alley 
vogues, and it takes a kidding-on- 
the square poke at the “new sound’’ 
cr aze today. (Coral 9-61336)

***** Wa-Ha-Ne-Na
*A-A Keep on Trying

Indian maiden’s lament is an 
unusual thing that Hank pul is all 
the stops out of. Other side is a 
cheerful idea. (Mercury 70515* 
X45)

EMBERRED 
CHARCOAL

TAHITIAN 
BROWN
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All jaw recoexis ore reviewed by Nat Hentoff, except thone initialed 
By Jack Tracy. Rating: ***** Excellent. **♦* Very Good. *♦* Good, 
** Fair, * Poor.

♦---------------------------------------------------
Bob Brookmeyer

Liberty Belle; Have You Met Miu 
Jones?; Isn’t It Romantic?; Tradi
tional; Doe Eyes; Red Devil; Body 
and Soul; Last Chante

Rating: * * **

Graeme Bell

Goannu March; Big F aikabout; 
Hook, Line, and Sinker; Cakewalk
in’ Babies; Wbest the Saints Go 
Marching Home; Nullabor; Back-

Joys; High Society
Rating: ♦

This ia the only clinker of the 
first four Angel jazz LPs. Bell 
conducts a band of Australian “re
vivalists” who are, if possible, even 
more drearily unmusical than most 
of their American counterparts. 
The recordings were made in Eng
land in 1951, and the regular Bell 
band is augmented on occasion by 
English revivalist trumpeter Hum
phrey Lytelton, who writes better 
record reviews than he playa; and 
on one number, blues ainger Neva 
Raphaello, who’s not bad, though 
no Claire Austin.

The Bell contingent itself may 
have one musician in it, judging 
from a few bars of Adrian Mons- 
brough’s Bix-like horn, though his 
alto gives one horrified pause. Yes, 
there's a Tram-like alto (with none 
of Tram’s musicality) and a pallid 
parody of Freeman-like tenor as 
well as the usual rusty echoes of 
badly comprehended records. But 
the rhythm section is the prize— 
just about the most inflexibly un- 
swinging I’ve ever heard.

Another shocking aspect of this 
set are seme of the statements in 
George Simon’s notes, like those 
claiming “authentic rhythmic 
sounds of early New Orleans jazz 
bands" are to be found here. Some 
liner notes are better left unsigned. 
Recording quality unfortunately is 
good. (Angel LP 60002)

Sharkey Bonami
Chimes Blues; Somebody Else Is 

Taking My Place; OU Fashin Lor
in’; When the Saints Go Marchin’

Rating: ♦★*
The Shark and band whip 

through two 78s, don’t set any 
records for imagination or such, 
but turn out competent Dixie jobs 
on all. Jackie Blaine comes close to 
singing on Lovin’ and Somebody. 
Nice clarinet by Harry Shields, 
wpecially on Chtmes. Also notable 
is the presence of the Martins, 
father and son, Chink Sr. and Jr., 
on brass and string bass, respec
tively. (J. T.) (Soathland 9013 
and 9014)

Beryl Booker
Night and Day; My Idesd; I 

Don’t Know Why; Body and Sosd
Rating: ■*★★

A pleasant, relaxed collection by 
Beryl and her two associates, bass
ist Bonnie Wetzel and drummer 
Elaine Leighton. Beryl will never 
bore you, but I doubt if she’ll ever 
kill you (metaphorically) eith«r 
At least not here. But it’s good, 
free-form jazz. (Cadence CLP 
1000)

The man who seems most likely 
to be generally acknowledged the 
next major trombonist in jazz is 
inventively represented here in a 
session engineered in New York 
for Pacific Jazz by Rudy Van Gel
der. His sidemen are pianist John 
Williams, drummer Frank Isola 
and bassists Red Mitchell (5) and 
Bill Anthony (3). Brookmeyer 
wrote the first original; Tradition
al is an imaginative medium blues; 
Red Mitchell wrote Doe Eyes and 
Red Devil, while Brookmeyer is 
responsible for Last Chance. All 
the lines for the originals are in
teresting and could bear further 
development. Red and Johnny Wil
liams are excellent, but Isola’s 
drumming could be somewhat more 
subtle.

Brookmeyer’s tromboning con
tinues to be the personalized com
bination of heart and musical 
intellect that makes him so im- 
{»ressive a figure in modern jazz— 
isten, for example, to the way he 

recreates Body and SouL I wish, 
however, there had been at least 
one more horn for added color, 
linear contrasts, and challenge. 
(Pacific Jazz LP-16)

Vinnie Burke

For Ml We Know; Continental; 
Yesterdays; Time Out; Softly as in 
the Morning Sunrise; Honeysuckle 
Rose; Imagination; On the llamo

Rating: kirir
The Vinnie Burke quartet, heard 

previously behind Vol. 2 of Chris 
Connor (Bethlehem LP BCP-1002), 
makes its album debut for itself 
in Bethlehem’s second set in its 
East Coast Jazz series. Bassist 
Burke, a former member of the 
Joe Mooney quartet, worked with 
Cy Coleman, Sauter-Finegan, and 
Marian McPartland before launch
ing his own unit with which he 
rehearsed for four months before 
recording. His associates are 22- 
year-old Fordham student, Ronny 
Odrich (clarinet), Joe Cinderella 
(guitar), and Don Burns (accor
dion). The quartet provides taste
ful, careful music that should 
bring it advantageous gigs in 
rooms generally hostile to jazz.

But in terms of jazz itself, there 
is a too constant calculation, how
ever skillful, and not nearly enough | 
of a feeling of vital spontaneity 
is generated. Nor do the arrange
ments investigate the voicing pos
sibilities at hand with sufficient in
vention or developmental adventur
ousness. All the musicians involved 
are good, particularly Burns, who 
is a real find. (Bethlehem LP BCP 
1010)

D OWN BEAT _____  

Ralph Burns
Springsequence; It Might As 

Well Be Spring; Spring Is Here; 
Sprang; Echo of Spring

Rating: ****
A long-due and well-recorded 

demonstration of Ralph Burn’s ex
pressive taste and skill as pianist 
as well as composer-arranger. His 
sympathetic support is received 
from bassist Clyde Lombardi, 
drummer Osie Johnson, and an un
named (for contractual reasons) 
guitarist who, I strongly suspect, 
is Jimmy Raney. Anyway, the mys
tery player is a fine, lyrical asset 
to the proceedings.

The Springseauenee and Sprang 
are effectively Ralph’s, and Echo 
is by that underrated melodist, 
Willie (The Lion) Smith, who 
wrote it 20 years ago. The whole 
feeling of the date—in terms of 
both material and performance— 
is a beautifully integrated one, and 
it’s very close to a five star event. 
Producer Leonard Feather has 
done us all a service. Too bad the 
cover design ia ao dowdy. (Period 
LP SPL 1105)

Billy Butterfield
Caramm; Flamingo; St. Louis 

Blues; Strike up the Band; I Gotta 
Right to Sing the Blues; Struttin’ 
with Some Barbecue; Goodbye; Cot
tun Tail

Rating: ***
It’s always good to have Butter

field’s warmly accurate trumpet on 
records again, but I wonder why 
Westminster decided to record him 
with a big band in average ar
rangements of standards, when 
"heads” of the same tunes played 
by a carefully selected small combo 
would have resulted in much freer 
and better jazz and in an album 
that would sell more and cost less 
to produce. As it is, the big band 
moves sharply behind Billy, and 
he gets support from such stal
warts as Lou McGarity, Cutty 
Cutshall, Hank D’Amico, Nick 
Caizazza, Lou Stein, Felix Giobbe, 
and Cliff Leeman. Recording qual
ity is a dynamic ball, and a good 
shouting test for your equipment 
and the people upstairs. Too bad 
all this fine sound couldn’t have 
more musical spontaneity. Maybe 
next time? (Westminster LP WL 
3020)

Oscar (Papa) Celestin
Down by the Riverside; When 

the Saints Go Marching In; Marie 
La Veau; Oh, Didn’t Ha Ramble

Rating: ♦"*♦
Titled Papa’s Golden Wedding, 

this was dedicated to the late Nevi 
Orleans trumpeter’s 50 years of 
jazz in his native city. As it turned 
out, it was a sort of memorial to 
his memory, and the rating would 
be higher if the level of recording 
weren’t so bad. From this record

alone, it’s hard to tell exactly what 
Celestin sounded like either on vo
cals or trumpet. On one side, he 
sounds like Papa all right; on the 
other you’d never know it if the 
record label didn’t say so.

The four tunes, Celestin ex
plains, are the ones most requested 
through the years, and he and band 
display wonderful enthusiasm, and 
at times reverence, for their music. 
Celestin sings all four, sometimes 
backed by the band in chorus. 
Riverside is at a very slow tempo, 
but I suspect the recording is at 
fault here, as it probably is on 
Ramble, which comes on at a full 
gallop. The band has a bouncing 
cohesiveness brought by years of 
only slightly changed personnel 
and an honest feeling for the roots 
of jazz.

Personnel includes Jeannette 
Kimball, piano; Adolphe Alex
ander, alto; Joseph Thomas, clari
net; Albert French, banjo, guitar; 
Sidney Brown, bass; Louis Bar
barin. drums; Edward Pierson, 
trombone. (J. T.) (Southland S-LP 
206)

Eddie Condon
Then'll Be Some Changes Made; 

Hou- Come You Do Me Like You 
Do?; Blues (My Naughty Sweetie 
Gave to Me); Tin Roof Blues; 
IT hen My Sugar Walks Down the 
Street; f Can’t Believe That You’re

Rating i ♦*★♦
A happily robust George Ava

kian production that results in one 
of the best Condon-style free-for- 
alls ever put on record. The cast 
includes Wild Bill Davison, Billy 
Butterfield, Cutty Cutshall, Lou 
McGarity, Dick Cary (on alto horn 
this time), Ed Hall, Peanuts 
Hucko, the too - seldom-recorded 
Bud Freeman, Gene Schroeder, Al 
Hall, and Cliff Leeman. It’s a live
ly debate throughout and among 
the highlights is Butterfield’s 
Louis-tribute in How Come. Pass
ing comments by Commodore Con
don are included.

Recording quality is excellent as 
is Herman Leonard’s tender cover 
photograph. Avakian’s notes con
tain his invaluable trademark for 

(Continued on Next Page)
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□ Red Norvo
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□ Cal Tjader Trio 
n Gerry Mulligan .. 
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Mill Maore's
MUSIC FOR MODERNS
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CHARLIE BARNET S HIS ORCHESTRA 
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RIDIN' WITH RED ALLIN 
Red Allen.
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Bunny Berigan and Wingy Ma- 
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ANNOUNCEMENY 

New low list pricea on all Vault 
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were—11.57

record Extended

now—41.49*

•Prices are suggested list. Federal 
Tax included. Local tax extra.
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Herb Geller
lave the probing strength

Watch for
Erroll Garner

the Greatest

reived four stars but the

STAN GETZ Bob Helm

album
Pacific jazz’s

ever released composed of bassistsection

His first
Who’s who in

jazz concert

album

music history

on
°*

NORGRAN RECORDS
451 N. Cam Drive

Beverly Hills
Calif orila

Able west coast altoist Geller is 
backed on his first solo LP by

Harry Babasin and drummer 
Larry Bunker.

Date is very close to five stars.

sessions of this sort: a clear break
down of personnel by choruses. 
(Columbia 12" LP CL 616)

while 
doesn’t

his wife, Lorraine, 
tis ('«unce, basa ;

Kirerside Shake ;

know... this is

work... but don’t

of 4 Johnny Williams. Geller is 
a first-rate modernist; but for 
future LPs, he needs more ample 
support and more imaginative pro
duction. (EmArm LP MG 26045)

Marable, drums. First two sides 
were n viewed as singles and re-

ano; Cur- 
Law rence

SAL SALVADOR
Kenton Presents Jazz . ammma BOOTS MUSSULLI 

Kenton Presents Jazz

FRANK ROSOLINO
Kenton Presents Jazz

WOODY HERMAN
The Woody Herman Band Album mo

Brookmeyer quartet LP, this Geller 
session gives the bass player no 
solos, and has all to little change 
of pace (Rain is the only ballad).

Then, too, aside from Rain, the 
otht r two Geller originals are 
hardly memorable, and Lorraine,

ileasant and a swinger, Gonsalves blows with a ntroi

BILLY MAY 
Sota-May

RAY ANTHONY 
Golden Horn . .

2 so 
t.oo 
110

2.(0 
2.SU 
2.(0

BENNY GOODMAN
BG (n Hi-Fi.............

LP as a whole isn’t up to that 
quality.

It isn’t Geller's playing that 
misses, because that ia consistently 
powerful and individually inven
tive (dig how well he sustain» idea 
pattern-! on Alone Together) But 
over a whole LP, another horn 
could have been added or else, the 
set could have been more intelli
gently planned. In contrast for

Virgil Gonsalves
Bounce; Out of Nowhere; Too 

Marveioue for U ord»; It Might ae 
Well Be Spring; YeUerdayt; lore 
Me or Leave Me

Rating: 4A*«
Baritone-saxist Gonsalves is cur

rently a San Franciscan who for
merly played with Alvino Rey and 
Tex Beneke and whose recent work 
around the Baj Area ao impress
ed local diac jockeys that they sent 
Gonsalves and a set of tapes to 
Nocturne. Nocturne wisely set up 
this LP, enlisting Bob Enevoldsen 
(valve trombone) and former Kiu- 
pa tenor saxist, the tasteful Buddy 
Wise, who hasn’t been heard on 
records for some time. Also too 
long off records is ex-Herman pia
nist, Lou Levy, a swinging major 
talent. The rest of the good rhythm

2.M
2.(0
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0 
2(0

2(0 
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0
III

2*0 
2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0

2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0
2.(0 
2.(0
2 (0

Joye; Back Side O' Town; IMn the 
Plymouth flock; Hou’m I Goeuea 
Do lit; I Don’t Want 4ny More; 
Seagull Strut; Daybreak Bluer

Rating: «WWW
Four stars mostly for clarinetist 

Helm, partly for trumpeter Everett 
Farey, and in cpite of a wash 
board, which, the otherwise good 
notes state, supplies a “forceful 
beat.” Helm and Farey are out 
of the Turk Murphy band and with 
a th rec-man rhythm section achieve 

(Turn to Page 14)

beat and in clean, unhackneyed 
solo patterns. (Listen to his pul
sative stireness and sensitive pow
er in Yesterdays, his featured ve
hicle here). EU« where, tho blow
ing is fine and th« ensemble inter 
play is particularly well conceived 
in Marvelous. Spring, and Low Me. 
Bounce is weak material and the 
arrangement for Nowhere ia un
derdeveloped, but th« rest is a re
laxed gas. John Neal’s engineering 
results in om of the most antia- 
fyingly faithful reproduction* of 
jazz sound in my listening expe
rience. (Nocturne NLP 8)

I Can’t Get Started; Yeeterdaye; 
Lullaby in Rhythm; Bewitched; 
For Hrturn'i Sake; Once in ■ 
While; ’S Wonderful; Undecided; 
Anything Goat

Ratin*
Title of this one is Gone-Gamer- 

Gone nt, with Erroll’s support split 
betwn-n John Simmon* and Shad
ow Wilson, and Wyatt Ruther and 
Fats Heard.

It’s a rich, sensuously reflective 
session with a movingly cohesive 
overall mood. Even though this is 
one of several Garner LPs releas
ed recently—to be added to the 
mile* of Garner through the years 
—you can only win by adding this 
one too to your collection. Garner 
is one of those few artist* who 
almost never fails to provide kicks 
no matter how often you replay 
his side*. (Columbia 12" LP CL 
617)
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Sleigh Ride; Silvei Rain; Hone 
Together; Happy Go Lucky, Break
ing Through the Sound Barrier; 
Kahagon: You Stepped out of a 
Dream; A Room with u View

Rating: wkw

jazz? You’re 
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stop and look... 
give a listen' Lend 
an ear and you’ll
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Just Released On CAPITOL
The KENTON ERA

Pete Rugolo

Just Released

Jack Teagarden

Little Brother Montgomery

Natty Dominique

hirley is often mov- 
rarely moves very

ing here hardly strikes me as in
troducing uny as yet particularly 
valuable or liberating innovations 
to the jazz acene. And no matter 
what system a man uses, the im-

Don Shirley ta not a jazz pianist, 
but aa he generally works in jazz 
clubs and often uses jazz materials 
in his work, he’s included here 
As explained in a previous article 
on him (Down Peat, Sept. 22)

Mis'ry and the Bluet; Music to 
Love By; Blue Funk; Davenport 
Blues; Meet Me Where They Play 
the Blues; Bad Actin' IFonuin

Bluet;
Bluet; 
Bluet;

I Cover the IF aterfront; No Two 
People; Secret Love; The Un I 
Love; Loie It Here to Stay; Danc
ing on the Ceding; They Can't 
Take Thal Away from Me; An
swer Me, My Love; Medley from 
New Facet; My Funny Valentine

MODERN MUSIC —625 N. Grand —St. Louis 3, Mo.

AVAILABLE on EP or LP with BROCHURE —124.95.

Angel has done us ail a valua
ble turn by presenting the first

Chicago; Saints Go Marching In; 
Blue Turning Grey; Tin Roof

improvised 
spontaneity 
ing but I

With Dominique

While Ethel Waters is not exact
a jazz singer, she has influenced 
number of jazz artists through

lazz. Without that

deeply. And there is the danger 
of trying to enclose essentially 
slight material—as in the New 
Facet medley—in structural dress 
that is too ornate for it. The result 
is occasionally a leaning toward 
pretentiousness. But essentially, 
Shirley is so excellent a musician 
that it is sheer pleasure to listen

standing. Also worth much praise 
is his firstrate bassist, Richard 
Davis, a musician of mature taste 
and skill. (Cadence 12 LP CLP 
1001)

Rushing performance, is a parricu-

¿trength and quality of his u ‘ig- 
inals, and the Murphy originals 
on this set are just plain mild. 
The rating, then, is fo> the excel
lent work of the musicians, espe
cially the four saxmen. Eeftecially 
striking is Frank Morgan, who 
emerges here as possible the most 
importer1 west eoast altoist next 
to Paul Desmond And I’d like to 
hear more from Murphy, but in 
a less bland form next time. (Gene 
Norman Prevent» LP 9)

’arly robust ball. (Period 
1106)

Ethel Waters

MEADE MUSIC HOUSE 
W.i W. HENDERSON ST 

CHICAGO M. ILINOIS
invenisone; Gim Blues; Tender

ly; Cool • laboration ; Fascinating 
Rhythm; La Barca Dei Sogni; Nan
cy with the Laughing Face; Stelle 
Filanto

Lost tn a Fugue; Tone Poem, I 
Only Hur r Eyes for You; I rental
tie; Frankly Speaking; Illusion; 
Caleta; Crary Quilt

O’Brien, trombone; Lil Armstrong, 
piano; Baby Dodds, drums; Frank 
Chae«, clarinet, and the remark
able Israel Crosby, who can play 
with the best in any idiom, basa 
These sides may be doing more of 
a disservice to the band than any
thing else. They aren’t too well 
recorded, and tne band seems to 
show the ill effects if the one re
hearsal and recording, ail in an 
afternoon that the notes speak of. 
Occasionally, the beauty of a 
Dominique muted blues solo makes 
it, but that’s about all. (J. T.) 
(Windin* Ball LP 104)

sings the blues in an intensely per
sonal manner. His style embraces 
more than a stomping lioogie. It’s 
far more piquant, evidencing in 
its simplicity of approncl a seem
ing basic melancholy. Vicksburg is 
a classic of this type. He sings 
only on Cow, but this demonstrates 
how his bittersweet bent shows in 
all his work.
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Here's Pele; My Funny Valen
tine; Mixin’ the Bluet; Poinciana; 
Rugolo Meets Shearing; Sambam
ba; King Porter Stomp, >ou Are 
Too Beautiful; Jingle Bells Mam
bo; There Will Never Be Another 
You; Contersation; Good Evening 
Friend I Boogie

Paper Moon; Happiness Is a 
Thing Called Joe; Can't Help Lor
in’ That Man; Summertime; St, 
Louis Blues; Summertime; Travel
in’; A Hundred Years from Today; 
Sometime* I Feel Like a Motherless 
Child; The Crucifixion; Little Black

dene« here or in any of his work 
that I’ve heard that he is much 
more than a craftsman. But those 
of you who are fond of this kind 
ef big band manuscript ingenuity 
will enjoy this. Notes are excellent 
since they’re by Rugolo, und de
scribe with lucidity what he was 
after in each work. (Columbia 12" 
IP <L 604)

A noisy, generally unimaginative 
record of a live-performance re
cording sessur h* id in crowded 
Pythian Temple, New York, in 
April. 1953. First number has 
Terry Gibbs with Don Elliott, 
Ray Abrams, Claude Noel, Kenny 
O’Brien, and Sid Bulkin (nue spell
ed in the notes). Tenor Abranu is 
the worst offender. The others play 
well enough but are too intent on 
wou.ng th> mon- chndi h members 
of the audience. Second number is 
a rout. with tasteless playing by 
Georgie Auld and Charlie Shavers. 
Tony Scott provides inventive san
ity in his first chores (one of the 
belt on the LP) but loses his con
trol in the second. More helpfully 
involves are Mundell Lowe, Lou 
Stein, Kai Winding, Specs Powell 
and an unbilled bassist.

The Gibbs crew returns for the 
third tune, and Abrams aga.n of
fends. Bulkin, incidentally, drums 
very well both times Session ends 
with Tony Scott, Dick Katz, Milt 
Hinton, and Jackie Moffet Scott 
again loses his head to the crowd 
at the close after a good begin
ning. Hinton comta on strongly, 
Katz ia good, but Moffet, ill with 
food poisoning on the date, is 
deadenmgly heavy. Thu- whole ses
sion could liavt been left in the 
can Bill Simon’s notes are so en- 
thuriastic that I a inder if he 
heard the records before he wrote 
them. (Brunswick LP BL 58058)

The first of two Leonard Feath
er-produced sessiom- by Big T for 
Period, another of the classical 
independents expanding into jazz. 
There are differing personnel« for 
the sides, but among those pres
ent ure Dick Cary (4) und Jimmy 
McPartland (1) on trumpets; Ed

Hall; Walter Page; Ray Bauduc; 
Leona I'd Feather (3) and Dick 
Cary (1) on piano. On nr num
ber, Jack’s regular band took over 
—Fred Greenleaf (trumpet); Ken
ny Davern (clarinet); Nonna Tea
garden (piano); Kass Malone 
(bass); and Bauduc on drums. 
Feather has one long piano chorus 
on Blue Funk which indicates he 
would have been wiser to have sat 
this one out. The unbilled iruitar 
on Davenport is Carl Kress.

Jack sings on four, and through
out, his marvelously communicative 
horn and blues-mellow voice are a 
pleasure U> heat Smiw of th» mate
rial however, (Mis’ry and Meet 
Me) could haw been better, but 
there’s enough Jack to make this 
worth getting. Bad Actin’ Woman, 
attributed by Jack to a Jimmy

somr of her specialties in the bed 
recorded und best packaged sei 
she’s ever been represented by. 
She’s * great actress, as she's 
proved on films and on stage, and 
she still remains an affecting mu
sical performer Her unobtrusive 
accompaniment is by Reginald 
Beane Thoroughly recommended. 
(Mercury 12' LP MG 20051)Album is rather pretentiously 

titled Four Saxophones in Twelve 
Tones. The four saxophone- are: 
Ruse Cheever (soprano); Frank 
Morgan (alto); Buddy Collette 
(tenor); Bob Gordon (baritone). 
They are backed by bassist Buddy 
Clark and d. ununers Chico Hamil
ton (4) und Richie Frost (4) as 
well as Lyle (Spud) Murphy on 
occasional celeste. This is Mr. Mur
phy’s concert. He’s written ail 
st ven of the originals (one with 
Eddie Laguna) und arranged all 
eight tunes. The “twelve tones” 
are his system of composition—a

Ballroom 
Favorites

Wei 
either 
tone, 
music 
bat tl

(though I wish it had been gone 
into at greater length). Murphy’s 
12-tone approach, incidentally, is 
his owr. and is quite different from 
the Schoenbergian.

The examples of Murphy’s ap
proach presented here are said to 
be in a “mild form” because “with 
the» firs* recordings tht compose! 
prefers above all to be understood.” 
Well, I'm interested in hearing the
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Dttroit 2, Mich.
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ANOTHER EVENING WITH CHARLIE 
VENTURA aad MARY ANN McCALL

Long playing (I2”J Album MG N I0I3: 
Extended Hay EP N-76, EP N-77, EP N-7».

Asy record advertized anywhere 
Rae cortege on prepaid ordert UH ar 
ovar —add Me to ordert unda« N.00 —

OLD SOUNDS FROM 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Leaf Playlet Mlcrefreove

! Specials by the 
'exclusive arranger for 
• The Gaylords"

[ dor 
recen 
may

tune* of th* rtmnlr» for the I a al 
two weeks, aa aeleeted by the Na
tional Ballroom Operalore Am«» 
rietiou and their patron*.

I Mr. Sandman
2 Muakrat Ramble
J Thia Ole Il.ni«
I Skirts
5 I Nerd You Now
6 Teach Me Tonight
7 Joaephine
8 Star Dual
9 Naughty Lady of Shady Lane 

10 One O’clock Jump

THE ARTISTRY OF TAL FARLOW
Long playing (12") Album MG NI0I4;
Extended Hay EP N M. EP N-85, EP N-U.

' THE IDEATION OF RENNY DREW

Long playing (10") Album MG N-29; 
Extended Hay EP N-M, EP N-61, EP N-42.

A well-recorded sampling of the 
ambitiously diversified book Pete 
ha.I begun to assemble on the coast 
before he headed east to «-rganizc 
and hit the road with his latest 
short-lived band. These sides aere 
cut several months ago while Pete 
wa* still in Hollywood, and he 
used such top-rated sidesmen as 
Pete Candoli, Claude Williamson, 
Milt Bernhardt, Bob Cooper, Her
bie Harper, Laurendo Almeida, 
Bud Shank, Jimmy Giuffre, Bob 
Gordon, Shorty Rogers, and Mey
nard Ferguson. Instiumentation in
cludes French horn, oboe, flute, 
piccolo celeste, lympani, timbalee, 
conga drum, and tuba in addition 
to the regular complement.

There are accordingly some un
usual voicings and resultantly 
pleasant tone colors. Throughout 
there is also an amount of wit 
and modest invention though noth
ing as a whole of major import 
emerges. Though Rugolo is a 
bright craftsman, there is no evi-

of popular and jazz material” and 
performs that material “within 
various classical forms.” His back
ground of extensive forma, train
ing and more important, hia un- 
usua] pianistic Alali, qualify him 
for this odd pursuit and he ac
complishes his aims with consis
tently impressive effectiveness. 
Shirley has a tasteful feeling for 
the proper use of dynamics and 
he has a particular gift at ballad 
expressivity.

Two reservations: there is in 
Shirley's work a lack of sponta
neity—the kind of spontaneity to 
be found in the mainstream of

•ver made available here. They're 
quite impressive, and indicate that 
Italy, despite the problems its mod 
era jazzmen have in getting work 
(Counterpoint, Oct. 6) has much 
of fresh imaginative worth to offer 
the international jazz scene.

Though at base the music is 
inevitably derivative from Amer
ican examples, there are musicians 
here who could probably become 
important figures given the oppor
tunity to play regularly in the 
States for a while and thereby 
te absorb the sourer elements of 
the jazs art But even as they are 
now. there is much to listen to in 
the individual statement* of trum
peters Valdambrini und Rotrndo, 
drummer Bonetto, altoist Ambro 
Mtta and tenor-clarinetisi Bari- 
goszi. Good, helpful background 
notes bj John WiIsit, Recording 
quality is good. Definitely recom
mended. (Angel LP 6001)

piano solos, 
unsung, a i

Durable Muggsy Spanier, who 
strangely has not been represent
ed on new records recently, made 
these sides for Weather« Indus
tries in New Jersey < FM pickups, 
etc.) last summer His associates 
on the date were clarinetist Phil 
Gomez (now with Kid Ory); the 
driving English trombonist Ralph 
Hutchinson, who has been with 
Muggsy for over four years; vet
eran pianist Red Richards; 
Muggsy’s regular bassist, depend
able Truck Parham; and distin
guished guest drummer George 
Wettling.

The notes describe in detail the 
“new technique” used at the ie- 
cording session; unfortunately, 
they didn’t work out in terms oi 
jazz sound. It’s a dean recording 
but there isn’t enough presence for 
the solo instruments and there’s 
an overall liardnesr to the sound. 
Contrast this LP with Columbia’s 
Jammin’ at Condon’s (LP CL 616). 
The latter has much more wannth 
and immediacy than this set—and 
the musical program is also con
siderably more varied on the Co
lumbia. But Spanier fan* will wel
come the recording, and there’s a 
lot of good spirited Dixieland here. 
Chief oddity- the Salt Peanuts riff 
at the end of St. Loui» Blues. 
(Weather* Industrie« 12* LP W- 
5401)

FANTASY 111 
«rds 1st Irw catalst

(Jumped from Page 13) 
a sound more airy than some find 
in the full Murphy band. Helm has 
had the misfortune in the past, es
pecially when he played with the 
La M atters band, of sounding 
pretty lousy on records. He’s a lot 
better in person, and this LP. eut 
on the Murphy band’s recent trek 
cast, shows him as the inventive, 
technically inspired musician he is. 
His .‘-■a-ilout side« are To*rn and 
Atu» More.

Farey, a youngster in years and 
experience, provides ma’ure, in
telligent support on five sides. 
Hank Ross g>ves excellent backing 
on piano, and Bob Thompsin does 
what can be done musically with 
a washboard. Bill Stanley is *n 
boss. Farey appears on only five 
sides. The washboard is on every 
single one. Recording is fine. (J. 
T.) (RivrrMde RIP 2510)
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Rose Room; Memphis
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Bud Powell Record Most
Artistic, Wallington Says

it would obvious that the

butcause she wanted

atte New Club«?
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Gretsch Spotlight

Sal Salvador and Gretsch Guitar

It does have a swing to it. A> 
far as the arrangement goes, 
there's a little too much going on, 
something conflicted in there in 
the last chorus. I don't know wh.it 
it was—the piano or something— 
that’s what it sounded like to me. 
I’ll give it two stars.

That’s Ixister Y?ung. I would 
say it’s pretty recent. At the be
ginning the piano player sounded 
a little influenced by Fats Waller

1. Raby Braff. Thh Can't Be Lo*« 
(BetMeboa). Johsny Guarnieri.

The pianist sounds fainil ar, but 
I don’t know who it is. It’s not 
recent, is it? That is, the record 
may have been made recently, but

New York—It is generally understood that among the 
more important reasons for making the hit record circle is 
the opportunity for jobs the disc fame provides. This is par-

At the moment, the big city folk 
have to lat^fy their impulse to 
“rock ’n roll” via records in their 
own parlors. Since hit records cre

ate personalities, the public wants 
to see stars in per»<n—the pub
lic is going to have to have soma
place to see them. Can we expect, 
then, a splurge of new spas in 
the big towns to accommodate pub
lie interest in aranbee recording 
stars? It’s something to hope for.

to me- but whoever 
heart. I’d give it two

1 Islpb Bunu. ferpeteal MeWes 
(Period!. Barns plays two plaast 
by dabbles
Well, I don't know who that is, 

either. I thought it was a happy 
tune, that’s about all. It was nice 
musically—I mean the execution, 
but it didn't move me very much

II. Randy Weston. I've Got Pou 
under My Skin (RIver*idol.

That I liked. That’s Monk. Thi-

Rhythm And Blues Notes 
By Ruth Cage

The least likely customer for 
any such spot is a gal named 
Ella Johnson. Of course, in the 
course of her labors as the star 
vocalist of her brother Buddy's 
band, the lady ofttimes finds her
self in such surroundings, but 
away from work she tries to keep 
her record of never going to a 
nitery intact. Ella admits that 
“the last time I saw Sarah Vaug
han she wa* still working with 
Earl Hines.” As entertainers go. 
Ella is pretty unusual in some 
other ways, too.

She got into the business in 
the first place not so much be

George Wallington’s astonishing, 
test-moving eloquence a# a pianist 
oontrasta strangely with his in
trovert, laconic manner as a nor
ton Drawing comments from nun 
was a job akin to pulling teeth; 
the comments, though, when they 
came (usually after long, thought
ful pauses) were honest and to the 
point.

George was gn*sn no informal ion 
about thr records played for him

is the only thing I’ve heard so far, 
outside of Bud’s record, that . . . 
I think Monk has developed a cer
tain thing, where it’s not the ordi
nary left hand like Teddy Wilson 
and a lot of piano players used to 
use; he’s done something different.

Artistically, I don’t think this 
is that great. I’d give it about 
three The piano on this needs an 
awful lo’ of fixing— the action, the 
tuning. They shouldn’t have re
cordc . at all on that piano.

ticularly true for aranbee talent.?* 
Yesterday’s amateur becomes to- 1 
day’s celebrity on the strength of 1 
one bit of wax rolling to the top 
of some popularity chart.

The backwoods promoter beds- ' 
vils the booking agent for the cur- 1 
rent top 10 makers. Without a 1 
current record hit, established tal
ent cools in the wings. It probably 1 
isn’t fair to run the entertain
ment business this way. Logically, I

longer established stars are more 
likely to put on a show that is 
worth the price of admission. But 
then, who ever suggested there 
was anything logical about the en
tertainment buying habits of the 
public?

These few words are in recog
nition of that lack of logic and 
in anticipation of a need which is 
being created. With unprecedented 
fertility aranbee customers are be
ing born all over the country. The 
folks who have for years been en
joying the blueu with a beat have 
been well provided with in-person 
appearances of their idols who 
travel the road to auditoriums and 
tobacco warehouses.

That ever welcome “I exterdays” become* newer than tomorrow the way Sal 
Salvador and his Quartet play it at Birdland and on the new Capitol record
ings. (Hear “Cabin in the Sky” and “Round Trip" also!) Sal’s great style 
and versatility find happy outlet on hi- new Gretsch guitar. A* Sal put* it, 
“fastest, easiest-playing guitar I’ve ever handled!” He says the “Miracle Neek” 
helps keep hi- finger- fresh—ha» a lot of praise for the Gretsch guitar tone 
a- well. Try a Gretsch yourself Send for your FREE Gretsch Album that 
describe» the Gretsch FJcetromatic Cutaway Guitar played by Sal Salvador. 
And be sure to ask for your FREE autographed photo of SaL too. ’Write 
Fai n. Gbbtsch, Dept. DB-2235S. 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

5. Mel Powell Croi* 
(Vanguard). Paul 
tenor.
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The Records
I. Beany Gorham My My Doer 

(Debet).
... I don’t know who it io—it 

founds like someone I know. I'm 
•are. I think there’s an awful lot 
of clinkers in it, for one thing. 
Don't think t can rate that very 
highly—about twi- stars The cun- 
position is fair -in it something 
that Dis wrote? 1 like the sound 
at this one, though.

it is has a 
stars.
Pour Heart 
Quinlcheff*

Sal Salvador, his Gretsch 
and his group a hit with 
Birdland customers

rather because she was so devoted 
to her brother that she wanted 
to be where he was. While still 
in high school, she recorded his 
Phase, Mr Johnson vhich became 
a national favorite. When Buddy 
put the band together 11 years ago, 
Ella went along. She’s been with 
the group ever since, even though 
“she doesn’t like her own sound”; 
even though she “doesn’t really 
care about having a big name in 
the business.”

Only once before her current 
Mercury record sessions has Ella 
ever recorded without brother 
Buddy, and the is seldom happy 
with any other aggregation pro
viding the musical background As 
she nuts it, “I’d just feel lost 
without the band. Maybe if I get 
a terrific hit on my own, Buddy 
will send me out as a nngk but 
I’m not really looking forward to 
that day.”

Dr«pite Herself
Nevertheless, in spite of herself. 

Ella Johnson is developing into a 
star on her own. Her latest re
lease for Mercury, Upside Your 
Head, is bringing her a whole new

(Turn to Page 18)

12. Art Tatsm. Have Vas Met Miu 
Janet? (Clef).

I’ll give that three stars. It's 
Art Tatum. Very clean—artisti
cally I don’t think it’s that great.

Artistically, the best thing you 
played me was the Bud Powell.

I don’t know who it was, but I 
liked that—it was sort of happy. 
I’ll give it three stars.
6. Bad PawaH. Glass fnelotere (Bias 

Nafe).
Well, there's no question in my 

mind sbout thst one. It’s the first 
artistic thing I’ve heard so far. 
It’s Bud Powell I like the whole 
thing; I like it very much. I’ll rate 
it four stars. The reason I don’t 
rive it more than four stars is 
because I feel he definitely had an 
inspiration to write that, and I 
feel that he hasn’t finished it yet, 
Leonard; it sounds incomplete.
7. Jelly Boll Morios Original Bags 

< Commodore)
This is before my time. It could 

be a recent recording. I’m not sure. 
It reminds me of silent movie*, be
cause usually they played things 
like that behind them; but I would 
say it’s definitely jazz, whoever it 
is. There is a f«*eling in there It’s 
a period I don’t know much about. 
It has very little validity today. 
Two stars, I’d say
*. Cooaf Basle Be My Gsoif (Clef). 

Oscar Peterson, place.
The band I didn’t care much for, 

but I liked the piano. I have his 
name on the tip of my tongue— 
he’s made some trio sides, too. 
Toward the end he sort of comps 
,ind plays bass notes like Oscar 
Peterson The conception is dif
ferent. though. I don’t think it’s 
artistic. I’ll give it two stars
9. Jack Rao. Tbeskt for the Mem

ory (MGM).

1 don’t know who this is. There’s 
a little influence of Carmen Caval
laro there. I don’t think it’s jazz. 
It’s nice Shall I rate it as jazz 
or the category it’s in? I think it’s 
very commercial — someone that 
Meek» money instead of muaic. I 
think the tune in pleasant. I’ll give 
it one star.
10. Mary Los Williams. Asfsms Is 

Now Fork (EmArcy).

W’ell, I don’t know — that left 
me kind of blank, and all I heard 
was AutMmn in New York for some* 
reason. I don’t know who it is, 
Leonard. I don’t like the way it 
sounded, and I’d prefer not to rate

I would say it’s from an older 
period, that type of music. It has 
no message for me. I’ll rate that 
one star.
4. Jaffa Hipp. Wbaf* New? (Blue 

Noto).

Well, again I'll take* a guess, 
although I really don’t know. Is 
it Marian? I’m not sure, though- 
I don’t like some of the melodies 
in there -some of it was nice. It 
sounds like whoever it is is sort 
of experimenting and is either 
studying or reading books on mod
ern composers and is trying to 
figure out how to put these things 
together and work jut some of 
them. That’s what it sounds like
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Hollywood—The much publicized

i nd talked about life of Wil

By BILL MORGAN

Pioneers Johnny Bond

urday night Besides his dailyhoma Stuart Hamblen

Gretsch Spotlight

Don'*

for a new

SONGWRITERS
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Joe Biviano and the new Cretwh-La Totea "Virtuoso’

cuy i

recording of the curr.nt r&b tune 
Ko Ko Mo Goldie Hill, along with 
Red Sonne, has recorded a country 
version for Decea.

and 
from

n» Dunn umwiitu 
W twne* St Sortie

WIAM, Williamston,

premiers of this movie will take 
place in Nashville and Montgome 
ry. MGM hopes to have the picture 
ready for showing when the next 
Hank Williams Memorial day rolls 
around in Montgomery.

RadiOzark kicked off the new ABC-TV’ Red Foley show 
Jan. 22 as scheduled. It was thought at first that perhaps the 
show would not be able to go on at that date because of com-

Stallard, KCMO. Kan«an City, Mo. i 
Glen Stutzman. KYOU, Greeley, 
Colo.; Sammy Lillibridge, KFRO, 
Ijongview, Texas; Jim Wilaon 
WHOO. Orlando. Fla.

BASS PLA 1 EKS WABC (New York) staff man Joe Biviano is far more than just an accordionist 
of magnificent talent and national repute—he is also a composer of notable 
background music for movies and TV...soloist and director on radio and TV 
...gue-t artist with the N.Y. Philharmonic. Hi« recent album of "Accordion 
Duets" with Tony Mecca is accordion as yon seldom hear it...colorful, rhyth
mic, varied. Amazingly, Joe finds time to run a rnccessful accordion school 
"The accordion I play must be rich in tone" «ays Joe "extra fast, quiet and 
dependable in action,and a masterwork of beauty... that’s why 1 chose the 
superb new La Tosca Virtuoso. For the complete Gretsch-La Tom-x catalog, 
write Fked. Gretsch, Dept.DB2235 60 Broadway. Brooklyn 11, New York-

side will 
by Vince 
on piano 
and Johi 
Vernon 
with the 
Harry J 
one-nite' 
week of

Herb I 
drummei 
Vernon 
other ba 
has join 
Chuev R

busying himself with the extra 
chore of writing the oenpt fo. 
the new Town Hall Party NBC 
airer, which is webbed each Sat-

Hollywood—Ray Price begins his 
long tour of one-niters on Feb. 22 
with 10 dates in Texas. He then 
will play 10 dates en route to Cali
fornia and is set for still 10 more 
on the west coast. . . Freddie Hart 
played dates in Bakersfield lust 
week of January and is set for 
The Red Barn in El Paso on Murch 
4, The Armoury _n Carlsbad, N. M., 
on Mai ch 5, and the Club Maurice 
in Hobbs, N.M., or. March 7 . . . 
Lefty Frizzell has fini»hed a tour 
of one-niters in Texar and Okla-

tone1 For full particulars, 
see your dealer or 

write Kay, 1640 Walnut, 
Chicago 12. ।

nate from Columbia, 
thereafter it will . 
Springfield, M'

and marriage of Hank and Audrey 
will be the main theme of the 
picture,

MGM studio officials announced 
that more .»nail lias been received 
at the studic concerning this forth
coming production than has been 
received about any other movie of 
this type. So an all-out effort is 
being made to make this one of 
the year’s biggest productions. Joe 
Pasternak one of this town's top

recording studio and a rehearsal 
room. In the very near future, his 
home will be a bee hive of activity, 
but he is also maintaining his 
Hollywood Boulevard offices as 
headquarters of Abbott und Fabor 
Records . . . Jim Reeves makes 
another west coast trip from 
Shreveport in mid-February.

Deuce Sprigging and Jimmy Wib- 
ble have joined Wade Ray\. band, 
which plays six nights tach week 
at Cowtown m Los Angeles. Sprig
gin? will continue to play occasion
al dates with The Sons of the

a Kay bass specially 
aligned just for you. Aligned 

to help you play faster, 
easier and with a better
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Get a cop* of ihe “Modern Ae- 
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and ba» for forming a t. lo.

Price $1.25
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Hank Williams Film 
Plans Begin To Jell 39 half-1 
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Don Low, country a&r boss 
at Columbia, was in town recently 
recording some of his artists. 
Among them was Curl Smith, who 
did a religious session . . . Eddy 
Arnold wa< feted recently in New 
York at a dmnt r marking his 10th 
fMt wrt: RCA Victor which host
ed the affair. Representatives from 
all firms affiliated with country mu- 
■ie were there lo honor the “Tenn- 
aMO1 Plowboy.''

Recent sis.tora here were Nat 
Tannen of Tannen Music. Jack 
Cotner, head of Valley Publishers, 
and Steve Sholes, a&r topper of 
RCA Victor in th< country field 
Nat was all smile- over Patti 
Page’s recording of his rune, Ever- 
iovin’. Tune was released on Victor 
by the Davis Sistr r? a: a c' untry 
tune, and now Nat informs us 
that it is being released by the 
gals as a pop also

Rita Robbins is currently show 
ing up in the regional charts with 
her Victor recu.-ding of Don’t Take 
AU the Love. Tune wa« previously 
listed by the Associated Press as 
an up and coming song Another 
song destined to be a big one is 
the Dot recording by Jimmy Work 
at Making Believe. Jimmy can 
best be remembered for his hit 
song, Townee»»« Border, which wae 
recorded by Red Foley. Justin Tubb 
has recorded Gotta Gt Get My 
Baby, which is currently doing fine

mtudeiil or professional.. 
combo or concert... there’s

liams movie is finally becoming a 
reality.

MGM studios have been buzzing 
with activity of late. After much 
time -pent by writer Guy Trosper, 
the -tory is finished and being put 
into script form. Trosper p. • t a 
great deal of time in Nashville last 
year, melting people who worked 
with Williams and becoming fami
liar with the things that surround
ed Hank during his lifetime He 
«pent, at that time, a great deal 
of time going over notes with 
Audrey, Hank’s widow

Other departments at MGM have 
expended a great deal of effort in 
shooting background scenes to be 
used in the picture. Some of it 
will originate in Hank’s home town 
of Montgomery’, Ala.; other parts 
will have the Nashville and Grand 
Ole Opry background.

Audrey William? has just re
turned to Nashville after spend
ing two weeks in California; her 
own office was set up on the studio 
lot and eight-hour daily confer
ences took place. Audrey read and 
reread the story, wrote and re
wrote. She tells us that she is 
pleased with the story and that 
her work is at a standstill now 
until the actual shooting gets un
der way. At that time she will 
return to Hollywood and act as 
technical adviser on the picture.

Muny Hank Williams songs will 
bi' feature'« in the film which, in- 
cidently, will t»e in color. The trials

Carl Smith—Laote Talk (Col) 
Faron Young — If You Ain’t 
Lovin’ (Cap)
Hank Snow—Let Me Go, Lover 
(RCA)
Webb Pierre—Moro and More 
(Deeca)
Hank Thompson — New Green 
Light (Cap)
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back in New York on business. 
He’s dealing with two record com
panies these days—Victor, whom 
he records for, and Decca, who re
leased his “Cowboy Church Choir’’ 
platter.

Billy Gray presented his new 
hand to the public via a premier 
show on the five-station Oklahoma 
TV network on Jan. 21, followed 
with another show on the five- 
station Western Muse network. 
Prior to the presentation t f the 
new band, Gray and Wanda Jack
son played Big D Jamboree in 
Dallas on Jan. 15, also playing 
the CBS portion of the show . . 
Hank Thompson and The Brazos 
Valley Boy= play the Ft. Worth 
Livestoc) show first week in Feb
ruary. Entire group, including 
Billy Gray and Wanda Jackson 
played successful dates at The 
Meadowbrook in Maryland the last 
of January. Thompsor flew the en
tire package to Maryland

Eddie Dean played Town Hall 
Party in Compton on Jan. 28 and 
29 us guest star for the two days 
. . . Fabor Robison solved u num
ber of his problems when he bought 
a targe house in the Canyon. Be 
side« living quarters, he now has 
home^office space, also space for a

week, w 
over. Tit 
Jan 27 
Joe Loeu 
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at the D 
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SONG WRITERS
Protect your unpublished com
positions. We will get your 
Copyright for you for a small 
charge only.

For Further Information 
Write to

HOLLYWOOD COPYRIGHT 
SERVICE

9424 Seale Monica Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, Colltornla

to Your Cheatin' Heart.
Too, the studio's plans at the 

present time have gone beyond 
than the production end World

New York—Ozark Jubilee, a 
country musical variety show fea
turing Red Foley and a support
ing cast of 13, premiered over the 
ABC-TV network Jan. 22.

Among performers on Ozark 
Jubilee are Jean Shepard, Hawk- 
shaw Hawkins, Tommy Sosebee, 
the Oklahoma Wranglers, Arlie 
Duff, Grady Martin, and the Foggy 
River Boys.

The first six programs will origi-

plications in acquiring the neces-* 
■ary linkage All went off well 
however, with Si Siman and all 
concerned very tiappy irith the in
itial show. Speaking of TV shows 
Marty Robbins is currently negt <i- 
ating with a large nationally 
known firm in regard to his own 
network TV show. Marty pre
viously had a transcribed series 
for International Harvester.

George Morgan and Carl Smith 
were in Detroit recently for a big 
show Morga. had juit completed 
a tour through Florida witl Mar
tha Carson and the Lou \ in broth- 
era. Martha and the Carlisles art 
in Illinois for per»ral appearances 
through Feb. 15. Martha is also 
ached tried to appear in Les Angt 
Im, Feb. 20, doing personae and 
TV thru- and making recordings.

Received word from Lucky Moel
ler, manager of Webb Pierce, that 
Webb will be working more ball
roome from now or. as a result of 
the crowds he pulled at the Melody 
Mill ballroom in Dubuque. Iowa 
Although it had been snewing and 
raining intermittently all during 
the day of the show, hundreds of 
people were turne d away that 
eight Webb is scheduled for a 
return engagemir.t at Dubuque n 
ths spnng as well as >ther ball
rooms in that section of the coun-

Ceuslr 
2001 C

Joe Biviano, master of accordion, 
finds his new La Tosca “superb”

Enclotoi 

4 Wo»' 
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SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS! 

HOLD ALL SONGS POEMS! 
Write for safe correct procedure!

Ozark Jubilee 
Opens On Video

CBS radio network sh>w, Tennes
see Ernie row has a daily TV »how 
on NBC. With two show- a day, 
Ernie still finds time to guest on 
.the’ shows. He’s set for another 

I Love Lucy appearance, and re
cently visited George Gobel on that 
show

Another busy fellow in Califor
nia is Smokey Rogers. He main
tains two ballrooms, Bostonia in 
Bostonia, and the Trianor in San 
Diego. He also owns and helps 
operate the Valley Music store. 
Smoke ha« a one-hour TV show 
daily Mono ays through Fridays on 
KFMB-TV, San Diego Each Fri
day and Saturday night he ap
pt urs with his band at his Boston ri 
ballroom and on Wednesday night 
he presents his show at hie Tria
non. He books other acts into the 
ballrooms on nights when he 
doesn’t appear.__________________

1. Ferlin Huskey — Little Tom 
(Cap)

2. Eddie Dean—i Dream of a BiU- 
biUy Heaven (Sage A Sand)

3. Loerte-DeVal—Are You Mine? 
(Abbott)

4. Slim Whitman—When I Grau 
Too Old To Dream (Imperial)

S. Eddy Arnold—Pre Been Think
ing (RCA)

Among the disc jockeys report
ing this >Mue are Tom Edwards, 
WERE, Cleveland; Chuck Neer,

SONGWRITERS' 
Wl CAM HILF TOUI
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(Jumped from Page 3)
39 half-hour shows to be produced by Guild Films, which also does the 
liberace and Florian 2abaeh telefilm*.

JAZZ JOTTINGS; Kitty White, a singer whose first real break is long 
overdue despite discs for major ind minor labels, gets her best chance 
tu date on an LP of .standards for Pacific Jazz with harpist Corky 
Hale. She also han good Bidet coming up on Marty Melcher’» new Arwin 
label hacked by Frank DeVol Pianist-singer Wallard McDaniel 
forced by illness to cancel nut of 400 club. Replaced by George Redman 
(drums) combo, which now features jazz star (baritone sax) Bob 
Gordon. Others are Maury Dell, piano; Dun Prill, bass . . Jazz City 
op Maynard Sloate, after mulling move to Dixie, signed poll winner 
Chet Raker und combo for four weeks opening Jan. 28.

SAN FRANCISCO — Jerry Dod
gion has recorded an LP for Fan
tasy. One side will have four tunes 
arranged by Dodgion and played 
by Jerry on alto, Sonny Clark, pi
ano; Gene U right, bass, and Law
rence Marable, drums. The other 
side will have four tunes arranged 
bi Vince Guaraldi, featuring Vince 
on piano, Jerry, alto, Wright, bass, 
und Johnny Markham, drums . . . 
Vernon Alley currently on bass 
with the Turk Murphy band . . . 
Harry James played a series of 
one-niters in the bay area the 
week of Jan. 18.

Herb Berman, who was former ly 
drummer with Dave Brubeck, 
Vernon Alley, Alvino Rey, and 
other bands on the Pacific coast, 
has joined Woody Herman . . . 
Chuev Reye« opened the new Mam
bo City spot but closed after a 
week, with Carlos Fredrica* taking 
over. Tito Puente was due in there 
Jan. 27 for three weeks, and then 
Joe Loco returns . . Dave Brubeck 
returns in April for five months 
at the Downbeat, playing weekends 
only and filling nut with concert 
figs

Kid Ory signed again for the 
Hangover as house band for eight 
months. The George Lewis band 
played a one-niter there Jan. 16 
and again on Jan. 30 to capacity 
house Jerry Stanton came in on 
intermission piano for the gig . . 
Jackie Cain and Roy Kral opened 
Jan. 17 at the Purple Onion for 
two months. —raiph j. gleoeon

BOSTON— Th«- Hi-Hut still con
tinues to draw a diversified audi
ence with a mixture of jazz and 
r&b. The Fats Domino band storn;»- 
ed for a Week; Dizzy Gillespie 
swung at u 45-degree angle for a 
week, sharing the stand with dulcet 
Mut Mathew, as a single. Then 
Johnny Smith piloted his group 
through seven days . . . Crosstowr

at Storyville, owner George Wein 
must be in debt up to his neck to 
the weather man, who swept away 
all snow and gave Boston one nf 
the neatest winters in history. The 
“break” in the weather has assured 
Storyville of good gates for name 
packages. Sarah Vaughan did a 
solid 12 days, G<*orge Shearing did 
good business despite the lack of 
a current hit record, and the 
Sauter-Finegan aggregation just 
concluded a suprisingly good week. 
The Modern Jazz Quartet shared 
the stand with Clifford Hrown-Ma* 
Roach ensemble the Feb 1 week, 
and Count Basie is due back March 
17 to celebrate St, Patrick's Day.

Savannah club headlines Stump 
& Stumpy with Jimmy Tyler hand, 
plus Paul Clement trio . . . Tony 
Bennett broke the record at Blin- 
strub’s . . . Business is booming 
at The Stable, with Herb Pome
roy’« trumpet featured in Jazz 
Workshop group . , . Anothei small 
combo drawing plaudits from jazz 
listeners is Manny Wine group at 
Frolic . . . Sabby Lewis is hack in

IAS VEGAS: Bookers for local 
spas are following the national 
trend towards rhythm and blues 
with the Sahara leading the field 
by holding over Louis Prims nnd 
Co. and adding as the alt« mate 
group on the stand, Billy Ward’s 
Dominoes . . . The Sands lost no 
time and quickly booked Louis Jor
dan and th<* Tympany Fivc for the 
lounge, while the Gay 90 bar of 
the Last Frontier rocks to the 
swinging soundj of the Gene Krupa 
quartet . . Fred Waring and his
Pleasure Time Revue of '55 playing 
to full houses at the Sahara despite 
the local seasonal slump.

The voice und personal charm 
■ if Toni Arden headline the show at 
the Desert Inn, while across the

“Eddy Arnold, An American 
Institution"

“Faron Young (Somes Home” 
“Red Foley Story” 

. . . and many others.
. .. details of Big Song Contest 
... regular departments to suit 

your reading taste.

strip The Lancers have returned 
>nce again to the Last Frontier...

The Nevada Artisth bureau has 
booked Pau) Loper und his mambo 
playboys into the lounge of The 
Showbout . . . Matty Malneck, who 
has been directing the El Rancho 
house ork, is rehearsing a new 
group calle« I the Goodie Goodie« 
for projected local lounge bookings 
. . . Johnny White, ex-Benny Good
man vibist, is back on the local 
scene with a group called Four 
Guy« and Her—her being a fine 
little singer named Patrisb . . . 
Local sanday ayem sessions at Club 
Black Magic are being sparked by 
the “ounds of Bob Scallion. Bob 
Morgan, Hank Shank. Dick de 
Gray, Roger Hall, Jimmy Gann, 
and Herb Kessler. —henry lewy

DETROIT—World Stage thea
ter, scene of the New Music so
ciety’s Tuesday night jam sessions, 
opens its doors on alternate Sun
days from 5 to 8 p.m. for concerts 
held under the aigis of the society 
. . . The Australian Jazz Quartet 
alternated with Ralph Sharon on 
his January Rouge lounge engage
ment. Joe I «co closes there Feb. 
13 . Dinah Washington swung 
Crystal Show bar through the same 
date . . . Crest brought m Art 
Hode» quintet foi a happy spree 
Jan. 25 through Feb. 6, followed 
by the Salt City Five Feb. 8 through 
20, then to a Latin flavoi with 
Lo- Chicanos quintet Feb. 22 
through March 6.

The Tattletale« moved from Crest 
to Baker’s Keyboard lounge on 
Jan. 31, for three weeks. Barbara 
Carroll may follow in, if Las Ve
gas commitments permit. Marian 
McPartland opens a three week bit 
March 7 . Maxine Sullivan due
at the Flame on Feb. 11 for two 
weeks . . . Piano single Nin«» Nanni 
follows Alvino Rey at Club Alamo 
from Feb. 14 to 28 . . . The Gay
lord- and Falcon Show bar t'nally 
jelled their date, Feb. 9 to 21 . . . 
Scheduled for Feb 18, two concerts 
by the Dave Brubeck quartet in 
the auditorium in Ann Arbor.

—azalea thnrpe

MIAMI—Kaye Batlard and Nor
man Brooke moved into the re
opened Beachcomber . . . Joe 
Mooney taped an interview and u 
few tunes foi' Dave Garroway’» 
Today and made an appearance on 
Steve Allen'» Tonight when those 
shows originated for NBC from 
Miami Reach . . . Patti Page head
lined the Fontainebleau hotel show 
backed by Vai Olman's band and

“The Stan Kenton Stors ' 
IIP BEAT. Vol. 1. No. 2

“2nd Animal Disc Jockey 
Poll"

Hi-Fi Buyers Aid #3 
IIP BEAT, Vol. I, No. 3

3rd Annual Dance Band 
Special

the leeuona Cuban Boy«.
Ted Lewis* revue was followed 

at the Saxony hotel’s Pagoda room 
by Xavier Cugat uad Abbe . . . 
L’aiglon restaurant had two gr -ups 
fronted by Sonny Kendi* and Chuy 
Reyes . . . The Dream bar offers 
Judy Tremaine and Sam Bari . . . 
Pianist Duke DeMay a.id his pi- 
inist wife, Marge Hilton, living and 
working in Fort Lauderdale.

Joya Sherrill returned to town 
and topped the bill at the Black 
Magic . . . Clinton Hayes piano and 
voice in the Suburban club . . . 
Latin group, the three Malagon 
Sister» into the Isle De Capri hotel.

—bob marthall

CLEVELAND —If Cleveland is 
any criteria, mambo certainly is 
here to rtay. Bob Joyce's Hollenden 
hotel nitery rocked fir two mad 
weeks to the beat of Tony Martinez 
and group. Said group consisted of 
everything from Latin cuties to 
Latin cromers. The customers were 
happy though, if attendance means 
anything . . , The Loop lounge was 
not to be outdone, and followed 
Chet Baker and group with Joe 
l«ro and his torrid tunes. Stan 
Getz is the music maker holding 
forth now, with Bill Doggett on tap 
. . Ellie Frankel and her avant 
garde group are «still plea ing the 
populace at Wexler’s Theatrical 
grill. Buddy Greco joined the h< use 
party on Jan. 31. He is aided in 
rotation by the efforts of the Dar
rell Twin* and Johnny Vann.

Dick Mom and Barbara Page 
continue their salon-type combined 
talents in the intime Alcazar . . . 
Howi« Mather leaves the “Back 
Room” to mar the piano at the 
Olmsted h »tel’s new eatery, und 
Roger Steam» has returned after a 
brief illness, to his piano at the 
2-1-6 . . . The Encore room has 
brought back Eddie Barnet at the 
keyboard.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The 11th 
annual dinner of the Radio-TV 
Correspondents association was 
held at the Hotel Statler on Feb. 
5. As guest of honor, President 
Eisenhower was entertained by 
Danny Thomas as emcee, as well 
Eis Eddie Fisher and the Chordettea 
. . . Carmen Me Rae found time 
between shows at the Howard to 
sit in—vocally and instrumentally 
—with the Earl Swope quintet at 

the Cairo hotel Monday nights at 
the Cairo lire devoted exclusively 
to session», while the balance of 
the week is for danc«-rs only • . . 
Country Thoma» took his Dixie
landers into the State House to

1312 ritchie court 
Chicago 10. illino i»
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The finest Clarinet in the world is a 
BUFFET It it used by more fine sym
phony and popular clarinetists than any 
other clarinet Ser the BUFFET at your 
music dealer ar write us today and be 
convinced that BUFFET is the one clari
net in the world for you.

inaugurate a Thursday through 
Saturday policy there.

Heavy traffic at La Comeur for 
the first two jazz attractions led 
to Lester Young, Johnny Smith, 
and Eddie Heywood in that order 

. Club Kavakos recently spotted 
Teddi King for a very iuccessful 
week. The Orchestra still blowing 
up a storm despite era tic in-again- 
«ut-again billing at the same spot 
. . . Ralph Marterie ill bring his 
aggregation to the NCO Club at 
Andie ws A F. Base for a one- 
niter on Feb. 13 . . . The Annual 
Hi-Fi fair will be housed at the 
Hotel Harrington March 4, 5, and 
6 . . . WOOK.. Eddie Washington 
mastered the ceremonies of the 
Contemporary Jazz society’s bash 
at the Hotel Roosevelt on Feb. 5

—joe quinn and tex gathingi

CINCINNATI—One of the city’s 
few jazz strongholds was lost re 
cently when the San Souci changed 
owners. After three successful 
months with a straight jazz policy, 
the club has decided to switch to 
private parties . . . Gene Hessler, 
alumrus of Elliot Lawrence nnd 
Billy May, is clicking around town 
with his modern sounding dance 
band—sparked by the fine arrange
ments or Doren Stalvey . . . Woody 
Herman made a hasty return to 
the Queen City and played Castle 
Fann on Jan. 22; then moved to 
the Carol}:. club in Columbus for 
the 24-25. Richie Kamuka and BiD 
Perkin* are sharing tenor spotlite 
with the Herd.

The Topper club featured Buddy 
Morrow ork for a one-niter . . . 
Yma Sumac and her Incai troup 
thrilled the audience at the Taft

TORONTO — Duke Ellington’s 
band followed Mugg*» Spanier’s 
group into the Colonial Muggsy, 
on his first night here, added vwo 
new men: clar.netist Joe Barafaldi 
and drummer Bill Gaeto . . Osear 
Peterson did so well in his two 
weeks at the Town Tavern that 
the spot wits considering hooking 
more jazz group« Owner Sam 
Berger was dickering for Errol) 
Garner’« trio . . Dave Brubeck
was set for a Feb. 3 c »ncert in the 
high school at Oakville, Ont., near 
here . The Harry Belefonte 
show, TTimn* for Tonight, played 
Massey hall Jan. 27 ... Sir Charles 
Thompson'« trio is working stead
ily at the Town «nd Country room 
. . Disc jockey Frank Cantar 
started u new jazz ihow on CKEY, 
It is that station’s first in it bast 
five years . - . Eddie Heywood 
worked Campbell’s lounge in Lon-

MONTREAL—Peg Leg Bate« at 
the Montmartre . . Claude Thorn
hill’« band play- the McGill carni
val ball on Feb. 19. He’s the first 
name hand to play her« in a few 
months . . Alice Cavell singing
at the Bellevue Casino.

Ymu Sumac at Her Majesty’s 
theater for a one-niter on Jan. 30 
. . . “Mr. Hot- Piano,” Jackie l<re. 
and RCA’» Jen Roger». a French
Canadian, shared the bill with the 
Deep River Boy- at the Seville 
during th«- Deeps one week there 
. . . The Three Key«, with Yvan 
landry on piano, back at the Venus 
de Mil- room . . Janet Brace fol
lowed the Deep River Boys st the 
Seville. Thia marked her first local 
appearance.

HAND CRAFTED
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Future Rosy
Harvey Kahan.

COMBOS! I

Rochester

has completed its firstlabel,

artists.

ir. 1953, I felt that itLabel

CASH

added, in 1955 Hilliard und

Gras period, to" The midwest
will h visited by the 5 Keys und
their Ling, Ting, Tong This

Chicago. Oat

(Advertisement)The

Salt City Five (Croat) Detroit. Out 2/20. BASIN STREET

Where the Elite Meet*

(Rock Garden) Willi-

THE EMBERS AN IDE

Rose-colored Howard Mil
ler’« 5:30 P.M. “Close-Up” TV’ Stint

WNBQ Chi. spotlight« Joe

METROPOLE CAFE

Stuyvesont Casino
2B01 WlPatti

CASE

NAMI
DRUMS ADD!

SUPREME ENGLISH QUALITY

JAZZ CHC 
(1.00. Cre

Rhythm. 
Rhythm, 
Ti >mbon.

GIRLSI Pia 
May ope' 
photo, lx 
umet, Chi

Henry (Edison) NTC, h 
Dick (StaUer) NYC i/tt-i/tt

Dm Trio, Johnny (Tropical Garden) New 
Jersey, nc

tunc, incidentally, is one of nine 
aranbei hits which are in the top 
30 of the nation’s favorites,

st year has shown that 
got an artist or two up

Mooney 
Grove,

< Moedowo- —k) Cedar 
2/1« 2/1O-Î0 a 2/35-37.

Martin. Freddy (Ambaaaador) Loe 
«eleo, Out 3/21. h

Mastera. Frankl* (Conrad Hilton)

(Colonial) Hauers-

Rhythm, Blues 
On The Move

etc. Higl 
airmailed 
returned 
Loan Co. 
gelea 18.

AVID JAZZ 
music or 
Single. I 
Chgo., Be

Borr. Mischa (Waldorf-AMoria) NTC, h 
Bothie. Ruas (Merry Garden) Chicago, b 
Brandwynne, Nat (Waldorf-Astoria)

Sorrell Trio, Frank (Piccadilly) NYC, h
Spanier, Muggsy (Rendezvous) Philadel

phia, Out 2/13, nc
Stitt, Sonny (Birdland) NYC. 2/10-23, nc
Tattle Tales (Theatrical Grill) Cleveland.

Davis, Bill (Black Hawk) San Francisco. 
2/11-23. nc; (Savoy) Los Angeles, 2/25-

Brubeck, Dave (On Tour) ABC 
Buckner, Milt (Pepa) Philadelphia, 2/21

barile (Andy's Log Cabla) 
, N. J., Out 2/13. nc 
(Muehlebach) Kansas City,

Latae. Baddy (On Tear—Midwest) Mid
west Artiria Corp.

Lande, Jules (Ambassador) NTC, h 
LaSalle. Dick (Statler) Buffalo, N. Y., h 
Lewis, Ted (Roosevelt) New Orleans. Out 

3/2, h
Lombardo, Guy (Roosevelt) NTC, h
Love, Preston (On Tour—South) NOS
McGrane, Don (Radiami Minneapolis,

Cavanaugh Trio, Page (Aero Marine) 
Seattle. Wash., Out 2/13. nc

Condon. Eddie (Condon's) NYC, nc 
Dante Trio (Officer* Club) Fort Bragg,

"The Most Exciting Jazz in 
New York"

Hamilton, Brown 
Win Freed Poll

Howard. Eddy 
2/13, t

Russ (On Tour—Texas) GAC 
Buddy (On Tour—East) GAC 
Roger King (Ox. Tour—Eaa!

Md.. Out 2/14, nc
Prysock, Red (El Rancho) Chester. Pa.. 

2/8-13. nc
Rostam Willie (Copa Casino) Buffalo, nc
Rico Trio. George (Silver Spur) Phoenix,

“X” solved the catalog problem 
sdequutely with the issue of its 
"vault originals,” a series of old
time jazz class.es—many of which 
were never before available—which 
achieved fabulous success and ex
cellent sales reaction

Retchman. Joe (Rice) Houston, Tex.. Out 
2/2. h

Reid. Don (O'Henry) Chicago. Out 3/5» b
Roy. AJvfno (Aero-Marine Club) Seattle, 

Wash.. 2/15-28, nc
Rudy, Ernie (Peabody) Memphis. 2/14-

May Band, Billy; Sam Donahue, 
(On Tour—South) GAC

Prado. Peres (DI Lido) Miami Beach. 
Fla.. Out 2/17, h

Bench Harry (New Melody) West Palm 
Bench, Fla., Out 2/1S, nc

Reed. Tommy (Muehlebach) Kansas City.

Burgess Trio. Dick (Autiere) 
Springs, Colo., h

OLDTIME A 
es, Schott 
ranging 
rates. Wr 
St. Paul 4

Alexander. Stan (On Tour) Associated 
Orchestra Agency

Bach. WU1 (Vtah) Salt lake City, Utah.

Gilmore Quartet, Stiles (Top 
London, Conn., nc 

Heywood, Eddy (Comedy)

Devroe, Billy (Otto's) Albany, N. Y., 
Out 2/13. nc

Dominoes (Sahara) Las Vegas, Nev., h
Franklin Quartet. Marty (Airport) Brook* 

lyn, N. Y„ nc

Willis, Chuck (Savoy) Los Angeles, 2/11
13, b

Yankovic, Frank (Cnenloma) St* Ixmis, 
Mo., 2/18-2D, b

Armstrong, Louis (On Tour) ABC 
August. Jan (Park Sheraton) NY

Md.. 2/7-13, nc; (leps) Philadelphia, 
2/14-18. nc; (El Rancho) Chester, Pa., 
2/23-27, nc

Hodgee, Johnny (Crown Propeller) Chi
cago, 2/9-24, nc

Hope, Lynn (Surf Music Bar) Baltimore, 
2/8-13, nc

Jacquet, IlUnoi* (Crystal Lounge) De
troit, 2/18-27, ri

Johnny A Joyce (Otto’s) Albany, N. T..

Jordan, Louis (On Tour—East) GAC 
Land, Sonny (Del Mar) Sault Ste. Marie,

Mich., indef., h
Loco Quintet, Joo (Rouge) Detroit, Out 

2/13, cl
McCune, Bill (Astor) NYC, h
McPartland, Jimmy (Metropole) NYC
McPartland, Marian (Hickory House)

Bair. Buddy (Elgin Field) El Parat so, 
Fla.. 2/13-20

Barlow. Dick (Baker) Dallas. Tex., h
Beneke. Tex (Jacob Brown Memorial

Center) Brownsville, Tex.. 2/17-19 
Beecher, Little John (Ellsworth AFB),

PACIFIC MUSIC St CO 
1141 S SAMIff SI 
los 4MH15 UI

Bella >t* Qmatet, Al ,Blu> Not«) CMcafo, 
Oat 2/1S, ar; <OUn>) Latham N. Y„ 
2/15-2«, nr

Benny . Trio (Beaver) Montreal. Canada, 
Out 4/1?. nc

Bonnemer» (Loop) Cleveland. 3/31-27. el 
Braxton Trio. Bob (Mardl-Grae Grill)

ader Don (Jerry Sheen*.) Keeneburn 
N. J., nc. .mo (Union Carino) Union 
Beach N. J, nc
artley. Ronnie (On Tour' National Or-

set of followers. You can get her 
to admit, though, that she does 
have a unique style of her own, 
and this individual quality is the 
thing that is shoving the gal reluc
tantly into the spotlight.

The Johnsons came from Arling
ton, S. C., but now call New York 
City home, that is, on those rare 
occasions when they have a chance 
t< settle down at all. They’ve tour
ed the nation at least twice a 
year for the past 11, and are get
ting ready to do their first 1955 
trip. ... If Buddy and Ella get 
down around New Ori, ins during 
February, they’ll likely run into 
a hunch of friends. Charles Brown 
will be there holding forth at the 
Club Desire, which we suppose is 
on the streetcar line of the eame 
name . . . Guitar Slim is going 
to follow a stint in Pahokie, Fla., 
with a trip home for the Mardi 
Gras, and Fats Domino will be 
vacationing there for the Mardi

Teagarden, Jack (Colonial Tavern) To
ronto, 2/7-31, nc; (Blue Note) Chicago, 
2/23-3/6, nc

Trahan, LU A Pres (Skylark) Pensacola,

ii the bi st-selling charts, its task 
beeline a little simpler. It sud
denly found itself in u position 
to get a better run of songs and 
material from which to choose a 
repertoire.

The second concern of “X” was 
to build a catalog through album 
sets. The various categories of 
album material are so numerous, 
and embrace so many fields of mu
sic, that a keen analysis is neces
sary to determine a particular set s 
potential. The mab. thing we had 
to remember in building a catalog 
wap the fact that our sets had to 
be strong enough to endure over 
the year* without benefit of deliv-

ente Mark (Plain) NYC, h 
rieten (Pepa) Philadelphia. 2/21-26 nc 
nrlcer Umbo, Howard (Trade Winds) 
Denver, Colo», ar

NYC. h
Brown. Lee (On T^uri ABC
Busse. Henn (On Tour—Texas A Okla

homa) GAC
Byers, Verne (On Tour—Midwest I NOS
■alani, Bol, On l.ir «mil VOS

Carter. Tiny (Stardust I Bronx. N. Y b 
Carter Joy (Arcadial NYC, Out SfX. b 
chipmin Wayne (Moose Club) Sidney,

IMI MOM CO.
US MSOIINES ST.
NEV OILCANS. LA.

PMtor. Tony (Carino Royal) Wnabing- 
toa. D. C., 2/21-27. ar

Pearl. Ray (Peabody) Memphta Tenn., 
Out 3/13. h

Fee pet, Lee (On Tour—Miaaourl A Kan
sas) GAC

Perrault, Clair (Statler) Hartford, Conn.,

Delaney are planning approxi- 
'rately 150 I.P albums and nt least 
300 EP sets.

I am thoroughly pleased with the 
remarkable progreM made by “X” 
in just one year. It has grown into 
ar. independent and aggressive rec
ord company. It is properly com
petitive and not afraid of experi
mentation and new ideas. It now 
commar.ds the respect and recogni
tion of everyone in the industry, 
and I believe firmly that its succeic 
last year is only a very small in
dication of things to come.

I read with great interest 
the supplement devoted to 
Label “X” in the Jan. 26 issue 
of Down Beat. A year ago, when 
RCA Victor launched the lie* in
dependent label called “X,” it 
literally was an unknown quantity.

But despite the huge initial ex
penses involved in starting a new

and pi 
refei

Sheldon. Kenny (Jersey City Gorden) 
Jersey City. N. J

• plvak Clixr.il (On Tour— Texaa) MCA
Streeter. Ted (Plesa) NYC. h
Thornhill Cteedr (U. & Naval toausa)

Norfolk, Va., I/S-ll; (On Tew—Boot)

New York—Roy Hamilton was 
picked as top male and Ruth Brown 
us the No. 1 female singing star in 
deejay Alan Freed's “Rock ’N Roll” 
popularity poll. The Drifters placed 
first unong vocal groups, and 
Buddy Johnson led the r&b bands

The poll, which had been con
ducted on radio station WINS 
since November, tabulated more 
than 100,000 entries.

Mina h
McGuffln Wayne (Highland's Clubhouse) 

Kennewick, Waah., Out 7/23, b
McIntyre, Hal (On Tour—South) GAC 
McKinley, Ray (On Tour—East) GAC 
Marterie, Ralph (On Tour — Midwest)

"Dance and Listen 
io 3 Great Bands!’

Gaillard, Slim <1iffnay) Loe Antri«*, 
2/11-2«. nc

Garner Erroll (Blue Not«) Philadelphia,

3ft Premier of E-gland ••«» a full twee of 
Be Saab Is portuale* Usoauallad »is toes, 
doalgn ano tile-time cOMtractien — mo veut 
astici o' -rife »Ihor

We urge “live mwiciana,< to write 
their forward looking Congressmen 
& U.S. Senators to vote to elimi
nate the “cabaret tax” on food 
served where “live musicians & en
tertainers may work so they too 
mti earn enough to pay their fright
ful share of taxes"

> Trio (Gtneraor (liaron) NYC, h 
Henry 'Red” <M*tripolo) NYC 
rats (Terrace) E. St. Louis. I1L.

Avenue, White Plains, New York 
Dbl. Clarinet — arrange — read, 
fake. Age 20 Will travel.

•If»
•KA

Chetale' Loe (Palmet House) Chicago, 
Out 3/IS. h; (Copa City) Miami. Fla.. 
2/lt-3/30, n<

Clayton. Del (On Tour—Mldweet I NOS
Clifford. Bill (Riserside) Reno Nev., h
-orai Xavier (Saxony) Miami Beach, 

Fla.. Out 3/3. h
Denanur Al (Neu haata Monica Pier 

Stento Monien > .ml , Ont Mnn II 1»» 
muri lr. (PaU'iman > HUIttinJ

Calli 2/15-3/7. b
Clllott. Larry (On Tour—South) NOS
Fergueoa Daau.« iRotiest Drier oli) Cor- 

pae (hrieti. Tex., h
Flak. Charlie (Palmer Hous«) Chicago, h 
ntspatrlck. Eddie (Mapesl Reti'. Nev , I 
Flanagan. Ralph (On Tour—Mldweetl

must be an operation dedicated not 
to overnight sensationalism but to 
permanence. To achieve thi= end, 
two basic purposts were established 
and fulfilled —first and foremost, 
to build, gradually but effectively, 
a catalog.

The first step was to find persons 
who could head the new undertak
ing and uchievi our goals. Fortu
nately, I was able to obtain the 
team of Jimmy Hilliard and Joe 
Delaney. I appointed Hilliard to 
handle the a&r post for “X” while 
Delaney became general sales man
ager.

They both agreed with my ap
proach to the new label and began 
immediately to work on discover
ing and developing new talent. This 
is of primary c«”cern to s new 
company like “X” bfcause it is 
the only waj a new label can gam 
acceptance b; virtue of n big 
“single” record.

MUSICIANS
Earn tha* better job . . 
Mail your listing today!

Gallirchio & NBC Orch. with vo
cals by June Valli and true«t 
(male) singing soloist*.
The Moakal Brother* of Chi. enjoy 
entertaining their employee* . 
active booster* of the Royal Trou
badours ' A Carl Schreiber Unit).
Direct “Down Beit” to Tommy 
Roy, WKLA — DJ of Ludington, 
Mich, another Ted Weems booster.

year in a position of prestige, an 
essential factor for continuing suc
cess in the highly competitive rec
ord business.

Today, in the short span of 12 
month*, “X” is a tital part of the 
RCA Victor record division mid an 
integral part of the recording in
dustry.

ATTENTION: Leader* * Booker*' 
Tbew flee meslcioe* are 0» 

liberty
Ratm. 14 word,—$3 AddIHoaal word* 

® 20c Srnrt 1« ,o«r IMliig ted»,

Wt alio carry a full Una of -ancy faafaific cumnwr- 
bund cro*tio”a—metallic, plaids, *pf s tri pas ate. 
St ’abries and colors eolci cha-f and or'ca Ha* 
•art e* i*uaC
SOX BROS
Cuafosn Toilora, 712 W. Rooaovol* Roa« CMeoes, IM.

Groundwork Set
They also laid the groundwork 

for d solid catalog. Since then, nu
merous popular albums have been

Dedicated To Permanence
When we conceived tht- idea for

Combos

WHERE TO GO

DRUMMED 
WHO CARES

Carl Schreiber TV Party and 

Orchestra Service—NE 1-0500

Baml ñutís «“L

Clixr.il
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MISCELLANEOUSARRANGEMENTS

FOR PIANO

Curreet Issue

• back hMM

RECORDS

AT LIBERTY
?

FOR SALE

WANTED
*7—IMPROVISING HOT

$1 00

.75
50

PS SORE?

51.00

so

50

50
FOR GUITAR

so
.75

50
75

FOR ORGAN

HAMMOND NOVOCHORDi peril, t condi
tion purchased new, privately owned 
and tued in own re-idence. Insl.umeni 
has never been abused or marred. Frank 
A. Urdel M. D., Newfoundland, Pa.

AVID JAZZ end muele fan wi»he- job >n 
music or recording bu».nest Age 24. 
Single, Down Beat 2001 S < nlumet, 
Chao., Box 720 Exemplas ot 

applied to

'JAZZ CHORUSES any three " tandarda" 
$1.00. Creighton 3810 So Trail. Sarasota, 
Fla. ♦

GIRLS! Pianist and drummer available for 
May opening. State full particulars and 
photo. Box 781 Down Beat, 2001 S. Cal* 
umet, Chgo., Ill.

IXCRLSIOR ACCORDION MODEL #911 
Brand new hand made from Italy. No 
reasonable offer refused. B. Delmar, 289 
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SabscripflM 
S2.5C 

----------.53.00

BECOME PROFESSIONAL COMEDIAN) Free 
Details! SEBASTIAN 10934 P Hamlin, 
N Hollywood. Calif.

FREE RENNV GOODMAN catalog— A R G— 
Box 341, Cooper Station, NYC.

FREB BING CROSBY catalog -A R G—Box 
841, Cooper Station, NYC.

ncui Slit

39c
HIGHER IN 
CANADA

ORCHESTRA STATIONERY •’a Bush 
ness cards, placards. Samples. Jerry's, 
P O. Box 664, Pottstown, Pa.

M—THI BLOCK CHORD STYLi. 
Full explanation and axamplet 
•f this modern piano style, 
including a block chord Mr 
mony chart 9

OLDTIME ARRANGEMENTS. Polkas, Walts* 
es. Schottisches, 82.00 each. Custom ar
ranging also available at reasonable 
rates. Write “OOMPA** 1120 Selby Ave., 
St. Paul 4, Minn.

known albtima hits .

ARSINE STUDIOS
TM — 7th AVENU«. N. Y„ N. T. 

Ghw.i, 8x10. Unobtainable euwwhere

RECORDISTI Exchange talking and ,uu»l- 
cal tape, internationally! Box 1404-M, 
San Francisco 1.

13th CHORDS 
modern chords 
popular songs

OBCHESTRA COATS. DOUBLE BREASTED 
SHAWL 54, SINGLE BREASTED $7. 
«-UXEDO TROUSERS $4. CALE, 1210 
JEFFERSON, CHICAGO ILL.

WRITE SONGS7 7 7 TUad “Songwriters 
Review" -rmK.uine, 1650-DU Broadway. 
New York 19 25c copy; 82 yiar.

the 'New Sound" In hermo 
nixing basic scales ..

375—ULTRA-MODERN HARMONI
ZATIONS. Ho— to create new

«5—MODERN PARALLEL CHORD 
PROGRESSIONS. The bar- 
meato background for modern

them for conventional chords 11 09
♦40—NEW CHORDS FOR STAND

ARD HITS. Exciting different 
harmonixetions of all the best

Exclusive Photo*
BANDS IN ACTION

Artluu picture* of Ml name leaden.
uaiclatu, -ocellate. Exclusive candidal 

Guaranteed to pleae» or money refund-

CALL NINA'
Ths Muiicisni Excheng« 

kor Complote 14 Hour Phono Senke

4*2—PIANO FILLERS. 32 pagas 
of Runs, Intros, Breaks, 
Endings, that can be usad 
with ali current and stand
ard hits S1.2S

Classified Section
IMITUKCt MHT ACCOMMNV COM - CWNT NAME, MMESS, CITT AMD STATE 
BEMLINE: 5 TH« PBIM TO NILIUTIW. • 101 »UMUI SEBV1CE 51c HTBA.

ideas for the ad-lib Instru
mentalist ..........................................50
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THIRTY CENTS PER WORD MINIMUM TEN WORDS MUSICIANS •
NEW LISTINGS THIS MONTH 

4*3—MAMBO PIANO BASS Au
thentic left-hand mambo styling 

4*1—HOW TO USE FOURTH IN

FOR PIANO FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

COMBOSI I rah Bounding nrrnngemente 
written «specially for your inatnunen. 
tation of: Trumpet. Tenor. Alto, 
Rhythm, or Trumpet, Trombone, Tenor, 
Rhythm nr Trumpet, Alto, Tenor 
Trombone Rhythm. <Baij optional). Ar- 
:anging Service, 384 Monroe Ave., 
Rochester, N. Y.

CASH IMMEDIATELY Ship at oui ex
pense your Guitar» Trumpet, Saxophone, 
etc. Highest prices guaranteed. Receive 
airmailed check tomorrow. Instrument 
returned if not satisfied. Eagle Music A 
Loan Co., 512^ So. Main St., Los An* 
geies 18, Calif.

COLD 
SORES

■JJ1VBIB4 Mb||cal|W|. 
Contami originai material. 
Pattar.Sklfs.Noveltles.Par«- 
dles, Monoloques, D aiogue*. 
Special offer of 7 diflerent 
Usues and book «f herkier 
stoppar»-comic song tltlesi 
■ mduntnle af mater tot, $4

EMCEE, Dos» 4
Box *83 Cblcaga *0. 111.

Bop Giusti 
$2.25 F-lr

Clear or 
tinted Lensei 

(Me. « Ledimi
Brown or Black Fram«i 

Ire TI«*. .......
S*nON SALIS CO. 
1151 I. 14th St. 

C.O.D.’s accepted

hollywood 
H's

A/VD c^ms
AN IDEA FOR YOUR NEW CARD

CENTRAL SHOW PRINTING ..:OMPANY 
MMON Ol* row.

Hollywood 2-3311

1570 N. Gower Hollywood 21 CalH.
Tkroagk Ow SadfcAboerd Speak No 

Mcm* In »• W

Estimates for engmving 
and printing gladly furnished ■ Any publisher our 

reference • Highest rated in the United States
»01 WEST 47n STREET • CHICAGO 12. ILLINOII

LES BROWN Band winner of W«*t!ak« Gold Record 
Award for the B«tt Band of 1954, include* Orummer 
Bill Richmond, a WeiHeke gradual«.
Writ« far FREE W«*fl«k« Catalog A Swing Naw*. 
Approved for Korean V«f*. Full dance band re- 
hoar*a* 15 hour* a wook. Both Day and Night Course. 
Arranging, Instrument*. Voice Modern Harmony, 
Dictation, Ear Training.

WESTLAKI COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
1520 N. Gowor 

Hollywood 28, CalNarolo 
HO 2-2387

NAMI VIT?

ADDRESS CITV STATE

'nlarotfad In Arranging by Mail Clan. Coarse?

Cot No
4«—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS 

For Hie right hand. Modern 
runs to fit the most used chord 
combinations ..........

*04 -ASCENDING PIANO RUNS 
For the right hand In ell 
popular levs

*03—HOW TO USE lltb AND

375—MODERN CHORD PROGRES 
SIONS FOR PIAMO. How to 
transform sheet music chords 
into modern astended chord 
positions .... .'.....................$1-00

17*—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PIANO 
INTROS. Profess Ionel Introduc
tions In the modera manner $100

10—MODERN PIANO RUNS, 1*9 
professional runs on all chords $1.00

59—PIANO BASS PATTERNS. A 
variety of left-hand figures on 
all chords 

4S--lltb CHORD ARPEGGIOS. 
132 ilth chord runs, the mod

ern substitute for 7th chords
W0 -MODERN JAZZ ACCOM- 

»ANIMENTS Ho. to pl.t off
beat bop piano backgrounds. 

♦12—CHORDS BUILT BT FOURTH 
INTERVALS. A chart of ultra
modern 3, 4, 5 end 4 "Ota 
herds and how to substitute

CHORDS. Examples aid exer
cises showing all variations of 
13th chords as used Ir modern 
music ......................................

55—PROGRE SIVE PIANO HAR
MONIZATIONS 'he roderr 
•ay of harmonising any mel
ody note using unconventtonel 
chord formations

»4—MODERN CHORD APPLICA
TION. How to use fourth chords 
♦th Ilth and 13th chords 1» 
modern jaxx piano styling...

370—SINGLE NOTE FIGURATIONS 
FOR STANDARD HITS. Typical 
modern piano ad-lib var ations 
applied to songs

373—EXPERIMENTAL JAZZ IDEAS. 
Polytonality, counterpoint and 
the 12 tone system applied to 
a (an beat . 5

)M-UR HAND IDEAS FOR 
MODERN PIANISTS and how 
io apply them

355—HOW TO ACCOMPANT VO
CALISTS on lire piano. Sts 
effective styles of piano ac
companiments clearly illus
trated ..............................

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISA
TIONS. Ad-lib |aa phrases to 
lit the most used chord pro
gressions .....................

]45—MAMBO RHTTHM PAT
TERNS FOR PIANO

50

M

RHYTHMS. How Io apply ove< 
30 Latin rhythm« to the piano 
Also Indudoi inxfruefion« In 
playing Latin-American Initru- 
manh ..................................... $1.25

.14— 1Uh CHORD INVERSIONS A 
modern chord «tudy for th« 
prograuiv« p I a n 1 • t. «bow
ing over 300 position« of Ilth 
chords ................................... .50

THE 
HOLLYWOOD PERCUSSION 

CLUB and CLINIC 
announces the publishing 

of 
BRAD SPINNEY'S 

“ENCYCLOPEDIA 
of PERCUSSION"

A complete Encyclopedia ot 
brums and rnlatod i>-*trumento

A limited edition of Vol. I, cov
ering introductione & letter A 

will be available soon
To reserve your copy of Vol I 

send 12.50 to

DRUM CITY dopi. C 
8124 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood 38. Californie

• MODERN PIANO TRENDS • 
An tostructive Monthl, Publicaflen 

’er Progressive Musicians
• Modere Cherd Pregressiens • 
New Harmonbntloni al Standard

Hits • 'etreductloM, Breaks, 
Badings • Original Progressive 
Solos • New Harmonie Devices 

* Idee* ter Modern Improvisation
— Strlctly P-olessional —

372—NEW STYLE AD-L'B SOLOS 
Modern themes with ad-lib 
take-offs. For all treble cief in
struments (chord symbols in
cluded) ............................

371—MODERN BLUES STYLES. New 
style blues examples for all 
treble clef instruments .

355—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1,728

35*—PLAT POPULAR PIANO RT 
CHORDS. The «ensatioral 
Walter Stuart system of pi
ano instruction without bass 
clef. Complete "18 lesson 
—40 song course" teaches 
playing from lead sheets. 
For iemi-edvanc«d pianists 
«nd music teachers. For
merly $8.76 now only..........1

phrasas to fit all chords $1.00 
57—MODERN BREAKS. Uo-to aate 

breaks in all popular keys. (For 
all trabl. clef Instruments) 

57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC.
• tele I f- method with axar 
dses that develop and improve 
th. capacity for memorising 
music ..........................................

*5«—SIGHT READING TECH 
NIQUE. A tested practical 
method that will improve your 
sight reading ..............

♦02—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PAS 
SAGES. Typical Bs-Bop ax 
ample« in all popular keys.

tfyl« affects through uncon- 
vantional uses of harmony. $1.00

380—EXPERIMENTAL JAZZ $OLO$ 
(for plane). Fresh, beyond 
th« convantional shop - worn 
phrases, looking to the tuiura $1 25

377—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PIANO 
SOLOS. Perfect examples o< 
the new contemporary styles $1 25

170— MODERN PIANO BLUES PAT
TERNS. New, fresh ideas for 
blues improvising ......... .75

05—MODERN PIANO INTRODUC
TIONS, In all popular toys . .$1 00

PLAYING Hundreds of Im 
orovlsatlon patterns shown an 
el1 chords. A chord index lo- 
cetes many jaxx phrases for eny 
chord combinations ..............

52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MEL
ODIES. The principles of Im
provising correct harmonic 
progressions for any melody. .SI.00

01—CHORD CHART. 132 popular 
sheet music chords

353—THE 12 TONE SYSTEM. Explo
ration and illustration* of the 
modern atonal music style....

15—HOW TO PLAY BE-BOP. Full

4G—PIANO ENDINGS. Two and 
one measure ending« In all 

popular keys ...................
11- -MODULATIONS. 2 end 4 meet 

ura bridges laau.ng from anri 
to all popular keys......... I

54—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES. 
This chan shows the basis fo- 
1152 unorthodox modern chord 
structures that can ba used in 
place of conventional chords

CHORDS. A chert ot 132 ex
tremely modern 7-p«rt chords

*01 —PROGRESSIVE PIANO PAT
TERNS. Modern ityie |au 
phrases in all popular keys.

BE MODERN BLOCK CHORD 
PROGRESSIONS. Lump si 
and exercises for the progres
siva pianist

OB—EFFECTIVE HAMMOND OR
GAN COMBINATIONS, chart 
of special sound effects and 

nose' ton« combinations .......
JO—HAMMOND NOVRLTT EF

FECTS. • collect jn of amusing 
trick imitations for "entertain

ing" organists ...............75
13—COMPLETE DICTIONART OF 

HAMMOND STOPS. cor-.rt 
interpretation ot organ sounds .75

riusi OIDIO BY NUMBIt

ample» ......... .
B07—HOW TO REHARMONIZK

SONGS. Instruction» in find
ing more modern substitute 
chord» for conventional »hoot 
music harmony

374—LESSONS IN MELODY WRIT
ING. A now approach tn de
veloping the skill of melodic 
Invention . ......... . ..............

43—C HORD CONSTRUCTION 
AND ANALYSIS. How to use 
chords as fill-ins, background 
for correct improvising. otc.Sl.M

04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITU
TIONS. chart of chords that

regular major minor «nd 7th 
chord.

41—HOW TO TRANSPOSE MU
SIC, Including special exer- 
cisar to practice -raniposing 

al sight ............................

357—UNUSUAL CHORD POSI
TIONS FOR G U > T A R . 744 
chords in diegram and nota

tion (by Norman Elliott).......
352—GUITAR RUNS. Modern Men 

nique for improvisation on all 
chords ...........................

345—OCTAVE UNISON STTLIZING 
FOR GUITAR. Modern double 
and triple string solo technique 
and how to apply it...

355—NOVEL GUITAR ACCOMPANI
MENTS. New. dataient quite 
rhythms for interesting imell 
combo effects ............

J44—11TH CHORDS FOR GUITA4 
eno ho» to use Ihem. 449 
modern chords, diagrams. fing
erings. notation ... .

*$2—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS.
Professional material ............

3S3—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISA
TIONS Ad-lib jets phrases to 
fit the most uted chords pro
gressions .

FREE CATALOG

WALTER STUART music studio ine. íñ.ot. ^ Á Jersey

City

DANCE BAND ARRANGING 
Choral Conducting

P'otam nal Corner— , I Trump«*
Doubl« Counterpoint

Nam«__________  
Sfr««t__________
Mutlc rapariewea

OPPORTUNITIES 
on RADIO and TV if you 

STUDY HARMONY 
Train for big ,-pportuniti«* In Radio and TV 
with a graat Homo Study orgonixation. Roc- 
ugnaad for over 50 yaar*. No interference
with regular work rtudy in your ¡pare time.
Chaek court«* that interest you and sand today 
For FREE Sample Lesson*. No obligation

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

CONSERVATORY
HARMONY Q Piano, Teacher $ Normal Couna 
Guitar _ Piano, Student's Course
Mandolin 

" Violin r,-..- -
Public School Miu.—Beginner s
Public School Mui - Si parviw s m
Advanced Cnmnntliinn —H Clarinet " Advanced Composition 

Saxophone L Ear Training A Sight Singing








	Hamp Donates Fees To Israel

	New Record Name Nitery In Chicago


	Attempt Made On Life Of Hormel After Acquittal

	Capitol Now Back To Normal As News Of Sale Wears Off

	Murphy Moves; Scobey Steps In


	Disneyland' Will Show How Peggy Lee Sings For The Cats

	Air Force Music Show Premiers Over ABC



	Next Issue: Big Stan Kenton Story, And Another Up Beat

	Radio & TV

	Shay Hotel Dates Set Until August

	Big Milwaukee Bubble Bursts

	Up In The Air



	Dan Terry Ork Impresses In Buoyant Birdland Bow

	Sandman' Takes Chordettes

	Out Of That Barbershop

	New York—One of the most responsive chords struck recently in the music business is the one currently emanating from four girls named Carol Bushman, Janet Ertel,

	Braff, Belletto At Blue Note,- Book Kenton For June

	Carnegie Hall Gets

	Big All-Star Bash



	Terry Band In Birdland Bow

	Company To Film Night Club Acts

	WHERE TO GO t5


	Ella, Peterson Due In England

	CARL FISCHER

	Shearing Adds New Vibe Man

	MJQ To Storyville After D. C. Concert

	DOWN «EAT

	Ninety-nine and 60/100 percent perfect amplification sounds like the familiar soap claim, but in reality it’s the slogan for McIntosh laboratory’s new 30-watt high fidelity



	50% Longer Play Claimed For Tape

	TKANICRIUR COMPANY

	Louis Ruben Dies

	What does hi-fi mean to a family, and should a family man of modest means become involved in it? Perhaps this story will hold some answers for you.

	A pleasant looking, moderately well dressed man appears


	MICROPHONES FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

	The Room

	MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE BOEHM FLUTES

	NAME

	ZM ... STATE





	MUSICIANS •


